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A cable
message was received from Havana Sept,
stb stating that the Spanish authorities
absolutely refused to allow the Comal to
AN
BY THE
land the provisions which she carried for
the starving inuabitants of Cuba unless
the full duty was paid.
Secretary Alger
thereupon ordered the duties upon the
PAPER for Maine Seafarmillion rations to be paid and directed
People.”
that they be distributed under the
supervision of the United States officers.
In City and County
President McKinley has announced the
names of his
appointees on the industrial
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ri.:?
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ris of Ohio. N. L). North of Massachuone square, one inch !
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insertion.
Smythe, South Carolina: .John M.
Fanjuahar. New York:Eugene D. Conger,
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sylvania; Charles J. Harris, North Carolina and M. D. Katchford, Indiana.
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The board bulletin of the department of
agriculture for the month of September is
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worthy brother, J. B.

Resolved, That this grange extends its
kindest sympathy to the bereaved family
and friends.
Resolved, That as a token of respect for
our departed brother our charter be draped
iu mourning for thirty days, that a copy of
these resolutions be entered upon our re\ 4i>rds, a copy be sent to the bereaved family
and also to our comity papers for publica-

Grindel.
T>8
72
69
47
46
292

letters from
the subject from all over the
It contains

County

in

State, and will be of value to anyone interested in these two branches of agriculture.
Following is a summary of the crop reports
from Wablo county ;
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Encampment.

The National Encampment, G. A. R., in
Cincinnati last week elected officers as follows :
Commander-in-Chief, Col. Jos. A. Sexton,
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Capt. George T. Osborne arrived horn*Mrs. Athe Cordon and s<>n Eddie, Mr and
Tuesday. His vessel, the schooner Emma
S. Briggs, is discharging cement at Diamond Mrs. Alfred Boulter *f .Jackson spent Sunday witli Mr. ami Mrs. Freeman (> Huberts.
Island, Portland Harbor.

Crackers
Coffee
The editor of the Bucksport Herald was
favored with one of the Ranelegh hills-offare, and says of it:

Cheese

Watson

•J.

and brother.
Resolved, That the hearts of relatives
The menu was very tempting.
We left it
may he cheered m lonely hours by the
thought that iu our fraternity they will ever open upon our desk while we stepped out to
find friends, and when done with earth and notice the opening quotations of smoked aleits cares they will again he united in that
wives on the stock-board, and when we reland where there is no parting.
turned it was black with flies which had
Resolved, That the members of this settled upon it and were checking off their
Grange extend to the bereaved family our favorite dishes. As a general thing, howheartfelt sympathy iu this, their hour <»f j ever, there are no flies on Mr. Patterson’s
deepest sorrow, and recommend them to lay-outs.
the lov.ng kindness of the Heavenly Father.
We suppose Mrs. Patterson helps round;
Resolved, 1'hat in loving remembrance of shells the peas, snaps the string beans,
our deceased brother our charter he draped j feeds the mock
bisque. Till lie gets fat enough
in mourning for thirty days.
to make soup of, and looks out f**r tin- hired
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions ; girls, who are said to very wasteful in
he sent to the bereaved family and one enWhen we go to Boston we shall
Boston.
tered on
page set apart in the records of find the corner of Beacon and Mountfort
our Grange, and one sent to each of the BelSts. or get lost in the attempt.
fast papers for publication.
J. s. Maddocks, 1 Committee
California Pioneers.
Eva J. Dean,
!•
on
Win. Bragg.
Resolutions.
The New England Society of California
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its 11th annual meeting and
the 48th anniversary of the admis| sion of California as a State at the United
! States Hotel, Boston, Sept. 9th. There was
an attendance of more than 150.
The following officers were elected: Israel
S. Pear of Cambridge, pres.; Charles H. Fifield of Salem,vice pres., Josiali Hayward of
Boston,t rea».; S. W. Foster, sec. Mr. Charles
A. Dole, the retiring president, was made a

yesterday

L.
his

a

furlough

of 2 months.

He is

private of Co. C, First New Hampshire
Volunteers, and for two months was detailed to Red Cross duty in the hospital corps.
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Tuesday mi business He e\:<- ts t im-w
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There are 817 members of the society. Of
these 292 were pioneers and 195 were 49rs.
Since last year’s reunion eight have died.
There are 277 members over 00 years of age
and 08 more than 75; 19 are over 80 years
old and one has reached the age of IK). One
new member was elected, Josiah
Hayden
Drummond of Portland, Me., who is generally known in Masonic circles.
The members enjoyed a reception, and at
2 o’clock sat down to a dinner.
Informal
!; speeches were made and the occasion proved a pleasant one for all.
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death of Bro. H*eal
the country lost a good soldier, the Grange
a faithful member, and the family a loved
in the
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Mr. ami Mrs

Bertha I. Bird arrived home S o hr.
visit in Haverin'!, Muss
uid P

a

Brooklyn.

factory.

Miss

local teleNo other

Spaghetti
Blueberry
Apple pie
Pineapple Sherbet

Maine.

Resolved, That

:
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Yorkshire Pudding
Mashed Potatoes
Green Corn
Cauliflower an Bern
French Egg Toast

of many of its defenders, and with her we,
members of Tranquility Grange, mourn the
death of Bro. Ivra Heal, who died on the
28th of August in the hospital at Portland,

Mrs. Will Arnold of

visiting

Miss F.

Horace TwoiubSv are spendrelatives in Monroe.

ar-

,J. B. Patterson of Bucksport, well-known
traveling public by his long service as
purser and freight clerk on the B. & B. S. S.
Co's, steamers, is now manager of the Hotel
Ranelegl Beacon ami Mountfort streets,
Boston, where he will be pleased to see his
eastern friends.
For dinner “Joe” will set
| up a menu like this :
I
Consomme with Vegetables
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in

land, Me.

Lie weliyu Carter left Mon.lav tor Wl.it. :
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man, Ma»., wla i-- hr '. is etnpi' ; :i.«*111 in

Centre.

Motel

two w-,.ks

Mr. and

Monday
College.

to the

the fol-

Twenty-one members of Harvest Moon
Grange, ami several members of Hillside
Senior Vice Commander-in-Chief—W. C.
Grange, visited Sunlight Grange in Knox
Johnson, Cincinnati.
last Saturday afternoon. The grange was
Junior Vice Commander-in-Chief—David
called to order by W. M. Dolloff and the
Russ, Deleware.
Nebraska.
Surgeon General—Dr. Pierce,
following program was given: Address of
Chaplain-inChief—Colonel Lucas, Indian- welcome by Sister Ada Dolloff; music by
apolis.
the choir; dec., by Worthy Master Dolloff;
The national council of administration includes the following: Connecticut, John H. duet by Sisters Gilchrest and Rackliff; dec.,
Edwin
Riley,
Thatcher, Hartford; Maine,
revoked.
Bro. A. H. Higgins; reading by Sister
China; Massachusetts, W. A. Stack man, by
Boston; New Hampshire, H. A. Brown, Bailey ; lecture by Sister Ingraham ; rec., by
Where Lightning Strikes.
Penacook; Rhode Island, N. VV. Viall, Har- Sister Ellen Shibles; song by Sisters Gilvard
chrest and Patterson; dec., by Bro. Ross
seems
to
more
The Daughters of Veterans of the G. A.
Lightning
destroy
country
property than city property. Take notice R. elected and installed the following offi- Towle; music by Sister Florence Rackliff;
of the great numbers of barns and sets of
cers :
rec. by Sister Florence Wentworth; rec.
by
farm buildings burned the present season
President—Miss Anna Clark, New York.
from lightning. The many telegraph, teleSenior Vice President—Miss M. Lizzie Sister Ingraham; dec., Bro. Bert Stevens;
are
bewires
in
the
rec.
and
electric
Massachusetts.
city
Kimble,
phone
by Sister Addie Higgins; reading by
lieved to be, and they undoubtedly are, a
Treasurer—Mrs. Ida J. Allen, Massachu- Sister
Gordon; rec. by Sister M. A. P. Saysource of protection from the mysterious ami
j
ward. The Worthy Master was then inInstitutiug and Installing Officer—Mrs.
deadly electric fluid from the clouds. [Bath
Vine Bond-Willis, Massachusetts.
formed that supper was ready, and all were
Enterprise.
Chicago.

damage

j

[Bucksport Herald.

The Grand Army

at

are

a

son

1
7

Use

and

Miss

week with

Sumner C.

Olives
Baked Cod
Boiled Fowl, Celery Sauce
Roast Beef, Dish Gravy

Tranquility Grange has adopted
lowing resolutions of respect:
Whereas,

Belfast.121 280
2 44
4
500 253
Belmont. 48
56
45
5
27
Amount of hay crop, 108 per vent. CondiBrooks. 126
86
2
2
2
86
78
Burnham. 108
tion of fruit, 54 per cent. Condition of pota97 12
5
78
86 13
Frankforr..
108
90
9
1
106
84
to crop, 80 per cent. Condition of corn crop:
70
55
1
6
46
2
58
Sweet, 00 per cent.; yellow, 04 per cent. Freedom.
Islesboro. 68
51
2
10
68
68
Comparative acreage: Sweet, 'J3 per cent.; Jackson. 68 52 2 10
56
3
47
yellow, 07 per cent. Rust and rot on pota- Knox. 101 46 1 1
42
2
95
toes prevalent to some extent.
86
39
Liberty. 114 50 1 6
Lincolnville— 122 104
1
3 56
72
70
Monroe. 167
1
45
1
6
luO
37
Montville. 187
2
79
ft 10
.51
123
Another Banker Arrives.
Morrill. 75
39
1
1
48
24
83
60
4
51
3
1
46
Northport
The Grand Banker Edgar S. Foster, Capt. ; Palermo. 122
63
3
32
2
5
110
86
47
1
31
13
46
John Mclums,
arrived under sail with Prospect...Searsmont. 149
87
4
11
80
58
3
colors
17
4
flying, Thursday afternoon. She Sears].ort...... 214 34 3 17
91
Stockton
1
113
79
5
75
49
Sp’igs,
tel Is the same story as the others of the
Swanville....... 95
1
45
23
77
37
fleet; full fare, some 25U0quintals of eod-iish Thorndike. 83
2
4
53
8
67
50
and 45 barrels of cod-liver oil; soft and bal1
2
90
99
4
Troy. 98 98
breezes
and
not
the
whole
season
my
enough Unity. 134 90 2 3 119 85 3
wind to blow off a straw hat.
1
Waldo. 62
6
20
22
36
She left the Banks about three weeks ago, Winterporc_ 328 60 3 6 220 67 3
at
St.
Peter’s
to
leave
a
of
stopping
portion
Total.3650 1868 70 256 2551 1605 61
her crew
which shipped at that port.

of

The

week

Dinner

,-1898——\

Towns.

tell

here.

reported, although the lightning
several places on the shove-road

Bucksport

for Governor. J

--1896-s

struck

Mr.

from

of Vinalliaven is
George R. Doak's.

at

vacation of

a

Mass.,

Martin

was

tion.

Vote of Waldo

of

the storm

the week

sou of On no visitKnowlton hist week.

erts.

George C White left Mon-i
day to spend the winter m Brockton, Mass. !
Miss Edie H. Woodbury went t.- Bucks
port Tuesday to n isit her sister, Mrs W. H

struck

Keene and Miss Kate F IMls
friends in Rockland last week.

fast.

Mr. and Mrs.

Crawford Griffin, who was some
twenty feet distant, was thrown down and
burned slightly. When he recovered he
found lie grass smoking around him.
Fortunately his injuries were very slight.

remove

well.

ing the

tance.

Heavenly

Stevens,
Res( lved, That in the death of brother
Stevens Dirigo Grange loses an esteemed
and faithful member, and that while we
mourn cur loss we bow iu humble submission to the will of Him who doeth all things

was

spending

in

was

is

Miss Fannie Maxtieid of Fair -id visited
her brother, C. H. Maxtieid, the past week.
Miss Sadie Richardson of Lewistou is

Crockett

Mr. aud Mrs

damaged by lightning.
Stockton Springs. Sept. Id. The heavy
thunder shower of Wednesday afternoon
• lid some
damage in a field owned by the
Griffin brothers.
Lightning struck a post
splitting it and sending out pieces some dis-

/

pleased

city

spending

mouth electric road was struck and wrecked.
Connections of the road at Martin's
Point bridge fused otT, mixing up with Postal
and Western Cnion wires.
(>. A
llawkes,
a conductor of the Portland railroad, was
knocked otT a car while pulling the curtains
down and was run over, losing his left arm.
A horse was killed on Pleasant street, Peerfig, and 13 or ‘JO houses and many trees were

Miss

Whereas

Foster in this

Emma

Miss

Dkerino, Me., Sept. 7. A severe thunder
shower tics afternoon worked havoc in Peering. Westbrook, Falmouth and Cumberland.
The power house of the Portland N' Yar-

Thompson of China
by Etta Worthing of

Fatner iu His all wise providence to

before

damage

Prof.

brother J. B. Stevens:

got out, hut the hogs, SO
considerable grain were

Seminary badly damaged. The
phone service was also crippled

with Branch Mills

Dingo Grange, Freedom, has adopted the
folio .ving resolutions of respect on the death

P4

the

most of

elsewhere:
Buokspokt. Sept. 7. A veiy heavy thundershower passed over the village Wednesday afternoon, commencing about ">■">" and
lasting half an hour or so. The thunder was
terrific and the lightning frequent and str mg.
Nearly every transformer on the electric light
lino was rendered useless and The one at the

Gertrude Henry and Miss Mae
Norton, closing with singing by the choir

tions

were

and

and

by lightning

done

followed
grange
Brain h Mills grange. I T. Merrill of Lakeside grange and others. There were recita-

Cook.
rp
P7
: 3
7>6

The cattle

following despatches

H.

improve our Grange Home,” to be opened
by the Worthy Master.

opened by

struck

damaged was unfounded. The electric
burned out, and the shop was shut

down

10.

The

was

week

Iola Piukham and

Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. L. \V. Drake of
Bangor visited Mrs. Lucy Hall the past week.
Clifton N. White of Lewiston was in Belfast the first of the week on business.

In Morrill the barn

city.

motor

story, Josiah
Colsou: 11 stump speech, Jim Carney; 12.
poem, A. A. Ginn ; P’>. Reminiscences of the
Past ; 14. Question, “In what way can we

Pine Cone Cm.m met

burned.

Thompson &

and

Historical

Charades, Jennie Dockham; 0. reci-

•'

was

223

pn

71
68
26
51

Edw. Wescoit

of the

Woodbury

of Rockland
business.

on

Karl

son

Bangor last

Julia Pond of Washington. D. f
s
in Belfast and.
Rucksport.

Miss

Belfast

in

was

Beaton, Esq.,

A.

;-

K.

visited

ed Mr. and Mrs. F. B.

A.

s

v

week

to

Beau of Camden
Tuesday on business.

Belfast yesterday

burned. In Belmont 5 cows belonging to
Fred Marriner and 1 belonging to his neighbor, Mr. Cammett, were killed in a pasture:
and iu another pasture in the same town, 0
sheep owned by Charles Wetherbee were
killed. The report that the clothing factory

questions,
recitation, Jennie Crock■.

west

farming tools
tons of hay

welcune by W S. Jones was delivered in
a very pleasing manner.
The response m
behalf of the \’.siting patrous was given by
Mr. Baker of Albion grange. The question

22
70

Bivant.
•Jackson. 40
P5
Troy

Lincolnville.
Islesboro.
Belmont..

and

Last

Mil.-ter Pinkham iu tin* chair.

158

4(

Total.
453
r
11 it> .23."

gain.

miles

room.

Littlelield.

bury

a

Roscoe Staples of Rockland visited rela< in Belfast
Tuesday.

heavy thunder shower passed over
Wednesday afternoon, Septem7th, and did considerable damage a few

of Frank

of

Dawson.

....

ber

Following is tlie pro :ram for South Branch
Gn-mg.-. Prospect, Saturday evening, Sept.
17th:
Music by the choir; 2. reading,
Sarah

Mrs. \\

M.

ast

Walker an ived frou l.vnn,
visit friends n Belt -.st.

Saturday

visiting relatives

H.

a

W

Osborne Lord visited friends in Brooksville the past week.

A very

Saturday evening
favored with a whistling

dining

kindly given

this section

The
grange, in Pleasant grove, Aug. olst.
dit..' being fair there were about 3<H) present.
The meeting was called to order by A’orthy

63

Plurality. 85

66
76

dance 25c.;

Grange was
by little Misses Catherine Lowe Littlefield and Lena Colson. .Their fair will be
held Sept. 21st. followed by a social dance in
the evening.
Lunch will be served in the

232

so

Brewer and

m

Miss Xellie K.
Mass

tiv

duet,

O.MM-NEK.

Thorndike.
Burnham

membership.

to its

pleasaut entertainment
by Suulight Grange.

on

o>r

Herrick of Bridgcp >rt. Ct
visiting relatives m Belfast audvi nutv.

Mrs. F. O. Greer returned Monday from
isit in Bucksport.

Damage by Lightning.

day.

the

137

and

v

them

South Branch Grauge is iu a flourishing
condition, and is receiving many additions

FOR Sll KK F

Samuel IL Norton...
155
Exavier A. Sprowl. 75

Tickets

day

Mas,.u las

Hammons and

Mrs. L. W.
friends

Bar Harbor yester-

to

: tst

n

k'. uid

alter X: iiols of Farmington

ed Mr. and Mrs. A. J

PERSONAL.
Keene went
business.

W. K.

Randal! and oh:
visit in R

a

Miss Jane Tweed of Boston arrr
Thursd ay to visd Miss !.•.*■■ e Kelley.

the

cake, pies, etc. After a while spent in social
chat, goodbyes were said and the visitors
departed for their homes, feeling that they
should long remember the warm welcome

supper 25c. Good time ; come one, come
all and bring your best giri. If stormy, next

'FNTY ATTORNEY.

tilery Bowden .100
Hugh D. Mi.I sllan- 139

all.

to

to

to

Mon-

«n

W. Benson left Frida.
three weeks in Halifax. X d

Mrs. \\

•■•■5

>vs

deorge

v.sit of

sa
'4

^

of,

^

John M

Mrs.

Mrs.

!•',)
'n1

few

a

on

Thursday

,,,

2532

IL ustou was in Boston
on business.

*k

Rev. E B Palmer of Winchester. Mass
arrived Saturday to visit rch.r.ws

"

£S3

Portland last

P. Ha/el tine, Jr., went to Bost
business for a few days.

B.

day

74

d

:7

'.'5

to

Henr« <). I),->dge arrived home
Saturday
from a misiuess trip to Boston.

$
f,

’.i

m

,0
“4

f
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Z
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48
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,£
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£
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X

,1

3e;le Mathews went
iv for a short visd.

>Lss

f.

~’4
-•

5
-4

~

nd
j„
51
41*
n4
40
.so
98
73
77
or
91

t-

s

-•>

101
S7

27

yd

fl

s-.

dining hall where a moat
sumptuous repast was spread, to which all
did justice. Surely the good Sisters of Sunlight Grangp know how to bake good beans,
invited

to

7 RTS.

joi
58

J'niry.

the Maine batteries are anxious to be retained in tire service. What do you recommend ?”
The Governor replied : “I most earnestly
recommend that the Maine batteries be retained in service. They are a fine body of
men and all desire to remain, I think.”
Adjutant General Corbin then telegraphed Governor Powers that the order for
mustering out the Maine batteries has been

S

|

Grange of North Searsport will
visit Seaside Grange of Belfast Thursday
evening, Sept. 29th. A large delegation from
Granite Grange is expected and Seaside
is making preparations to entertain them in
tine style.
Rising Sun Grange will have a fair and
dance at McGray’s hall. East Knox, Me.,
Thursday, Sept. 29th. All are cordially invited to attend and bring something to ex-

for •.overn. R.

Returns.

to be Retained.

S

Bucks-

in

port.

tVmmissu'ner. ’’Treasurer. ^fD^ds?

For Sheriff.

|

News of the Granges.

?

The returns from some parts of the i Knox
P7
State come in very siuwly, but the figures
Total.
...470
received up to Wednesday morning do i
s
Plurality.
not indicate much change in the size of :
the Republican majority announced TuesSpratt.
Freedom
53
day morning as between 25,000 and 20,- 1 Palermo.
PI
000.
80
Liberty
Our four Congressmen are re-elected by Monrville ...115
37
handsome majorities, and every county j Waldo
Morrill.. 48
has been carried.
The complexion of the
senate and the House of Representatives
Total.
424
Plurality.142
will undoubtedly be a solid Republican
Senate and not over 12 or 15 Democrats in
Bunker.
the ITeise, a very trifling Democratic Searsmont
81

Maine Batteries

S
g

2

99

?

William A Bragg-152
Charles E. Sheiman
s6

Governor Powers received the following
query from Adjutant General Corbin: “It
is represented that the officers and men of

of Courts.

Granite

?

<

the Red Cross.
Delayed ten hours at
Cleveland by a break-down, their train
was sent to the lake-shore, where it
got
the cool lake breezes.
All those sick
soldiers got back to Maine alive and most
or
them improved very decidedly on the
journey. A good job that, well done,
and an incident of the war worth remembering. [Harper’s Bazar.

on

a,

1
119
57
22s

1

The Vote ot Belfast.

..

authorities

PERSONAL.
Thompson spent Suuday

Henry

Cleveland, to Buffalo, Albany,
X’ekersoii.
Boston and on to Portland, and the cuiiu- I Prospect.30
Stockton Springs. 56
of
trees
and
try
pine
granite. Supplies, Searsport.
K4
ordered by telegraph, were furnished for Swanville.
64
them without money or price, chietiy by
Total.243

fruit.

86
78
120

58

1

1

1005

to

poultry and

1
2

"5

1
4
1

....

subject

3
13

1
1
4

1

I
R COFNTY TREASURER.
some tilings very well in
the
.153 130 125
36
58 502
of Maine.
There was a Maine regi- Alfred A. Mnall
Charles E. Stevens_ *5
n
12
18
28 254!
meiit in the cam}, at
rhickamauga that j
'K REGISTER OF I- KEl»S.
suffered very seriously from the change nf !
1>. MoCrillis.... 136 113 121
36
61 469 !
climate and the perils of camp lift-,
it George
Georue I. Keating
99
0.5
77
is
25 2*4
had lost fourteen men from camp fevers,
FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO LEGISLATURE.
had a large proportion of its members in Melville C.’
Mill.120 118 116
35
55 444
tlie hospital, and was losing one man a Jesse E. W1 >on-117
71
71
19
il 309 |
•n A MEN I »M ENT T«* THE ('■
day. The surgeons said that the best
'NSTITt'TION'.
chance for the sick men was to take them Ves.;i 22
15
6
14
8.8 !
6
home.
The government gave the invalids N
1
6
•_<
1:>
a thirty days
furlough, and the state of
Maine hired a big engine and seven PullLegislative Vote of Waldo County.
man sleeping cars to bring the:n home.
>iie hundred and twenty Maine boys sick
Hills.
Wilson.
with typhoid and malarial fevers and other Belfast.444
30P
diseases, were loaded into that train and
Plurality.135
started north.
Off they went to Cincin-

of the

so
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40
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._220
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40
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40
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1
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Liucolnville.

It appears that her majesty was walking
from her hotel to the lauding place of the
steamer at about 1 o’clock when an Italian
anarchist suddenly approached and stabbed her near the heart.
The empress
fell, got up again, and was carried to the
steamer unconscious.
The boat started,
but seeing the empress had not recovered
consciousness, the captain returned and
the empress was carried to the hotel
Beurivage, where she expired.
The empress of Austria, wife of Francis
Joseph, emperor of Austria and king of
Hungary, was born Dee. :M, IsfT. She
was a daughter of Duke
Maxmilliaq of
Bavaria, and was married April U4. IS54.
had
three
the
cliildreu.
They
Archduchess#
Gisola, who is married to Prince Luitpold
of Bavaria, the Archduke Rudolph, who
married Princess Stephanie of Belgium,
and who was seemingly assassinated in
1"S'J, and the Archduchess Maria Valeria,
who married the Archduke Franz SalvaThe late emtor, of Austrian-Tuscany.
press was an enthusiastic horse-woman.
The murderer is a man named Lucchoni.
He was born in Paris, of Italian parentage.

The Elections

'# I

4
13
78

>
loo

Frankfort..
Freedom.

to.

nati,

For Senator.

Congress.

to

I

5< a
27

®r‘,£>k».
®ur"ha**>.

.Arrested.
Gk.nlva, Switzerland, sept. 10. The
Empress oi Austria was assassinated this
afternoon by an anarchist, who was arrest
ed. lie stabbed her majesty with a stilet-

A

COUNTY^ 1898^
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urday

Austria’s Empress Assassinated.
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a

farms he found four spry old gen-

whose ag* s averaged dj years. They
l>aniel Wluteher, dl; Captain Perkins,

Allen

Drew,!).!;

au<l

Burleigh Black, '.U.

COUNTY

look for him to return to them soon.
-Mrs. N.Keen, Mrs. E. C. Libby, Mrs. E.
Killinan, Mrs. Jennie Doekham and Miss
Ora Libby attended the eampmeeting in
Northport last week-George Hawes and

tives

CORRESPONDENCE.

Clark's Corner, Prospect. Miss Isabel
Littlefield and her brother Roy made a trip
to Maple Grove campground Sept. 4th.
All
the people around the Corner visited the

|
j

'■

That’s the secret of the 5/A Bias Girth Horse
Blankets. Th< girths are on tht / /•/.»—that means
they are cro.-sed They work act-•nmticaHy. The
iauket can t slip. If you puli om* side the other
side keeps the blanket from -Inline, and yet it
doesn't bind the horse. T1 e a n't rub' it loose. He
couldn't displace it if he rolled in it.

Abbie Clark, who went to Boston for
treatment, has returned home feeling no
hetfer. The doctor could not operate ou her
foot until the inflammation was reduced,
which will take from 7 to 10 weeks.Mrs.
Etta Clifford Roberson and family of Dexter
were the guests of Mrs. Stephen Larrabee

® BIAS GIRTH]

are made in all styles—to tit any horse—to
euit any purse. Ask your dealer for t</.\ Bias Girth Blankets
and look for the trade-mark. A hook on the subject sent Iree.

WJI. AYRES & SONS.

for

Prospect people: ’‘Natick, Sept.
a prominent citizen, died
last eveiling at his home on Woodland
street.
He was born at Boxboro, April 28,

mu

<>|

Eiideav
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Dozen Mishaps this
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Results of The
Reid

>* e-

of

Washing Powder

hare.

This is

a

sibh-

lion.

1

;

house,

^er

ij kitcheu,

i^cooking.
and
i

housekeepers [

Me.. Sept. 8.
Wednesday
evening-> shower, while it iuterferred to
Mil’ slight extent with the exercises of
Me ( hiistian
Endeavorers, ushered in a
beautiful day Thursday.
This day has been looked forward to
with much pleasant anticipation by the
I'hrisuan Endeavorers, as the day on
which they were to make their pilgrimage to the eastern branch of the soldiers’
national Home at Togus.
The morning
exercises began with sunrise prayer meetat
the
Avenue
M. E. church
ings
Highland
and with the First Baptist church in the
early morning, and at 9.30 all boarded
the Togus train, arriving at Togus at 10
o’clock. Services were held in the chapel,
whic h was filled with the soldiers.
Prayer w*as offered by the Kev. Wm.
i-i:<

i:.

Easy Food

The
Easy
V\ Easy

to

Buy,

Cook,
Easy to Eat,

jtfy Easy

to

to

Digest.

Oats
Quaker
At all grocers
y

^in

2-lb.

pkgs. onl>

The following from the Boston School
Report will be of interest to all who believe in

hoped

methods.

And it is

charitably

disposed

Kindergarten
that

some

j: keep cool, avoid work
5 and worry,and save cash,
go bu}^ a modern

^

<
<

VAPOR i
STOVE

friends of the work will contribute funds
for the free scholarships that are absolutely necessary, if the present is to be-

part of the educational system of
this city.
come a

The kindergarten is the alphabet of our
whole manual training system, educating
It
the head, the heart and the hand.
quickens the perceptive powers of the
little ones, teaching them to observe, to
But there is a great
think and to act.
moral uplift as well, and just at the time
when the child is most susceptible to every
good impression. Out of homes of poverty and wretchedness and sin, in hundreds
of cases, these little ones are taken, to be
given their first lesson in neatness and
cleanliness and order.
Firmly but loving
ly they are taught the best things, and
fitted by and by to carry back to the home
something of the sweetness and the sunshine they have learned from faithful
teachers. If the citizens could visit these
schools they would realize move and more
their influence for good, and the power
they are to have when they become universal, in helping to solve some of the
great questions which are pressing upon
us in our great cities.

<

5 and do your cooking with

Stove

Gasolme

(

You can do anything on a Vapor
Stove that you can do on any other stove, and do it better,with less
i expense and trouble. It’s safe as
j a coal stove, and the cost of opert ation is so small it is hardly worth
5 considering. It will not heat the
t room.
You light it in an instant,
j turn it out the moment you are
{ done cooking.
e

j

5
l

?

If your dealer does not Mil Vapor Stoves
Stove Gasoline, write to the Standard
Company, New York City.

and

Oil
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Reliable War h
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impossible
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New York.

Boston.

war™ spad

great

Poor clothes cannot make
Even pale
you look old.
cheeks won’t do it.
Your household cares may
he heavy and disappointments may be
deep, but
they cannot make you look
old.
One thing does it and
never fails.
It

in^

pair

r
Philadelphia.
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WATCHES,
clocks,
JEWELRY

an

article to the September Century on “The
Territory With Which We Are Threaten-

\\Y

test the eu-> Kl*h:
l-» I it «■ »—
(iiiaranl.

After arguing as to the inadvisability of giving up much of the captured
or invaded territory, Mr. Beid -oncl'ides

£»
A
Ortv i M

•'ali-tru !

•'{?

ed.”

o

lugging
dirty

of hands
time and worry. L*
w
Largest package—greatest economy.
Till: N. K. KW It HANK COMPANY,

It's as good as
the household.

Old She
LOOKS

The hole in the bow will be boarded
and a heavy canvas stretched across
the boards.
When this is accomplished
the vessel will be towed to Providence or
Newport, where repairs will be effected.
The old Lewiston has been particularly
unfortunate during the present season.
She has met with it least half a dozen
mishaps, all of a more or less serious
character.
At one time tin* Lewiston was the largThat
est side wheeiei prying to this port
was years ago. when sin- was running beThe vessel was
tween here and Bangor.
Her register
built at New V »rk in lN7i;
ed tonnage is 1072 net and 1127 gross,
She is •_’:!•} feet in length, 77 tee: beam and
9 feet d incites depth of hold.
Her piescut owners are the Lay State- steamboat
company, win- have recently been rtaning her on bay exclusions.
At the beg; ning •! tin- siitr.mei she
made daily ti ips to Newbury port, but
was found to h; unsuited for the business,
Her valuation is plac
owing to her v, e
ed at >1.7.'X>a
There is only a lire insurso
that the loss sustainance on the craft
ed in the pros* nt instance will hr.\e to be
borne by her owners.
[Boston (Lobe.

lion. Whit.-Ian

Bill

I HOW

over

i

Alaskan

after a mess of trout to-day.
countrv for spruce gum."

worthy again.

•••

^ Stop

\

7.3

Brook writes from
Summit,
Alaska, July 23d, to his father in North
Yassalboro: ‘‘Hugh and Bowden were limiting yesterday ami got two woodchucks. We
shall have them for supper. They are twice
as big as the woodchucks at home and are
white on tlie back. They are good.
We
have eaten one and all liked him. They are
not a bit strong or wild in taste.
We live
high here. We have baked beans baked m the
ground, bacon, and as good biscuits as I have
eaten; evaporated peaches, prunes, apples,
and apricots, tea, coffee and condensed milk:
good enough for any one. I think I shall go

her

members of the

■

1

I

is the cry of women whose housework is
Such
beyond their physical powers.
women need to know that all
cleaning is
made easy by

>

*■

....

.

Hand!”

a

Thomas

of the
Thirty-nine
side wheel steamer Lewiston, which ran
He served three years as a member of
1.800
ashore on the stone breakwater at Point
the board of selectmen and three years as
while conveying
road commissioner. In 1888 he represented Judith Monday night,
the sick soldiers of the 9tli Massachusetts
the town in the State Legislature. He was
regiment from Montauk Point to Boston
one of the incorporators of the live ceut
reached that city Sep. 9th and reported
He was a trustee and on the
sat iugs bank.
office ou
at the steamship company’s
investment committee when he died.
He Commercial wharf.
The party included deck hands, coal
was also a member of the Royal Arcanum,
j
and cooks. They
July 21, 1800, Mr. Mead married Miss Al- passers, oilers, waiters
left on board the strandwilda B. Crocker of Prospect. They had stated that they
ed vessel ('apt. Charles Lyman, pilot
five
hildren all of whom survive. Mrs. |
Charles Bartlett of East Boston, engineer
Mead has the heartfelt sympathy of her
Holmes, steward Samuel Wilde, ticket
many friends in Maine who send condolence
agent Pibbell and purser William M.
in her s ui affliction.
Bartram.
From one of the men it was learned
FuamvKoht, The home of Mrs. Everett!
that the steamer had been moved from
Sanborn ..i, Granite avenue was the scene of
her resting place on the breakwater and
.1
very *n oyahie event on Mouday after-; beached on the sand nearby.
Her bow is
which
was
the
orb,
neon, jsep;.
reception terribly crushed and twisted, and it will
make
her seaof
to
honor
her
aunt.
Mrs.
Cunning- cost hundreds of dollars
given

>

■

guest of C. H. Littlefield

Site lias met with Half
Season. Members of
ton.

Albert Mead,

Cochran of Hallowed, who is chaplain
Aftei a beau
of the second regiment.
tiful solo by Miss Rice came the address
Rev.
Mr.
of
welcome
Mrv
by
Stackpole of
(iAia-JM it, Me. M [ 1. n The conven- j
| Augusta. He was followed by Rev. Mr.
t:
Male Chiistian Kndeavoi union
tion
Purdy >*1 1 ortland. president of the V. P.
opened this nioimng, although visit*.is
(
E.
Following this was the address
comment
d i«auive
eaih yesteiday | el M. >. Wadsworth of
(iardiner, subject
d
ai
h;:\<
been
morning,
steadily coming ! ‘‘Patriotism." which was a very accept*
all day.
i aide address dealing as it did in part with
The hist sen d e w as helo in the Alethsubj< t 'i the late v- ai with Spain.
ou-st e’-nieJi with two sumise
prayer E ih and ever} one of the Endeavorers
in* et i!
ndier dil ei i< 1; <»f Ret. I), i.. A.
sj oke in the highest praise of the warm
! .-•••••
Fiieiulsl ij tlie <*tliei in the ; welcome accorded them and the genial
Ft; si Faphst ehunl; under direction of
».■« ii;tes\
uul 11■ ‘Spiialit \ shown by Cuv.
Am
1 < ebb ei >a.
It was a \isb tided
: Aden, of the Home.
"i e loll. wir.g jiiigjamwa- then carried ! with mans
pleasant memories. TheTogus
1 list .'-••mice. First Ct ngicgation•aii.'. undei flic leadership ot P,. W.
a\ eh inch. v. eleoine. <a mind tee •flL'M
added much to the pleasure "t
'li.iciiic,
v e
meet, i y east. is. welt ellK* ot oil;.
! ilie trip by 11eating the- visitors to one of
t
; aim 1 rM i'la led by
r
M a
\Y 11 her.
j its di bub it n1 concerts.
was teli< v.t •! h\ an.ibb]* -> b\
I:
Austin
1: 11.e
iOm‘ o! to-nigllt S Session I,It'
F
abet. w 11e weleeim-ii :bt \ isitors id. 'e *onvei.n-'n of the V
1'. >. < F...
ham f Bt Ifast. The rooms were tastefully
f el
e it t
«•
which a> fa u holding a three days’ meet
I
t:
v, tt.
ile v.
by ML.- Aim. A Den- | at (.,i! finer, name to an end. The eon- decora ed with ferns and purple asters
•
i-t-it
Mi>s
am ie
L. (ieit.ei
Portland;
ention has been a brilliant sac-ess in and ! 1 e effect was both eh arming and ap1.t• \
(. lYt .lington Kegeis. Steep Falls,
i \« i> Why and the work has been given prop’. ite, as many of the guests had passed
Charles tV. dman of Wntei vilie. and ! .in added
impetus by the interest and en- the aii 11ed three so.re and ten. But hearts
Lev. if (
pit sib. nt of Andies- thusiasm showi by the mam members A were
young and years wen forgotten in the
a ggin eotiiuy unit.u.
| 11acing onto -ei jaaise meeting w as held happy present. Tl.e program consisted
ft
1
of
ti
easurports
[at 1.-0.) rhis afternoon, which was ied by
‘■i
;■
oiding sec ret an and .■< ;: spending hi v A. T, b’Migold of Gardiner. Follow- do-iiy tf conversation intcrsperscil vvitli
uni favorite hymns
siccremiv wan- read and accepted.
Ati- ing is the list of « hirers elected foi the music readiugs. etj
ii'fs.-ts wen- math- b\ >uj ei intend*. nt of
ensuing yeai: President, Kev. K. B. Pur-| were snug, fid’ wed by refreshments. The
Chi s■ ;an t.i; menship Ih\. \Y t. i.- riy of 1
dy, Portland first vice president. (.’. V. hostess successfully pi otographed the
I
;hd, jui.i* suj ei int c ntlent Mrs Fva Owen, i i ailtoi.: second vii e ^resident, 11. party and each one will be presented with a
’V. Ki.vant of Pittsfield. sm m intcudent N
Finny, North Berwick: third vice pictun- as a s.-uv1 nir of tl «■ !,appy occasion.
im seeit g\ ( has
H. Alosley of Port<
( ouie. Machins:
.one
|a Nuen-.
Tin g tests were Mesdaim s I; 11 Ivillman,
iio 1.
work
st.j ei iiitemient evangelistic
c u v. Annie L. < 'old*. S; a*
sj•• ndi:
I>. iv. Thoinjis. n. G. K I: «. tula 11. I > 11. K,.
d- '. A T. Ring old of Caiomei. superinr«
ad'- .: secret an
P. Mnbei Fni/ag
ruLsioi
L. Alfred Bang.a: ii .‘asm a. K \V. Paekai'd, Lew
man, A. Trevetf. S S. Clark, .James Kidy
L,.'.\
a
of Fi i« ntishij ; president's .• 11H. Cunningham.
man, H. \V. Emerson, ].
A-.a;: Mij<riinteii'Mn,t Christian ( itGeiiI’m--. 1..
K. t a Puioy .if Portlam!
Heagan, M iss M
shij Lav L. 'I Hack, Portland: supermi-,.
\.
baunns.
F.
lit
\Y
p..:
; intendent c\ aiigc'ii.vtie work, Lev.
J. B
and Miss I>.■ r>>th\ Emerson
■'
.-I
‘v <1 M'lingvah. :
quiet lilt hour, Ik aid" oi.
superintendent
Il.aiioweil;
Palkkmo. Frank N
n was injured lmd1
;
lo ••. \Y. F. Pern mi»iia;.u\ work. 1,’cv. Alfred.i JUvwstei,
iy last Thursday by falling from the scafI-’ i. e u d -!. j
j a i i!: ei: dn nt il. uiting .socie'i i Is evruhii. tlm e \v( ie add esses oy
Uis db >w was dislo. 11* 1
ty, ( has. II. M 'seiy. Portland; junioj-| fold in his bar::
a: :
pi au Hartwell i Yarmouth s
: Neath
M ss Marietta Parshk \. j Dr Delaney
Palermc- was c.tii.-d
i]m>: 5ut.• !i<i»•;'t
a
>i
Lakci >*f Fas* Poston. A
t and set his arm.
Gardiner.
Mrs. Eunice Comstock -f
i*
was
held
ni
from
TO
11
(■•ay.
o’clock, j
;
In the M i;.' ot M.1 in-- then an* uuv\
t
Boston is visiting -it Fred Spratt’s.
>a.milie Lai h w i rg CanLmi menthols of the' m>cietits of Christian Endeavor with
aj Ramsey of Centre M-mtville was in T.,wn
;uio!
rt cei ving:
F.
Lev
I).
Ce- ge, *ota; intivimembership of lo,411 and last week
Misses Annie < 'locker. Mali n Pierce, ii.iv>!' associate members, exclusive of the
selling machines for spraying
M
:.i-< i.
i;. ail Ale. .re. Kiia Ale Ala m
Marshall Nelson is building a
..
mi' r societies.
Numbe of new socie- catt-ie.
( ora Looke. Lena Holmes, Mabel
"e.
ties added for the year.
the amount woodshed at the centre school bouse, for
o
Fled; Ames anti Flinest Doming.
contributed nu benevolences is something which lie contracted.
.Robie Mears of Morovt
>4,200 which comprises home, foriegn rill was in town last w k delivering books
■A!
7.
ni.i.. Mi-., >ept.
Wednesday and miscellaneous missions. Society tak- which he lia.il s. Id while
canvassing the
iVii•;
.}■•:.«' fail and bright on the* ing the banner On tlie hugest church adtown... John Black built a dam last week
bn*>
n\eiii
u
tl.e Y. I\ >. (
dition is North Sedgwick; the county takk -d inert use in membership.
vi
ing the banner for the number ot new on the stream in his pasture for the purpose
M
\ :• go.-Tswoic expressed at the forced
societies is Kennebec; the society taking of cutting ice next winter for his creamery.
e
<•:
e
h
J. L. puimby. wlio the banner fur the
.The schools in town began last Monday.
largest contribution*
hd.rss i> absent, and who was to for missions is the First
Fred Young employed. Ambrose Hanson
Baptist church, m
have t. ken .inactive part in the conveuP< nt land.
last week to blast a well in his pasture...
I'm. t'eMu, .iiai exercises wen* conThe closing exercises in the coliseum Mrs. Olive Cotliu had her barn
shingled last
h; I**- It- v. Mr. George ot Garcli- wen very largely attended and were a j
week..
Edgar Wood traded horses recenti: j.
The address ot Mr. C. II. Emery
t"
the
successful
!
close
one
of
iittiiig
very
was especially tine, taking up the evils <>f
ly
..Rodney Nelson will go to Vermont
meets in the history of the convention,
ii:teii,perum e and the ru n in its work- The next State eonvention will b» held at this week to visit ).:s brother Yeaton....
j There was
ings
liev. i. T
Hack of Portland was ForHand.
an all-day service at rhe M. J'.
.a..bP to be pieseut am! his place was
church last Sunday. The sermon in the
•:b;. id s. W. >. Sa\eis of Portland,
h rem-on was hy Rev G. J Palme of Mars
’Tis W harton Barker.
•'ubj.a-i “The Kind ei .discipline Christ
Hill, and in the afternoon by lb .' H Pear
< hos
At the close of the exercises Itev.
sons of Rock port.
At tie- foreno. n service
Mi. Walkei oi Eoud.aw, china, a Chinese Populist- Niiinc Iiim I- !■ President mid l^m
t us I>«J111111
tor \ ire Pi r-ulenl.
S-.“ was donated, making the required sum
n.issionaiN. gave a short address on the
Christian Endeavoi work n China.
\ n A ! i,
C i-N
The Populist of S-aa raised to buy ,t new be! for th- church.
He;
Sept.
los*
i-v singing one veise of “(tod Be nation.d convention nominated Wharton j
[ I h-ferred from iast week. I
With V. u Till We Meet Again*' in ti e
Barkei of Pennsylvania foi President, by ;
Phosvki
Villa on
By invitation about
Chinese language.
a vote of ]2> 4-“> as against ’.'7 17 for Ig- ;
To members of Granite Grange visited South
Ike J- kinwing is the morning program: natius
Donnelly of Minnesota. On mo <
arise j-ravei mot-ting. M. E. chinch,
Grange Sept. :;d.Mrs. Etta
tion of Mr. Donnelly, the munina; ion of i Brancb
tligl 'ml avenue, Header .1. Calvin Millei.
Mi. Baikei was made unanimous, and I Homer of Bucksport, spent last week with
P-'l’thmd.
t In is Ignatius Donnelly was nominated foi j her lather, Capt. Allard Crockett, and wlule
’-■.n:
prayti xneetii l*. Fiist Baptist
Vice President by acclamation.
here called on her many friends.
Muss Ida
i.
1:. I.eadt ;• Miss Fi i.
s
It. Upton. I
The con volition got into such a low this Patterson of Belfast is
spending a week
Bn- *■ ei
afternoon t hat tlm man age of be Lyceum j with Miss Catherine L. Littlefield
Clias.
Id.as. s'-i vi.
devotin il. Kev. F. M. j ordered them to leave the
hall, fearing' F. Ginn of Belfast has the
1
mb. Kenneh .ukport.
sympathy of his
the destruction of 1 is property.
Order j
friends here in his late bereavement.
I'.ipei. “( I istian Em ea\or Musi.-."
was finally lestored by the Butlei faction ! many
<
Miss
Ann11 •«1 •.
Cumberland
-Walter Cahlerwood, who is in the Maine
and leaving the place.
bolting
j
Afii.
In the course of to-day’s proceedings, General Hospital, Portland, sick vvitli tyl’ p.
•‘Y-.ak <•!
Missionary Com- Ignatius Donnelly made a radical speech po hd fever, is convalescing, and his relamit: !'.
.tbs.-. I.:-i ia E. J*oster, Cumbeidenouncing all those who had co-operated
laud Mills,
with fusion movements, and strongly adsinging.
vocated the leorganizatian of the party,
kaio'
Temperance." Mi. Ed. 11 #*1- not only for an Independent Presidential
.Sanford.
;ery,
ticket, but for Independent candidates for
With the losing exercises of WednesCongress, State officers, etc.
day wLii g one of the very pleasant days
A letter was read from ex-Gov. David
u tin* .■'tale
onveution of the Y. P. S. C.
Waite of Colorado, in which he denouncE.
am-o
n end.
The junior rally anti
ed Senator Butler as a treacherous Chairthe oxer-kso- by the local juniors are deman and false leader, and advocated
fhe
of
serving
The exer- nomination of straight Populistic tickets
j irtieular mention.
cise Was :u ranged especially for the occafor President and other officers.
.-i -.n by Miss (.'ora B. Bickford, ex-presiAn elaborate address to the people of
'lei.i
d tlm State union, and the music
It re-afthe Cniteil States was adopted.
v :i
mp< sed by Miss Kate Yannah of | firms the previous platform of the Popuf midiner.
About 300 children participat- lists.
ed in the exercises.
Eight sections of the
A platform was adopted which incorChiisiiau Endeavor work were representporated the piovisio ns of the Omaha platto
< coal
ed.
One section being that of the differform as well as the address adopted it
ent om ;»ities into which the junior work
the morning session.
The declarations in
the
i
ov
had boon carried and was as follows: .Scotj the platform do not differ from those of
•?:»nb. Britain, Austialia, China, Wales, I other
in
the
heat
the
which
platforms except
plank
Jmii.i. Hawaii, West 1m ies, Ireland,
specially denounces Senator Marion ButM'xi1 eisia, Syiia. Spain, Brazil and
ler of North Carolina, as Chairman of the
Aruma.
I’p to the present time nearly National Committee, for attempting to
waste
:-<»o Osit<
have registered and there -are
‘‘drive the Populist party into the Democvh -date d\ many more who have not cratic
fuel
while
rganization.”
CBelow is the full day’s program :
r\ lie resolutions also provide for the reW(-d:u;-da\ j. m.
.junior rally: exerai'e
not
with
Milton
of
the
you
organization
party
isby local juniors: address by Miss Park of Dallas, Tex., as chairman.
If
oia B. i ickfo] d: <|uiet hall hour.
The convention adjourned without fix\- < dj em!;iy evening.
Piaise service;
*
ing any time or place for another convenyou want to
ddiess. “The forward movement
pi.ot
tion, and the delegates consider their
oi
missioas,” Miss Ella I). MacEaurin, campaign for 1000 now opened.
see how
B- si a. >c!»
address, Kev. Frederick M.
(•aiddui. Bf.-c-n, president Massachu< 2,000,000
setts (
h. Union, subject, “A call to
The Value of the Kindergarten.
Christian

i>(

the

was

Lewiston

terest to

2d.

on\*

Freedom

Prospect. The following from the Boston Globe of September the 2d, will be of in-

Philadelphia.
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WASHING

Sept. 4th_Miss Partridge of Lowell, Mass., Average lor 30 years.
is visiting relatives here-Sadie Littlefield
Highest for August for 30 years.96.7
J Lowest
will return to her school in New Hampshire
August 28.‘.41
I Low- st for August for 30 years.: 5
is
of
Hampden
1
this week_Mr. Couillard
Average of warmest day. August 17.75
buying all the nice lambs here, paying >3 ( Average of coldest day’ August 28.57

last week.

Horse Blankets

Lat.

DUST

....

..

<

GOLD

Altitude above the sea 150 feet.
family of Quiucy, Mass., who have been vis- Highest
barometer. August 15
.30.10 inches
iting Mr. H.'s mother, Mrs. Mauley Knowl- Lowest barometer, August 20. .29.51
Average
barometer.29.79
3J....B.
H.
Ladd
ton, returned home Sept.
Number of clear days..
12
will deliver his lecture, “How to Keep the Number of fair days
12
Number
c-f cloudy days..
7
Boys upon the Farm,” at the Grange Hall, Total
as water.3 14 inches
precipitation
I
Oct. 15th_Harvey Libby made his par- Average for August for 30 years.3.79
Total movement of wind.... 4833 miles
ents, Mr. and Mrs. I. F. Libby, a flying visit |
155.9
Average daily movement of wind.
from Augusta Sept. 1st-Charles Tyler of
TEMPER AT ll.E.

campground last Sunday.School in Dist.
No. 0 began last Monday, Miss Rosa Blake
teacher-Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Boyd took
in the Bangor fair,and since their return Mr.
Boyd lias been quite sick, but is now better.

On the Bias.

The Weather tor August.
Abstract of meteorological observations
taken at the Maine Agricultural Experiment
Station, for the month of August, 1898.

permanently postpones the
tell-tale signs of age. Used
his paper as follows:
according to directions it
The candid conclusions seem inevigradually brings back the
table that. not as a matter of policy, but
color of youth. At fifty your
as a necessity of the position in which we
hair may look as it did at
i tind ourselves and as a matter of natioufifteen.
It thickens the hair
;tl duty, we must hold Cuba, at least for
j
also; stops it from falling
a time, and till a permanent government is
out; and cleanses the scalp
well established for which we can afford
from dandruff.
Shall we
to be
responsible; we must bold Porto
send you our book on the
Rico; and we may have to hold the PhilipHair and its Diseases?
pines. The war is a great sorrow and to
The Best Advice free.
these results of it will seem still
I many
If you do U"t "Main alt the benemore
mournful.
They cannot be eonfits y>ut expected fr«>ui the use of
|
the yr_: >r. write the doctor about it.
lemplated with unmixed confidence by
Probably there is some difficulty
with your general system which
I any; and to all win* think they must be a
may be easily n moved
Addr< ss,
'souice
of
some
ginve apprehensions.
1
DR. .T. C. AVER. Lowell. Mass.
I Plainly, this unwelcome wai is leading us
b\ ways we have not trod to an end we
cannot surely forecast.
On the other
hand there are some good things coming
from it that we can already see.
It will !
make an end forever of >p;dn in thishemispliere. it will certainly secure to Cuba I
<>|
\ Nl \\
and Porto Rico better government.
MODI |;\
It
will furnish an enormous outlet for the i
energy of our citizens, and give auothei
example of the rapid development to !
which our system leads.
Jt has already brought North and South j
together as could nothing but a foreign j
war in which both offered their blood
for
I
(Ki; \ I TO 111 I \\ I \KI IE
the cause of their reunited country—a resuit of incalculable advantage 'both at
We ha\e the latest improvement atnl arpseliiut;
home and abroad.
It lias brought England and the United States together-- many Tr\ one. they lit like a clove
another result of momentous importance
in the progress of civilization and Christianity.
Europe will know us better
henceforth; even Spain will know us He can supply ipdd, Wd- I Vote- Prd,.
better; and this knowledge should tend
Link I’/tthi'js. L
\ on rfh, patch up
powerfully hereafter to keep the peace of
so
it
the world.
Truss
rid d" [;>>od scr!/<>":■ old
The war should abate the swaggering
cit sldjht cost.
swashbuckler tendency of many of our
public men, since it has shown our incredible unreadiness at the outset for meeting
Poor tfc
even a third rate power; and it will secure
us henceforth
an
army and navy less
DKl GGISTS
ridiculously inadequate to oui exposure.
It insures us a mercantile marine.
It in
surestlie Nicaragua Canal, a Pacific cable,
great development on our Pacific coast,
and the mercantile control of the Pacific
Ocean.
It imposes new and very serious
business on our public men, which ought Cor. Main ami Pleasant Streets.
Belfast, Me.
to dignify and elevate the public service.
The dining I'unin has been thoroughly reit has shown such

H. J. LOCKE &

'N35L

♦
♦
♦ ♦♦

Belfast

C

Livery

BELFAST, MAINE.

j

D, B, S00THW0RTH & SO

THE COMFORT

PROPRIETORS'

FURNISHED

Water Pad Truss
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Captain John McCatferty, ex-collector
for Alaska, has arrived at San
Francisco from Dawson City.
IIis summing up of his experience is that the gold
placer diggings of Alaska are short lived
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in the majority of cases.
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and laid away, thus ensuring their
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case requires.
The army, too, has drawn soap
bright hues or pale shades for another
upon the Red Cross for many things needseason.
ed
in every camp hospital,
without
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which there would have been infinitely
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more suffering
and death; and heaven
the latter (outside of ostrich plumes) is
knows there has been enough already.
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over
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s
lists
of
long
Looking
crescent-sliaped pieces, which will always
things supplied in one week to the army, be used in
pairs. Wings, quills, birds,
1 see such items as 7400 lbs. of corn-meal;
or owl plumage, are
4400lbs. rice: 170o lbs. of beans,54 cases of particularly pheasant
in strong demand, and even the guineacondensed milk; Si cases malted milk;
fowl is this season exalted into a high
2300 lbs. ice: 5 s caus beef, 420 lbs. sugar;
position. Nothing is now so fashionable as
>00 lbs. crushed oats: ami so on ad infiniguinea-fowl plumage. Velvet is in great
tum to say nothing <
surgical goods such
variety, the umst expensive being a comas ban
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and will have a speed of at least
twentysix knots an hour.
The torpedo-boat
destroyers are exceptionally line boats;
they may really be said to be the Spanish
“destroyers" bettered, They will cost
about $207),000. K. G. Skerrett, who
gives
the details of the plans in
Harper’s Weekly for Yu gust l'7, thinks that competition
will be lively, and that
every shipyard on
both coasts is apt t > take an active
part.
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delicate upper-weave of black
camel’s hair, beneath which are beautiful
colors, subdued but still perceptible
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Horse Notes.

"I

L. E. Prentiss of Troy has
brought the
running mare. Miss Hannah, injured in
a race the other
on
day
Maplewood track.
The mare’s leg was not broken, as at first
thought, but a tendon was strained and
the leg so injured as to put her off the
turf.
Mr. Prentiss will use her for breeding purposes.
W. S. Reynolds of Brooks is at Unity
track driving quite a string of fast horses.
Among them is Frank D.,by Ilaroldson, a
half brother to Eben L. and very fast
He also has Dandy Pat, a
green horse.
fast green pacer by Gideon. This fellow
can pace a mile in 2.;>0.
Another of lf s
string is Cornet, by Cornell, a brother to
Dick West.
In all he has live. King Pin,
Frank D., Cornet, and Dandy Pat.
[Turf,
Field and Farm.
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Eczema is more than a skin disease,
and no skin remedies can cure it. The
doctors are unable to effect a cure, and
their mineral mixtures are damaging
to the most powerful constitution. The
whole trouble is in the blood, anti
Swift’s Specific is the only remedy
which can reach such deep-seated blood
diseases.
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Don’t expect local applications of
soaps and salves to cure Eczema. They
reach only the surface, while tin4 disease
comes
from within.
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Women notice a man’s way
of dressing, and are quick to
appreciate good taste. That’s
what makes so many of our
customers successful wooers.
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Farm
and harden. Market Reports, Fruit Vulture, Plans
and Inventions, Hie \piary, Falks with a Lawyer.
Around the <«lohe, Live stork and Dairy. The Poul
try Bird, Question Box, The Veterinary, Plants
and Mowers, Fashion' and Fancy Work, Mouse
hold Feature', etc.
F arm an; iloMi is published semi-monthly
thus giving 'on 24 numbers a year,
making a v>i‘ ime <>t over 500 pages,
with all the latest and most reliable mioin iti >n
No UcP-t
that experience and science .•:>m -nm

I.inured tickets fur Boston are new sold at >•- 00
fr** 1 n Belfast and all stations on Biauch.
Through tickets to all points West and NorthN Oi'"i{oi.
west, ■xia all routes, for sale hy 1
(IF", F. EVANS.
A gent, Belfast.
Vice President and Cenera! .Manager.
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Look Here,
lYoung Man!

in.-rp

and

forxariety
many departments

1

is the only cure and will reach the most
It is far ahead of all
obstinate case.
similar remedies, because it cure- cases
which arc beyond their reach. S. S. S. is
purely vegetable, and is the only blood
remedy guaranteed to contain no potash. mercury or other mineral.
Books mailed free by Swift Specific
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sult. until wo decided to rrv S s. s..und bv the
time the iirst bottle was brushed. low lmad 1 .«■»A doyen bottles cured lier enmSan to heal.
pletely and left h.---kin perferily smooth, si
is now sixteen y*-a
old. and has a linurnif
N .t
growth a hair
sign of tin- dreadful
disease has ever returned.
H. T. SH OR Ft.
■-‘Till Lucas Ave.. Sr. Louis. Mo.
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by several good doctors,
but grew worse, ami the
dreadful disease spread
to her face. She was
taken to two celebrated

and

have been the
little piiL that
their fame has spread to the far erds <1
civilization.
Wherever you go you vfh;
find the most important article in’ever',
store
to
be Dr. Williams’ Pi;
drug
Pills
for Pale People.

..AND..

Unity.
Burnham, arrive...

covered. She was treated
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entirely

was

corrected, strength

are

disappears. So remarkable
cures
performed by these

follows:
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Pink Pills will cure her.**
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills for Pale
People
are
a
e .kncss.
specific for all forms of
The blood is vitalized and become< c*egnant with the elements of life.
The r ervrous system is
reorganized, all irregularity

Maine Central R R.

Wald..
Brooks
Knox
Thorndike.

mail

spread,

recommend them to my triends, a id I
not hesitate to say to every ?.
in the world that Dr. Williams*

woman

1

run as

trouble grew
the day before

my

was

I

do

was a

will

indeed

come.

sex.

broken down piece of humanity; a shadow of a woman.
“My brain was tortured until I could remember but little. I could not sleep or eat
and w as reduced in weight to a mere skeleWhat little I did eat could not be diton.
gested in my weakened state, and caused
me untold misery.
"My skin was muddy, my eyes were
heavy. I was dizzy all the time and totalh unfit for even ordinary housewrork.
Doctors prescribed for me without avail.
Medicine wras recommended and taken in
q-jaifity but it did no good.
Time and time again I was at the brink

ton

words

44
A friend of mir e told .me about Dr. Wilbarns' Pink Pills for Pale People and what
they had accomplished for others in my
condition.
“It was the first glimpse of the sun of happiness through the dark clouds of misery.
I bought a box and took them. Even
then I felt their eff ect. I bought more and
continued to take them until I was well
and strong.
They liberated me from the most terrible
bonds that ever tortured a woman. They
brought me new life when death was wel-

On and after June 27, 159s trams connecting at
Burnham and Waterville with through trains fo
and from Bangor. Waterville. Portland ami Bos

Eczema!

in the

despair. Day by day

of

TIME-TABLE.

■ittle

■ IVER

suffered eighteen

a woman's story.
Not strange because it happens every day,
not romantic or thrilling, but just a
story of
misery and suffering such as only women
know.
For eighteen years, Sara E. Bowen, of
Peru, Indiana, carried a burden of pain.
Night and day, without respite, she suffered the most dreadful experience that ever
fell to the lot of woman.
That she did not die is almost beyond
belief.
That she is wrell to-day is a miracle.
Mrs. Bowen's trouble requires no description beyond the symptom, which every
woman will instantly recognize.
In describing them Mrs. Bowen says:
"For eighteen years I suffered with weakness

CARTERS

i\.

zoho has

Just

intervals so distinctly
ning crosswise
marked as to be unmistakable.
slow

woman

after a life of misery and lives again
sunshine of happiness, speaks to other women in
of no uncertain meaning.

at

Spanish-America, and her slender young
daughter, were both in their beds, too
weak to rise when
help .nine. It is need
less to add

a

to

si

been cured

is noticeable. Camel's hail materials take
high rank, the Bayadere idea being carried out by a band of camel’s hair run-

cawber-wise, for “something to turn up”
—or for
death, the kindly healer of all
The wife-a

fabrics,

nary

expensive

and from very

suits,

proud to
down in

woes.

The Weakness
of a Woman.

of every description, ami poplin plaids.
Bayadere styles lead in both straight or
undulating designs, the most unobtrusive
of which are corded poplins for tailor

one

accept charity, they simply sat
their decayed splendor and
waited..

Dress

j

this°time

s-

;

own

“Destroyers.”

j

Bayadere Suitings,
The old saying,
“When in peace preMillinery. A Wide ; pare for war,” is illustrated by the fact
that although the war with Spain is over
the Xavy Department will open bids for
[Correspondence of The Journal.]
the construction of a dozen torpedo-boats
Fall ami winter dress materials are not and of
sixteen “destroyers” of the most
as yet marked by any novelties, but rather
j improved order. The torpedo-boats will
such
as
he
what
favorites,
the revival of former
might be termed the Porter imThey will cost about *173,000,
black or colored erepons, corded fabrics proved.

of the finest houses in
Santiago but they cannot eat that. Owing to the war, their money is all
gone.
There is no work in
Santiago at
for such people to do; and too

>

.oitold relief of the
■

pecuthe sex.

Sense
Medical Adviser.
It used
to cost 51.50.
Over seven hundred thousand people purchased it at that price and
over 1,200.000 people now own
copies of it.
For a limited time copies will be given
away free.
This great book contains the names, addresses. photographs and experiences of
hundreds of women who were once hopeless invalids, but who have been restored
to robust womanly health
by the use of I)r.
Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
This marvelous medicine acts directly on the delicate organs distinctly feminine.
It makes
them strong, healthy, vigorous, virile and
It fits for wifehood and motherelastic.
hood.
It banishes the usual suffering of
the expectant months, and makes baby’s
advent easy and almost painless.
It robs
motherhood of its perils.
It insures the
lobust health of the little new-comer and a
bountiful supply of nature’s nourishment.
It transforms weak, sickly, nervous invalid- into healthy, happy wives and mothers.
F'or a paper-covered copy of Dr. Pierce’s
Comm--ti Sense Medical Adviser, send 21
one-cent -tamps, to covet e->st of mailing
only, t \V o ld's Dispensary Medical Association. buffalo. N. V
For elegant French
cloth binding,
stamps,
Mi-s Kdith Cain, of Clinton. Allegheny Co.,
Ti
writ
After tw years ■>{ suffering. T
began taking Di Pierce s Favorite Prescript-ti
and .on n >wentircl\ .aired. 1 had been troubled
with iemale weakic
for some time and also
with a troublesome drain on the system, but
now I am happy and well.’
In cases of constipation and torpid liver,
no remedy i- ...ual to Dr Pierce's Pleasant
Pellets.
They regulate and invigorate the
stomach, liver and bowels. They never fail.
One little
Pellet
is a gentle laxative and
two a mild cathartic
They never gripe.
An honest dealer will not urge a substitute
upon you.

•od it is to get news
seems so distant.
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Color.
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New

would think that most
sensitive feelings
need not stand in the
way of accepting
the proffered kindness. Let
me tell
yon of
one case, which is
but a sample of hundreds. The gentleman of whom
we rented
one of the houses—a
fine looking,
elderly
Cuban, of courtly manners and evident
education-fainted one day in the midst
of a business conversation.
He was sent
to his home in a
carriage, and then it was
discovered that he had eaten
nothing for
two days, and his
ratnily were absolutely
without food.
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ladies and gentleman under
the direction
of the President of the
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Republic has sent them aid out of her
abundance, to be personally bestowed by
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Northport, two miles from Cainji
land, nice buildings, large
orchards, 350 bbls. apples last year. Good soil,
never failing water. Will be sold very low and on
Fine farm in

Ground, 135

easy

terms.

All persons are hereby forbidden driving eows
other animals or ridiiur bicycles upon t he sidewalks id the city id Belfast. Tire laws in relation tothese ollenees will be riuidlv enforced.
W.M. 11 SANIiOKN. City Marshal.
Belfast, July 11*. 18‘J8.-tf2i*
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HILL,

39 Miller St., Belfast.

store

in Johnson Block

by H. H. Johnson & Co.
[

formerly occupied
Apply to
C. 0* HOOP

could be found in summer, but I am
to take it all back.
[Dora M.
Morrell in Gardiner Reporter-Journal.
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Interesting Interview With Nathaniel
Hanna of Bristol.

say
We

Statistics prove to the conAdvices from all over the world

tative had

trary.

talk

tell the

story—the

hottest season
for years, combined with humidity that
has caused a formidable death roll and

X

same

It Cured Mother and Made Her
Entirely Well

Courier-Telegram ref resenvery pleasant and instructive

A Portland

know better.

Republican Journal Pub. Co.

J.

a

about

Nathaniel J.

the

lobster

business

Hanna of Bristol

a

with

This

short

Medicine Oives Vigor
and Vitality.

Creat

time ago.
Mr. Hanna is a lisli warden in Lincoln
county and knows as much about lobsters

den death of Mrs. Nancy Thorndike, widow
of Henry Pease of Appleton.
Mrs. Pease
was born in Camden eighty-four
years ago,
where her early days were spent. Later her
folks moved to Searsmont, where she lived
until she was married to the late
Henry
Pease about forty-eight years ago. Two chiidred were born to them, Ida, who died at
the age of 15, and Fred, who now lives on the
old homestead aud with whom she lived until her death.
Mrs. Pease leaves a host of
friends and relatives who will miss her
pleasant face. Funeral services were held
at her home,led by Rev. F. M. Preble. The interment was in the Applet >n cemetery beside her husband. [Camden Herald.

My mother was taken very sick. She
had congestion of the liver and a bad kidmuch physical discomfort and suffering.
ney trouble. The prescriptions and medicines she took did not relieve her and she
Septembers cool wave was most welcome. as any man in the State.
decided to try Hood’s Sarsaparilla. She
Mr. Hanna said that before July 1, i
Mrs. Betsey Whitmore, wife of Rev. JoMonday’s election was an exceptional
began taking it and the very next day
the
into
!
when
law
went
1805,
present
seph Whitmore of Hermou, died Sept. 8th of
she commenced to improve.
She is now
one in that it was preceeded by no camheart
disease, at the great age of 93 years, 7
effect, the canners were allowed between well and she owes it all to Hood’s Sarsamonths and 9 days. She was born in Hamppaign on the part of the Republicans. June 1 and July 25 to can anything
the
medicine
den
and
was married there.
very
She was the
parilla. She praises
There was no speakiug, no distribution of not under nine inches in length.
The
mother of seven boys and six girls. When
highly and has recommended it to others.
a
little girl she ran bullets for her father,
political literature, and the party papers effect of this privilege is apparent to every I had a severe bilious attack and my
In a very short space of time the
who took part in the tight with the British
did not deem it necessary to say a great one.
mother advised me to take Hood’s Pills.
at Hampden. She never wore glasses and
shores of Maine were dotted with small
deal.
The war for many weeks absorbed lobster shods.
always made her own dresses. The day on
Everything was caught I did so and never took any medicine that
which she was 93 years of age she threaded
I have .taken
did me so much good.
public attention, and its close has lett ! and taken to the factories. The lishera
needle and sewed on black cloth. Mr.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla myself and it gives
The men receive but little for the small
many problems to be discussed.
Whitmore died twenty years ago, since
and the immense quantities of
me life and ambition.” Mrs. D. A. Stone,
lobsters,
the
which
time she has made her home with her
past
country prospered greatly during
canned lobsters dumped on the market
Remember
youngest sou, Franklin Whitmore.
Winthrop, Maine.
year, and has continued to prosper despite served to keep down the price of the larger
the preparations for what might have fish.
NORTHPORT NEWS
This law was very unjust to the fishproved a long as well as a costly war.
and as soon as they awakened to
ermen,
Mr.
and
Mrs. E. Fletcher and family of
and
the
sucThe Lewiston and Auburn fair was held The condition of the country
Is the best—In fact the One True Blood Purifier.
the fact the law was repealed.
Norwood, Mass., are visiting at Elm cotcessful close of the war attest alike to Rein Dingleyville last week.
1m
mem
was
ail
me
ace result
to close
are the only pills to take
j.
_MI
tage.
publican statesmanship and patriotism; the canning factories on the coast, for Mood S rillS with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
W aldo county elects the whole Repubno profit to the cauners in
G. F. Danforth and family return to Banthere
is
buyand the wise course of President McKining large lobsters. Canned lobsters were
lican ticket, including all the representagor this week, after spending the summer at
Obituary.
civthe
whole
of
has
won
the
plaudits
ley
taken off the market and the price ot ten
the Camp Ground.
tives.
ilized world.
Under these conditions it and one-half inch lobsters went up.
The
Mrs. Mary Wood died at the Home of her
Mrs A. A. Packard of Brockton, Mass
seemed necessary to more than re- average price paid to tlie fishermen since sou, A. K. Wood, Sept. 12tli, at the advanced
C ol. llryau is anxious to be mustered hardly
was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Packthat time has been twelve cents a piece,
he
of
the
mind the Republican voter
of 84 years and (i months. She was a
duty
out.
lie wants to look after his political
and it has been as high as twenty-four age
ard the first of the week.
native of Montville, a (laughter of Nathan
owed his party, and his country, that of cents.
forces.
Mrs. Nancy A. Rhoades, who lias been
and Judith Beau French.
was the
She
fruitful
so
a
at
the
there
are
about
fishermen
sustaining
polls policy
5,000
Today
the summer at Temple Heights,
spending
widow of Phiueas Wood and they lived sucon
the
coast
of
Maine
in
the
Lord Biassey. the English naval authori- of
of
full
so
engaged
promgood in the past and
returned home to Rockland Saturday.
Three
lobster
fisheries.
there
m
and
Moutyears
cessively
Freedom,
ago
Liberty
is small but good.
mu
n\v
That the vote would
ise for the future.
ty. s.i
were 70,UK) traps in use; today there are
Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Bowley and daughter
ville. On tlie death of her husband, who
X >thing brassy about that.
be light was a foregone conclusion; light ovei 200,000, valued at $225*000; 5,000
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of trade under date of Sept. 10th: “The at Homer's where they attracted much chored in a line with tlie other traps.
It aud he will be greatly missed. He was a
attention.
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volume <•! business is larger than it has
discover it without going to the trouble of to ami from the village to his home, which
ever been.
Investors across the water
Making Honey in the Klondike.
pulling every trap, and when a fisherman was quite a little walk fora man of his years.
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surely
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easy matter.
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in
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a hurry.
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However
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with the western receipts mly about as !
where it lies.
A gunny bag is oftentimes ception of the one deceased were horn iuthe
tion itself, should understand.
large as tle se of last yeai for the week. easily one may learn to pan “color” out substituted for the car and the lobsters lie old homestead on High street where he
died.
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of gravel, one cannot acquire in a day the there, and are sometimes
t
The latest estimates range from 005,000,passed over by
These remedies will c re t
characteristics of patience and nouchal- the wardens who have no means of know- of a shipbuilder and lie followed it for many
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} about every case in its fa-t
TOO,000,000 bushels, forshadowing i a nee and success in dealing with obstacles ing what is beneath their boat.
for his good qualities vvei numerous.
Ala somewhat smaller
I have found as many as 1,500 in one
stages; and many of those J
crop than was indi- which, with tks veteran prospector, areas
ways a kind and indulgent parent, a devotmuch a matter of experience as of natural cov e hidden under the surface in the man- ed
I
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c ated a
husband ami a true friend, he won the
mouth ago.”
litness.
Therefore, most of the pilgrims ner just described.
try all kinds of respect of the entire community, whose symthe most advanced that are ?
They
have started for home, sadder and wiser
schemes, but the hardest to get at is pathy is now extended to the sorrowing J
Even these are >
hopeless.
Atchis' .n Globe: “\\ e do not believe the men, to seek their old vocations.
They when they cook the lobsters and pick out relatives. Two sons and one daughter,
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have done Dawson the favor of preventing the meat.
relieved anti life t
George L. Thorndike and Mrs. Helen E.
wonderfully
It is impossible to catch them
officials
government
deliberately neglect- a food famine this winter. The
Martin of Camden, and Sidney J. Thorndike
1 itself greatly
at that trick, but fortunately for the houhardy
of Beverly, Mass., and three sisters, Mrs.
ed tbe soldiers, and failed through lazi- few who remain behind
will, no doubt, est men in business, the demand for goods Sarah
♦
What are these remedies r %
Stetson of Seattle, Mrs. Clementine
ness to supply them with food.
The mis- discover new “diggings” and some of them in that shape is limited.
Philbrook of Haverhill aud Mrs. Andrew
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Wentworth
of
survive
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look at
The
take was going to war in the first place.
Appleton,
efforts surely entitle them.
A part of the matter in the
funeral
was held Saturday afternoon at 2
that
right light
they
It was a mistake to send American troops those who will
spend the winter in actual would appreciate what is being done for o’clock, Rev. L. D. Evans officiating.
to Cuba at the beginning of summer. The prospecting will go up the tributaries of them and that in a
very short time the
Government officials did not want to do the Stewart River in Northwest Territory. wardens would have nothing to do.
X of Cod-Liver Oil lei/h HypoHorace W. Fitield, a well-known funnThe remainder—the gieater part—will go
er resident of Bucksport, died Wednesday
j
He afraid of
this, but yellow newspapers clamored for into
phosphites.
Ameiican terntoroy. The future of
at liis borne in Franklin, Mass. The deceasit. and yellow people sent requests of that Alaska as a
Paris, Sept. 12. It is officially aned was the son of the late Horace P.? and I X draughts but not of fresh air.
great gold-producing country
natuie to Washington.
Xow the same seems assured, if the finding of “color” nounced that Col. Paty du Clam has been Clara Fitield and was born in Bucksport 48
Eat nutritious food and drink
years ago, spending the earlier part of his
at the mouths of the tributaries of the placed on the inactive list and dismissed
X plenty of milk. Do not forget X
are
j from his post in
yellow newspapers
exaggerating the
life in town; learning the trade of tin-smith
of
the
consequence
gen- of
Yukon means, as in the case of Forty
Geo. P. Harriman, and later goiDg iuto
X that Scott’s Emulsion is the *
suffering, and abusing the officials for Mile, the
Klondike, and Birch Creek, eral staff’s investigation into the Ester- business on his own account. About eight
conditions that could not be helped. Send coarser
case.
J
oldest, the most
in
on
liazy
the
left
gold
greater quantity
town, going to Bar Harbor,
years ago he
♦ tested and the
en- *
an American army to Cuba at the
where he engaged in the same business,
His successor will probably be Bisque
begin- smaller creeks.
highest
later removing to Franklin, Mass.
He is
The new trading companies promise de Lobster.
X dorsed of all remedies for X
ning of the rainy season, and no power
survived by the wife, who was Ellen Bowcheaper food and cheaper transportation;
weak throats, weak lungs and
on earth can prevent suffering.”
of Bucksport, and one son, Harry. Of
den
J
and the railroad being built from Skagway
a Maine Volunteer Dead.
tlie family besides the mother there remain
X consumption in all its stages. X
to Lake Bennett will make such freight
two sisters, Mrs. Harriet Gray of Boston
X
50c. and $ 00 all druggists.
X
Never in my life until this summer did rates from the coast to the lakes as will
Private Hollis and Miss Mary H. of Bucksport; three
Rockland, Sept. 13.
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists, New York.
J
I ever omplaiu of the heat and long for render the struggles of the packers of the Bucklin of Co. H, First Maine volunteers, brothers, Frank L., who resides in Washing- 'J
ton state, Henry of Norwood, Mass., and
I never knew an- i winter of 1897-98 a memory. Capital, died at liis home in Warren this morning.
summer to be gone.
other like this. The heat and the humid- skill, and machinery will soon combine to He was taken sick while in camp at Geo. P. of Bar Harbor. The deceased was
No particulars of his last SUBSCRIBE
an Odd Fellow.
i,y combined have been almost unbear- work with profit ground which, under Chickamauga and was brought home on sickness have been received
by relatives in
able, and no east *winds have come to present donditions, does not receive more the first hospital train. He was about 22 town at this writing. [Bucksport
Herald.
I have always than passing notice. [Frederick Palmer years of age and greatly beloved by his
make us comfortable.
claimed that Boston was as cool a place in September Forum.
fellow comrades.
Friends will be pained to learn of the sudC'H AK f KS
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The president
WASliixiiTON. Sept. 1:;.
;
and tlie members of the peace 4 ommission
who will be in Washington tomorrow will
have the advantage of the experienced
advice of former Minister Denby, just re
turned from China, who called at the
White House yesterday ami will remain
in the city for several days.
Mr. Denby was minister!.' China from
the beginning of Cleveland's first admin
istration until supplanted, at his own rerequest, less than a Near ago. and lie is
probably more familiar with atfansin the
far east from an American point "t vu n
| than any other man.
He believes it would be a fatal mistake
for the United Mates to abandon the ad
vantages the\ have a imed in he Pliiiipand that the pear-' >■ommisCnm
; pines
1
o,light nor t>» think fora moment of sui
rendering any part of the island of l ai/ou
| The <»u 1 \ question in his mind is whether
j the United Mates should stop .there oi go
on and take the entii e A chipelago.
The
he gives for this opinhe are
j reasons and
N aare
drawn
his
from
ob-e:
weighty
tions of the commercial possibilities -<\
China, and his foresight as to tlie futur.
lie says.
of the C hinese Empire,
| *‘We are entitleil to protest etfectivelv
the partition of China and its dij against
vision among European powers to the exclusion of American interests.
Hut if we
should withdraw now from a poshi-m
which we have otnu* held, commanding an
entrauce tt) the Oriental trade, it would
be taken by the European poweis as an
intimation that w e regarded affairs in tha'.
part of the world as bi-y-md our spheric
ami without interest to us.
They would
go on and do with C hina as they pleased, divide it up among themselves and
leave the United Mates out in the cold.
We could never thereafter gain a foothold
in China, and one thing the United Slates
ay he sure of—it will never be able to
cut its way into the oriental trade without a substantial footing in tin* east which
will compel the respect id' otlu-r powers.
‘"'ilm finest concession iu all China is al
this moment in American hands.
The
proposed railroad from Hankow 10 < .niwill
ton
run
through the most thickly
populated 4‘ountry iu the world, and it
A He
will be of almost limitless value.
gian oiiupaiiN is mow building a road from
Hankow to Pekin and from Pekm will run
a branch of the trans-Siberian
mails, so
that this chain ot railroads w ii’ tap a population beside which all otliei populations tapped by railroads arc insignificant
‘‘1 want to say right here that it wv
i were not going t<» maintain ourselves iu
the Philippines the annexation of Hawaii
was a mistake.
Hawaii is of value to us
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Prosperity.

(Jeo. J. Gould of
London, .Sept.
Xew Voik, who sails for home to-morrow
line steamer
on board the White Star
Teutonic, in an Interview to-day, said:
“All I have heard from home since we
have been abroad has convinced me that
we are on the eve of an era of prosperity
perhaps unprecedented in our history.
The business outlook could not be better
and with the splendid harvest the railroads will have to move, railroad securities
This, naturally, will
ought to boom.
have a beneficial effect on all sound
1:>.

stocks.”
“l bewill be
peacefully settled to the satisfaction of
the American people, but I have given it
little or no thought.”
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If you wish to hear all the
tists of the season in operatic

great solo arselections,ami

the Oratorio of Elijah with the
matchless Madame Gadski, Miss Katherine
listen

to

Kicker,

Ffrangcon Davies and H.
Evan Williams as the principal soloists, you
cannot afford to miss the opportunity now

M.
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to
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secure

a
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for
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course

Spencer,

We

are now

the

Festival to be given in Bangor,
Oct. n-7-8 and continue in Portland, Oct. 1011-12. This will undoubtedly he the greatest musical event of the season. Subscription blanks can be found at the music stores
ofCressey, Jones & Allen in Portland and
M. H. Andrews in Bangor, and also with
every Festival Chorus member in the State.
Ettie M. Stover has bought
of D. W. Dyer the house on Commercial
street in which she lives.The outside
doors, sashes, etc., of the Memorial building
have been painted, and the stone and brick
work cleaned and oiled where needed....
Castine has been advanced from a fourth to
Miss

post office, with a salary of
SI,100....The houses of I. A. Conant, Fred
Timm and O. G. White have been renovated
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Fred
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A.

sale of real estate in that town-Small &
Houston will buy a quantity of picked and
dried sumac leave? if picked before the
1 aves turn red_Ladies wanted to take
orders for a tine selling article. Call at the
Clifford dining rooms to-night.

Island, N. Y. Sept 12—Tlie sell.
George W. Glover, from Rockland for N. Y.
m
with
was off Middle Ground at 7.30 a
loss of mainmast, mainboom and jibboom,
having been in collision.
City

witting t<> 1
captains.”
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I'd Do not feel that when the Sept, criticises your work, he undervalues your abibty
and does not appreciate your good work.
He does, but faithful are the words of a

friend.
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W. Childs Drexel’s handsome steel
yacht A icedo arrived iu the harbor last evenfrom
ing
Philadelphia with the owner and a
friend on board. She will remain only long
enough to embark Mrs. Drexel and maids,
who arrived yesterday from the Adirondacks. The yacht attracted much attention
as she made her
way up the harbor. The
A Iced o will steam along the coast of Maine,
calling at points of interest iu Penobscot
bay, and will then proceed to the hay of

Fundy.

[boston Globe Sept. 7th.

bernald

Church Used As A Cloak.
ltev.

George A. Andrews Charged With
Obtaining Money t inier False Pretences,
fSpecial Despatch to Boston Herald.J
Buzzard’s Fay, Sept. 10, 1898. The Rev.
George A. Andrews was held in $1200 for
Ins appearance before the grand ;ury on a
charge of obtaining money under false pretences, by Judge Swift of the first district
court

yesterday

Andrews

was

afternoon.
arrested by

Officer Bourne

of Falmouth for obtaining money from the
residents of that place f< r the ostensible
He had
purpose of relief J siek soldiers.
$405 on bis person when arrested, and a
good part of this amount, it is claimed, was
secured in Falmouth.
Andrews is an old offender, having served
He
four years in State prison for arson.
was born in Essex and ordained as a Free
Will Baptist clergyman.
He was com icted
of setting lire to his store with the intent of
defrauding two insurance companies in 1891,
and sentenced by Judge Blodgett on Jan.
JO, 1892. He was released from prison July
22, 1895, and but little was known o; him
since then until bis arrest a few days ago.
Mr. Andrews officiated in Northport for a
time.

Second Maine

Cavalry Reunion.

the gallant Second Maine
The comrades
Cavalry Association met in Bangor on Wednesday for their annual reunion, and the
occasion was one of great pleasure to them.
There were about 75 members in attendance.
The business meeting was held in G. A. It.
Hall, beginning at 2 o’clock, with President
Henry D. Moore in the chair.
Prayer was offered by Capt. Moses French.
The following officers were elected :
President, Henry D. Moore, Haddonfield,

pfrst Vice-President, E.

B.

Billings, Lynn,

Mass.
Second Vice President, George W. Soper,
Old Town.
Third Vice-President, Robert Me Duff,
__

__

Lagrange.

Secretary and Treasurer, George It. Smith,
Augusta.
Historian, S. C. Small, Boston.
Small reported three deaths
Historian
since the last reunion and that forty per
are living.
members
cent, of the
It was voted to hold the reunion next year
in.Skowhegau, September 15th.

by the

lb. 15

a. m.

the

H i-

a

will he

by

Rev. Thomas Stratton.
Mr. Bird is the
of Mr. and Mrs. I). N. Bird of Belfast
and is in the employ of the Rockland &
Ymalhaveu Telephone Co., and a young man
v ith many friends here as well as in Belfast.
Mrs. Bird is the daughter of Elisha C. Walker, a present member of the common council
and a candidate for representative to the
legislature Mr. and Mrs. Bird will reside
at the corner of Pacific and South streets,

fRockland »Jourier-Gaz -Me.
Profitable Ice Crop.

This season will stri| the Maine icehouses
cleaner ttian for years. The last sales of ice
from the houses reported were at SI.25 per
ton.
A Kennebec
operator tells of an ice
harvester on the river who last winter had
five acres of ice all scraped and ready to be
cut which could have been housed at an expense of 10 or 15 cents a ton, but the man
didn’t think it would pay and allowed the
held to melt and run away. Had he piled it
up under cover l.e would have realized handsomely. The houses will all be filled next

winter.

Short, Sharp and Decisive.
The Napoleonic campaign lasted 1(1 years;

the War of 1812 more than three years; the
War of Greek Independence seven years;
the Crimean War two years; the Italian
War more than one year; the Civil War
more than four years; the Frauco-Prussiau
and liusso-Turkish Wars each about one
year.
What is known as the Seven Weeks’
War, between Prussia and Austria, lasted,
in fact, seven months. The war
just closed
vi 11 be recorded as the shortest war of the

century.
A. B. She. nan,
dismasted off Martin’s Industry
Light-ship during the storm has been towed
to Brunswick, Ga., her destination. Sell
Robert McFarland, Capt. Lord, which was
also dismasted in the storm, lias been towed
to Savannah where she will he loaded with
lumber for Portlaud, Me., and then towed
to that port. She will repair at Portland.
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Charles Barnes. Wald... Edward Creel. Helm .nt.
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The Scribe of the Bath Independent finds
in the New York Tribune the story of Wm.
Jacobs, bow lookout on the steamer City of
Bangor, and the whale; but be might have
found it much earlier in The Republican
Journal.
State
Ohio, City of Toledo, )
Lucas County.
j
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he is the
senior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney &
Co., doing business in the city of Toledo, County
and State aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each
and every case of Catarrh that cannot be cured
by the use of Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
of

FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my presence, this Oth day of December, A. D. 1880.
-A. W. GLEASON.
seal.
Notary Public.

|

|

Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally and acts
on the blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & Co., Toledo, O.
Sold by druggists, 75c.
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Bklkast, Maink, Septeinl'" 1 :i. I SOS.
( Irrk's
Stif.ri i." ,/.«//<•<«.•/
Notice is hereby given that Thursday, t hr 22 !
day of September, ISOS, at 10 o'clock a. m lias
been designated by order ot Court as tin* tinn* at
which travel's jurors drawn tor service at tin*
September term, A. 1 >. 1 SOS, of said court. will !»•
iequired to attend, instead of the first day of the
term.

This does not apply to grand jurors, who will
attend on the first dav of the term, as usual.
TILESl’ON WADL1N, Clerk.
Iw37
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sumac leaves if

quantity of picked and dried
picked before the leaves turn red

a

Belfast, September

.iiii

House Block.
given

tii'ii

in (listM-i-s n|

iio'i'

tnd

Iv2

Flour, Hay ail Straw,

to

returns.

*3. $5. 5n.5

it at

re
a

i~ uneq-mled
l NEXCELl ED
burglary in tin*
untry.

and

Notice to Traverse Jurors.

more

thought

bring quick and

Ke ro

tor

»ur new vault

MAINE.

'1 KLKPUO.N 1-: (’< INN

The (J. H.

ment.

Publisher,

8EARSP0RT,

than passing comHaulenbeek Advertising
Agency of New York City was selected to
handle the business, and The Republican
Journal was included in his list as one of
co—is

DON HAM,

deposit h.ixis

$S
1

ami reWill close I.is (dlii c III Hellas*
quests al! w;m tin- imit l-'.cd to him t" •* ii< at
lii.s otlice and settle Tuesday, sepr TV He u iii
ci.'se his Si-atspoit nilire in a leu weeks.
Main si reel
Otlice over *1. W. Id rgns..n A. <

in

newspapers

Sate

>'

price postpaid. $'.*.o0.

PI

DURGIN,

E. H.

in

the advertising of
of its brands—“Battle Ax’’ Plug Tobacin

planta-

13o Middle JSt.. Portland, Me.

newspaper advertising. The American Tobacco Co. is a vast commercial concern, and
its recent appropriation of S750,000 to be

spent

loO

OKI’OSI I S 501.11 ! rKD

tll(. m.xx- railroads.

er i'l'P

$33,000

SURPLUS,

Directory

Business

*:0 cities and nearly
tions m the State.

president.
believes

>,r

STOCK, $150,000

CAPITAL

STRICTLY PURE

The National E litorial Association elect
ed Joseph B. McCabe of Boston, Mass.,
The American Tobacco Co.

|«»i

\s||.

Me. I

is both neat ami

newsy and has demonstrated its

prin

and

11.*> towns.

Papers and Periodicals.
The

>|j.

low

can

Complete

Ps.

follows: Morning worship, with
by the pastor, Rev. G. S. Mills,
C. E.
Sunday school at 12 in

a

|;.|.

.'I

rkn hl

rein a

Established in|IS3b.

The Sunday services

:Mi‘ 41.

n n-m-

Sl.OO. SI.VD and S'.’.IHI

he ordered direct from
('MASK, 11 n u c s s Mgr.. Aulusn
4w37

V

on l:

lillf

fillin'

■•!'.!

I »t*r." at

.in<

E

tv-.

r.i'iM

STEVENS BROS,B1;U

\

~

Tickets

make

it

Voice*.

World Renowned Solists and Artists.

livening Prices,
Mat ince Prices.

■:■

ii\i;M"

WM. k. CHAPMAN, Conductor.
(•rami Orcliost

UII1TK

Boots, Shoes.

GREAT

MAINE FESTIVALS
Bangor.

(..

BARGAINS IN

past week.

SECOND

I

re-

last Saturday.... M rs. C. A. Pe k of Newton
Centre, Mass., was the guest of her aunt.
Miss Annie Thompson, for a few days tin

THE

hay

D. C.

Cambridge, Mass.,

Office hours uniil !* a.
From I 2.30 to 3 and 7

Services at the Methodist Episcopal church
Sunday, Sept 18th, will he as follows:
Sermon by tl e pastor at 10 45 a. m.: Sunday
school at J‘2 m.; Junior League meeting at

The happy couple left by Monday’s boat for
their luture home in Bedford, Mass.

A

It is

lecture in the vestry at 7.15 p.

py and prosperous life. They were the recipients of many pretty and useful presents.

son

and two

sister, Mrs. X. S. Twiss.. .Mrs. Elmira Patterson and Miss Melvina Patterson

First

long, hap- leader,

Bird-Walker. Miss Nellie J. Walker of
this city and Tyler M. Bird, until recently of
Belfast, were married Wednesday evening

Mrs. Frank Coloonl

..

his

of

as

i\t 10 45.
meeting

pleasant

1

Arts

will be

North Searsport Saturday evening, Sept. 10, in honor of the marriage
of their daughter Mary Augusta to Everett
S.
of
Bedford,
Mass.
About
Magner
twenty-five relatives and friends were

newly wedded pair

Parkhurst

have been in

present.

at the home of Mr. and Mrs. C. O.

the

Sth for Bostou..

family left by train Friday morning for
V.... Daniel
their home in Brooklyn, X
and

< I.O'I II.

North

Monday evening.
bers of the parish

in

of

*

1

Parish, 1'nitarian,
be resumed next Sunday.
Serpastor, lh-v. J. M. Leighton, at
Sunday school at 12 m.

at

mon

The

No. '4 Church street.

wishing

Dyer.

Sept.

few days the past
Simmons left by boat

Lillian

M

sermon

reception

Medora Ma.ibn, for
week....Miss

m.

church will

elsewhere. Mr,
home Wednes-

mand of

Frank

t•.

Prayer meeting at
Thursday, evening
lessons gained from

present and after cc ngratulations and a treat
of ice cream and cake the guests departed,

Capt.

at

plished young ladies. The happy couple
receiving .congratulations from their

was a

present

count. It is of vital importance,
especially in This
year of low prices, that the farmers co-operate
Stockton Springs. Dr. Trueman Griffin, | with the dealers and pressers in this matter and
wife and two children of Pittsfield, Me., raise the standard of our hay. Don't t.-e the .Di
lexer p!es»-, but have the best.and .mam the
were in town the past week visiting his parents, Mr. ami Mrs. Isaac Griffin... .Miss El- highest prices, which can only be don.* by proa perfectly pressed bale of
hay.
vena Grant of Bangor visited her sister, Mrs. i ducing

\TP\D t.-wuship map. showing
IN H, \ V

Voting People’s meeting

:

though the larger part of our surplus
find a market on the cattle steamers,
where space is an absolute necessity, and hay
pur
up in the old style lever presses will not he used
for this purpose when a better pressed article can
be obtained, and even then must be s »ld at a di

I

uf the

Services

E.

There

at

hay

in every otlice and home. < >NI si;i i
TAINS lull statistics of all Maine interests.

Church Parish will hold its
annual meeting in the vestry at 7.MO next

Magxer-F eknald.

Searsport.

I'niversalist ehurcli next Sunday,
the Sunday school will beheld at 12 o'clock
]>.

Hemingway of
bridegroom is one
enterprising merchants,

at

land and buildings in Knox.
Chas. E.
Knowltou et als., Belfast, to Martha H.
Roberts et als., Readiug, Mass.; land in
Xorthport, (2 deeds) William Bassick,
Searsport, to Iz-zie A. Bassick, do.; land in

Tuesday, Thursday. Saturday
evening at 7 o'clock. All are

in., and tin-

County

or.

having been
partner with his father, the
late George O. Bailey, and on his father’s
death succeeding to the business. The bride
is the only daughter of Mayor Fletcher, and
is one of Belfast’s most talented and accom-

days in November

of Waldo

i

welcome.

Austin C.

Alcedo 2d, a larger craft than the
yacht of the name. She was new last
season and crossed the Atlantic and went to
the lain! of the midnight sun under comThis is

first

marking

At the

The

many friends in this city and
and Mrs. Bai.ey will he at

TO THE FARMERS

The time is fast approaching when the
hay crop
>f 1898 will he put upon the market for sale. Re
from
ill
sections of the country show the
ports
largest crop of hay raised in many years, especially through tile middle and western States; in view
buildings in Belfast. James .V. Acliorn, ! of these tacts it is
in order
essentially
Camden, to Mary A. H. Huse et als., land to secure the highest prices fornecessary,
our product in the
and buildings in Liucolnville.
Elizabeth B. various markets of the
country, that t lie preparaWheelwright, Boston, to David Scull, Over- tion of the crop shall equal that < f any other por1
lock. Pa.; land in Islesboro. Geo. W. Batch- tion of the country. This result can only be obelder, Knox, to Mary E. Stephenson, do.; j tained by usingDedriok's upright press. It seems

held at the People’s M:s-

will be

s:on every
and Sunday

a

!

all

I'he Churches.

Mrs. Clias. F Wood of Rock-

laud, and Miss
Stoneliam.

and

Mr

Investigate vigorously

X

bstate.

walls, books and other property. Eternal
is the price of liberty—to use tinfree text books.

Sawyer’s daughter, Mrs.

Dr.

Philbriek and

tt

We

were

Real

in

The following transfers in real estate were
Waldo county Registry of Deeds
for the week ending Sept. 14, 1898: Joshua
T. Sprowl, Montville, to Herbert L. Sprowl,
do.: land in Montville. David W. Dyer,
Be fast, to Ettie May Stover, do.; land and
buildings in Belfast. Asa A Howes, Belfast, to Drusella L. Frisbee, do ; laud and

used—not abused.-

12.

for 59c., I
:

vigilance

was for twenty-live years the pastor of a
church in New York City, and was Dean of
Tufts Divinity School when the bridegroom
was in college.
Other guests from out of

“deep-

from the

George

of percale

publishes a notice to traverse jurorsLindley H. Mosher, Uuity, gives notice of a

orated.

•1 a

He
to

John

wrappers in all sizes from 32 to 42, for 5‘J
cents_Edward Evans, Waldo Station, has
a strong and well made hay press for sal e.
*... .Mr. and Mrs. O. W. Lane of Brooks publish a card of thanks-See advt. of back
numbers of The Journal wanted-Dr. E.
H. Durgiu gives notice that be will close bis
Belfast office soon-The Clerk of the Courts

1

•eivm.mv was

are

Maine Music

Chat.

Fletcher, No.
i',;; Mao. street.
The contracting parties
were Mr. George Austin Bailey and Miss
Sc
Hoi men Fletcher, only daughter of
M ty, r Fletcher.
Tin- house was cliarming-

Receive no pupils without certificate
fi'<'iii tiie oli; e -except those entering Grade
I
Pupils presenting themselves for higher
grades may in- h. Id pending investigation.
4* Record the receipt or return of all
books at once when the transaction occurs.
Write to parents regularly whenever
pupils fall hrio\v staniiard—:t may be a lit
tie work, but it will save trouble and destroy frn 1 .oi
h.
Hold monthly tests.
It is a good plan
to keep t!:> scatterings raked up.
7.
Save every test until Supt. s.-es it.
It
divides the responsibility ami often times
two heads are better than one.
S.
Don't negleet (lag day-.
Tt indicates
slackness or ignorance, and either is bad.
II you have school troubles do not be
afraid to bring them to the Supt
It be can
not help you, he at least will do
you no

riage ceremony was impressively performed
by Rev. Randall T Ca.-en of the First Bap-

noted iu this column last week.

limit of *.»') feet

must

damage to his crops. Five deer
have evidently made their home on his farm
and are frequently seen. The other day he
lus

M.

honor, Miss
Annie L Barr, a classmate of the bride at
Wellesley, was prettih dressed in white.
Fred (; White was the heat man. The bride
was given away by her father, and the mar-

The matter with lilt- < Id defender is that
she is only 70 feet on the water line, and the

done much

set

Mayor Jo'uu

>;uc! "f bride

the old cr»-w of Deer Isi
men and she will
s!i..w a clean pair of heels yet to anything
that an mine across the water. [Rockland
Star.

troublesome and have

very

of

A very pretty home
at noon at the

yesterday

held

perform*"!, was in green and
white. The bride was becomingly gowned
in a brown traveling sirt and carried a bou-

story of the accident to the Annie

complains chai'euger,

He

resi.l-ne,

:

New York yacht club will part w th
1 D!>
f..r a new cup defender.
What is
the matter with the old defender
Give her

adjoining Frye

some

Isu*y-

Tim

pounds. Mr. Colson

acres

from

ruing k> haul up for the

was

■

W.

water

advertised here.

James M. Colson of

hiding

im

successful

very

not

v.-r

of

O.

tell the

the first of the week

town

of

and

settled

Atwood

fully Saturday night.
The Bucksport Herald then proceeded

Tuesday afternoon,

not

were

weighing

farm

were

Game seems to be abundant there. The
other day Mr. Colson captured a hedgehog

Boston last

Bouncy

M

aveu....

!'

for

s

in

was

Mountain
Sch.

suits

r was

was

They

a coon
a

to

If;

a

Mu.vtvillk.

in

Montville

owns

M. Carter

the

The company gave an
the Opera House Monday

at
it

financially.

Tuesday

fare of

Monday morning

which time the

at

“At

recently, says

The

Schools.

The Belfast teachers held their annual
in the High school room
Monday
afternoon. Superintendent Brick gave an
address on “Teacher, Pupil and Parent.”

j

brought
recover wages by actors employed by the
company. The proprietors remained in jail

a

Butman

the

on

writs

<

|

wed-ling

Wrappers

in all sizes, iron, 32 to 42. It is worth
your consideration,
because the\ are worth more than the price asked

recorded in

meeting

( tist
Church, assisted ay Rev. Thomas J.
P i’. Weed was at the Canary Cottage at
Sawyer, 1). D., of Tufts College. Immediately
Bar Harbor, Sept. 1st, and made arrangeafter the ceremony the wedding breakfast
ments with C. Oliver Iselin, manager of the
was served in the dining room, which was
Defender" syndicate, also Vanderbilt and
Morgan, to ship from this island next year artistically decorated with sweet peas. The
a crew of eighty men ami officers to take
left on the 1.20 train for their
charge of the yachts which will be built for happy couple
the purpose of defending the cup.
[Deer: wedding tour. They were the recipients of
Isle Gazette.
many rich and valuable presents, includThe folly of trusting a fine yacl t to a lot ; ing checks, silver and cut glass, etc. Rev.
of deep water sea-captains, men who have Dr.
Sawyer, who assisted in the ceremony,
been around the world only a few times, or
is in his ninety-tiftli year, and is strong and
whose sea-faring experience is merely what
could l>e pick up iu fifteen or twenty seasons hearty, both body and mind retaining their
on the
Grand Banks, was demonstrated strength and vigor to a remarkable degree.

Eater when they

special
theory that they

leave the State.

to

Mur-

at

attaching

served

was

money taken at the door.
attempted to leave town

towei!

was
:n

Dr.

Hatch has completed his
George
yaehting season at IslesDjro and his sloop
Nautilus is again at her moorings off Murphy's Point. Mr. Hatch is to take a party
on a fishing trip down the bay a little later.

giving a week of enterBelfast Opera House a

the

sii*<>{» y:tcht June,

Mr.

grief

came to

Ho.d. Q,

The addition tu tie.* building of the PassaYacht Club in Carter's yard
lets keen oomph tod, and W \ Kimball has
his new knockabout umlerwav

After

at

writ

trustee

that it

way

enclosing

Monday.

her*

tainments

the net. ...A recent

upon

ii

a

thus

up,

style

a

It consists

slightly flagging.

such

in

:ng
led

The Hiatt Hall Theatre Co.

next year will
r> anti 7

races

gassawaukeag

barn with equal

your life' or insure your
ease and promptness.

1

feet across,

.1

net,

a

trap of

a

sections.

some

;.

trout

Boats

winter.

duties,

Swan

at

and
Frank Clark is
4

si/e....

o

m

fisherman

caught

lie

Sandy

Bostc-ii owner,
boro yesterday

••

1

tiled off

s

The

N kw Lv-u uance Firm.
George A. <,»uimhy
has formed a partnership with Charles H.
rder at 1 i.'clock, p. m., by
Field under the style of Field
H A. Hawes. E.'-, of 1,'nion.
(Juimby, for
conducting the insurance business.
Mr.
Samitei Cunningham of
f the association,
Ouimby will have charge of the oiliee and
iplain
look after the eolleetions, and will still act
spirited remarks were made
The essay on tlm Tiise as resident agent of the Union Mutual Life
The business Mr.
by II.ram Evans of' Ins. Co. of Portland.
Quiiuby lias entered is the oldest insurance
i tbs remarks of Mrs. II. A.
agency in the city and has always had a
were specially fine
liberal patronage. “Our George” is specially
Augustine Colburn still eon- adapted for his new
and will “take
ie.

was a

order

to

A Lot of Percale

Transfers

Treatment for Tortpriho, DisftoHiMOBS.wiTfi Lossof Hair.-Warm baths with
Soap, gentle anointings with Ci TicrRA.and
mild doses of Cuticpra Rksolveict.
8old everywhere. Potter D. and C.
Corp., Sole Props
Boston.
How to Cure Torturing 8kin Diseases,”
free!

The Belfast

!

—-

| FRED A. JOHHSOH,

as cases occur.

Yachts and

them.

far

called

was

!

Repeating.

Speedy Ccre

State of Maine.

their children,

send

to

made to

public weetiug ami
by the District Templar.
The following program was finely rendered:
Jackson Baud
Music.
H. F. Erskiue
Prayer,
A. U. Warren
Address of welcome,
afternoon session

Bears

♦
♦

cuimi
Ci TirpRA

aud the reg-

The

:

|

troubled several years with chronic
on my head and face. I took medical treatment from two doctors and several
but
received little relief. At times,
lotions,
the dreadful itching became almost intolerable. When I was heated, the Eczema became
painful, and almost distracted me. I tried
Cutictra Remedies. The Eczema
rapidly
disappeared, and 1 am well, with no trace of
any cutaneous disease. J. EMMETT REEVES,
Feb. -22,1898.
Box 125, Thomtown, Ind.
was

The city schools opened Monday, with the
exception of the South Primary schools, the
Responses,
building being used as a polling place. In
fication
E. L Bartlett, M-s. E. L. Brackett
Mixed quartette the Upper Grammar school 83 scholars reSinging,
Recitation,
Myrtle Peavey ported, all in good standing, and it was necFrank Trainor essary to
Delegations from Ocean Bound Lodge of Song,
provide additional seats.
H. P. Boody
Declamation.
\ inalbaven and
The program for the bell
Meguuticook Lodge, Cam- Song,
Julia Morton
ringing and presden, to the number of 85, visited Aurora Re- Recitation,
Emily Brown entation at the Brick schoolhouse in East
Mrs.
Annie
solo
hekah Lodge, I. 0. O. F of this
Hadley Belfast Saturday evening was
city Wed- Organ
successfully
Jackson Baud
Music1.
nesday evening, Sept. 7th. They came by Declamation,
B. J. Dodge carried out before a large audience.
The
special trip of steamer Castine. An excel- Song,
Nellie Webber exercises opened with singing, followed
by
lent supper was served in Odd Fellows' Singing,
Quartette a recitation by Miss Florida Carrow. iioscoe
Music.
Jackson Band
Hail. The degree team of Aurora
Black presented the bell to the city in beLodge
The .Jackson Band of 1"» men was organizexemplified the work of the Rebekah dehalf of the citizens of the district, and the
ed six months ago and gives excellent regree. The visitors were entertained at the
bell was rung by Superintendent Brick,
homes of the local members, and returned sults. The Good Templar's Hall in Jackson and proclaimed to be the
property of the
is very handsome and cozy.
An
excellent
on the same steamer
city of Belfast. Mr. W. G. Hatch of the
Thursday forenoon.
dinner was furnished by the Jackson Lodge.
School Committee then accepted the bell in
Canton Pallas Patriarchs Militant. P O. Rev. E. V. Stevens, Grand Counselor, who
behalf of the city. Miss Pierce gave a reciO. P
will attend the meeting of the Sover- was to deliver the address, was not able to
tation and Superintendent Brick a short adeign Grand Lodge in Boston. Tin Canton be present, as he had to attend a funeral.
uress.
tie exercises closed with
singing
will leave here in a
hotly in uniform, 25 men Ilev. F. S. DollifY, P. D. T., who was to till America. Tiie
people of the district wish to
or more,
by the morning train next Tuesday, the place, was also called away to attend a
thank Mr. Brick for his interest in the affair.
and will be
joined by other Cantons along funeral Jackson Baud gave several selecthe route. Several ladies wi'lalso accom- tions out J “'is after the
Superintendent Brick has issued a circuafternoon meeting.
lar of suggestions to teachers as follows:
pany the party and a few will go by steam- T!i<- 'cush was excellent for so young a
!.
Make up record books once a month
er Monday.
P. A. Sanborn s painting emband.
and lid out rank cards from them.
bien at'ic badges for the chevaliers, tile prinPut up copj of punishment, blank in
cipal emblem being the pine tree of the
conspicuous place in school room and till in
Wedding Bells.

day,

fair
at 8

October,

in

ular session at Brooks in November.

with the. exempliof the work, which wa.4 the
primary
object of the visit fVinalhaven Cor.
R.*cklamt Star.

the North church has
voted to give >."> for the tuition of a child in
the kindergarten.
Five dollars will pay the
tuition for one term.
It is hoped that there
may be a general recognition of the oppor-

42"
512
270
111
172.

,.*>02

per

Lmcolnville, (Trap)

highly pleased

as

P. S. C. E. of

The \

September.

March.
4'
'21
275
11"
1K1

....

4

I

Eczema,

them a
ami Sister
long, happy and useful wedded life.
a
It was voted to hold
special session at

T.‘Hy

and every hour in the day will be occupied
with something of interest. Horse race at
4 p. m., and bicycle race for ladies and gentlemen at 5 p. m.
Social dance at tlie
Gr.mge hall in the evening.

Art

by wards

voters

per

CURED BY CUTICURA

to Bro.

official visit and the work will he

an

Jh?

the above amount.

on

will be postponed until the first
Sunday excepted. The ball opens

one re-

voting lists by the
last week showed a
since the March elec-

"f

>■:

0

I

weather was dubious, hut the liebekahs of Ocean Bound
Lodge, I. O O. E-.
are
anything but faint hearted when bound
oft on a good
time, so fifty or more of them
embarked on the steamer Castine for Belfast
“ fraternal visit to
Aurora Lodge of that
returned Thursday delighted
witn the
trip and h ud in their praises f attention bestowed and
hospitality extended,
as *ell

Don’t forget the Grange and town cattle
show and fair in Prospect, Sept. 21st. It is
a pleasant ride over there and we feel assured that there will he some tine exhibits
and everything needed to make the day a
If stormy, the fair
very enjoyable one.

'f the

1

stopped on the
buyers of the new

the

as

interest

no

'tratii'U
ones

make

most satisfactorv show-

a

quarter at the American

A Good Tale that

I
|

ECZEMA

the

to

exemplified.

cents pay the accrued interest as well as
the premium on the 4's, the city is paying

Seyeral of his paintings
Boston

This is

Interest lias

cents, and

the art

on

CHRONIC j

A. Carpenter; Secretary, T. H, Fernald;
Chaplain, J. S. Maddocks; Supt. Juvenile
Twenty-six members of Belfast Company, S Temples, Mrs. G. F. Sherman; Guard, S. J.
Past Templar, Rev. F. S. Dolliff.
Linformed Rank, Knights of
must be very large.
Belfast was almost dePytlnas, went, Young:
to Rockland last
tern were chosen as follows:
serted yesterday.
Thursday and took part in i Officers pro
Everybody had gone to the
H. McKiuley; Marshal,
funeral ceremonies of
j 1 »ist. Treasurer, «J.
Monroe.
R.
R
ClMajor
Warren; Dep. Marshal, May McTagmer.
They
went on steamer Castine to A l
Dr. E. H. Durgiu of Searsport will be at
Six lodges
Sentinel, Bro. Jewett.
Camden and thence to
Rockland by the gart
Ins Belfast office Tuesday, Sept. 20th, to col100 members
were represented, and over
electrics,
on
the same steamer in
returning
lect all bills due him. He will leave Searsthe evening.
| were present. The District Degree was
port later for the purpose of further study.
| conferred. The secretary's report showed
See his advt.
Enterprise Lodge, A. O. 1\ Vi., conferred ! the membership about the same as three
the,
degrees on one candidate last Thursday mouths age The following resolution was
C. H. Partridge of Prospect brought to the
F. G. White Co.’s office last week a sheaf of evening, and has ‘'work" on hand for the presented by the secretary ami unanimously
herds-grass, the stalks of which measured 5 near future. A special meeting will be held adopted :
feet and t> inches, ami some of the heads tins, Thursday, evening at which the DisResolved, That we, as a District Lodge,
trict Deputy Grand
8 ;>-4 inches iu length.
Master Workman will extend our congratulations and best wishes
Dolliff, aud wish

mg.

State fairs ay s : W ood
a
good collection of pierces and marines are es-

Department

House, Boston.

standing, and the indications are that the
work of refunding will be completed at an

Meatier while a resident of
•lent and valued contribi; and many of our readers
1 her dainty local lyrics.
t-i-k. titli page, a poem by
fuegos" which impresses
•ry high order.
in its notes

tire

At latest advices from Boston only $29,000 of the old 0 per cent, bonds were out-

-sful than last year.

>un

Gentlemen

M. G Norton was elected ballot clerk for
Ward 2 in place of M. C Hill, who was a
candidate iu Monday’s election; and Chas.
O'Connell was elected election clerk in the
same ward iu place of John Dolloff who
was unable to serve

v

Templars.

!

Waldo District Lodge of Good Templars
Militant Department o
aine will
participate in the grand parade met in Jackson, Sept. 10th, aud was opened
o
e Order in
Boston, Wednesday, Sept. ! at 10 a. in. by District Templar E. L. Bart-1st, in houor of the
The other officers present were Dist.
Sovereign Grand Lodge. lett.
Arrangements have been made for
Vice Templar, Mabel Rose; Counselor, E.
en-

Monroe fair has been favored with
the finest of weather and the attendance

50°.

stood at

10th : Ladies—Miss M. P. Hill.
—John E. Baster.

Waldo Good

Societies.

The Patriarch

The

The

11th.

Secret

List of unclaimed letters remaining in the
Belfast post office for the week ending Sept.

Belmont will hold its

f
w

the North Knox

Agricultural and Horticultural Society will
be held in Union, Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday, Sept. 20, 21 and 22.

I have in

loi> barrels

store

\-

.ember, is:.7,

ground Ilnur, Snow While. Albion, Hyperion and
l’illsbury's Best. This i- superior t" winter or
spring made flour. Also hav by the cargo, ear or
bale. Straw by the lot or bale. 1 will mike low
3ltt
prices. Call.
ali;i:i;t

SMALL A HOl'STON.
13, 1898.— Iw37

■1

Front

Mreet

and

m. c \

Sibley'-

\\

Imrf.

WANTED.
Four nice appearing ladies t<> take orders in
for a fine selling article. Something every
lady must have. Liberal commission allowed,
ladies making from two to five dollars per day.
Call at R. A. Clifford's dining rooms, High street,
between 7 30 and 9 to night.
1 w37*
MRS. J. A. CAROL.
town

Card

of Thanks.

We most cordially and sincerelj t hank our many
friends for their kindness, sympathy, and the
many beautiful floral offerings sent us in our late
bereavement.
MR & MRS. O. W. LANE.
Brooks, Sept. 14, 1898.

15. I.. FITCH F.K'S black mare, yveighs about
1400 lbs., 7 years old, at a bargain; also one car-

riage hor

*.

Apply

1’.

o

to

II. \Y V ETON
address. Belfast, Me.
\V.

Cu nicy's Mills.

Salesman

to sell our Illuminating and Lubricating
Oils, Creases and Petrolatum. Fine (roods and liberal commission. PEW
PETROL ATl'M CO, Office and Retineiv. Cora1 yv37*
opolis. Pa.

WHEN

TWINS TASTED.

|

“Xo, I ain't, Deacon Burritt. I hope I
know my duty—and—and I—I always did
! like you, only 1 wasn’t going to have the
“A pint of molasses and a pound of;
1 fished for you,”
Now don't forget.
You bring ! neighbors say’t
raisins.
“I
“Fished!” exploded the deacon.
the molasses, Ettie, and Callie can#carry
An’ finally
sli’d say I’d done the tishin’.
in* raisins."
lied to resort to two little Fresh-Airers for
“Yesstim!”
And the two little figures—one in n j bait.”
And the plump and rosy “bait,” sitbiown holiand “Mother llubbard,” and !!
a big blue bawl of bread
the other in a brown holiand blouse and ting, each with
old elm, wondered
brief trousers -trotted down the road; and milk, under the
so long to
while Miss < ai'line, plump and eomfort- why “that deacon” was talking
and were more
ble-looking in a brown holiand dress made ;j their dear Miss Car’line
[Minnie
with a full skirt, fan-waist and elbow- than half inclined to be jealous.
Herald.
sleeves that shoved easily above the el- i Lowe Upton in Zion’s
bows, stood and watched them with a I
NEWS NOTES.
benevolent smile upon her round, rosy \
face.
This year's cranberry crop in Wisconsin
“Bless 'em! 1 don’t s'pose they've ever
is estimated at IS,000 barrels.
had a birthday cake in their lives.
But
'I'lie customs receipts at San Francisco
they shall have one to-morrow, or my
name ain't Car line
Hopper. I've always ; in August were S’»t)7,-7b, the largest on
wanted to take s< me little Fresh- Airers | record foi any single month,
foi a spell: an’ now I've got ’em, I’m
Che State of Kansas produced this yeai
hound they shall have a mouth to rememone bushel of wheat for every man, woman
ber. Let me set- sugar, spice, sody, butand child in the United States.
tei, eggs. iloui : yes. I've got everything
f*’*
French papers hitherto hostile to Dreygood old fashioned plum-rake exllow they fus arc now sti cnuously urging the French
cept the raisins and molasses,
make a plum-cake, if Government to grant him a new trial.
'enj"\ it' I
1 ih! say it.
I'll g»> and see if the oven's
It is estimated that all the gold mined
so’s
to
to
work
as soon as they
right,
go
in California since ls5s could be put in a
come back.'’
room .;>• feet long, is teet wide and 17 teet
Miss Cai'liue turned and whisked into
her cheerful kitchen (which radiated the high.
During tin j>a<t four years the San Franpersonality of it< owner from shining windows, glossy range and spotless floor), cisco mint coined slob, <>'.'7, Mi, of which
ami began to prepare for the forthcoming sih.h>,000 was gold of Paeitu: coast profestivities with blithe alacrity.
duction.
Meanwhile the twins had made their
settled that Gov. Black
it is
purchase* and were trudging back ovei the of New definitely
York will not be renominated and
half mile of narrow, grassy road that lay
that Col. Roosevelt will be the Republican
b»Twe ii the corner store and Miss Car'nominee.
line's home.
The present population of the United
“My
>ighed Cadi.- wiping his weary
little race with a pictorial handkerchief states exceeds that of Germany by about
w}ii. i
all
i!:«■
I
adventures
of
piesented
_;g,0Q<Uii)O, and that »f Great Britain by
•hick he (.iant Killer.
“My! but these :.U, 00< M KX).
laisins
feel orful sweet u’ soft ’id
The daughter of Gov. Tanner of Illijuicy 'n' plummy.’'
the battle ship Illinois,
An
these molasses smell—O Callie. nois will christen
launched at Newport News
good tliey smell!” responded Kttie. win. a will be
October 4th.
with
ipturous niournfuluess (if you can
imagine what that is).
f]ie population »f Palestine is increas“L»o- do yci s'pose Miss Car’line’d
ing rapidly, Ten year's ago there were
care ii we took a few, jest one er two er
only 15.000 residents in -Jaffa.
To-day
three -do yer, Kttie'.*'’
there are nearly 40,000.
“L 1 guess not, an', in' a little sip er
molasses, I guess.”
Dawson City now has two newspapers—
And then the trouble began.
The way I Phe Yukon
Midnight Min and the Klonwas long and
and
wearisome,
and
dusty
dike Nugget.
Both ire weeklies and are
they were hot and tired and thirsty, and sold at 50 cents per copy.
besides were only two little ownerless |
waifs from Pig Alley in Kirkville, who
The Pacific Cable Company are planning
had been taken into tire Children's Home to
lay a cable from san Francisco to Japan,
but a week or two before they were Freshtouching Honolulu, the Caroline, Padrone
Air-Funded out to Miss Car line.
and Philippine Islands, with a spur to
They ate only one or two raisins at a Australia.
time, and took but a sip of molasses now
German newspapers, in discussing the
and then.
But, alas! at the foot of the
little liili on which Miss Car’line’s house disarmament proposals by the Emperor of
stood, tliey stopped and gazed with un- Russia, declare that Germany must remain
disguised dismay, each into the other's <»n guard until France is w illing to convert
sticky, dust-and-mol asses-be-grimed face. her weapons into plowshares.
Callie held the raisin bag up for inspecA dispatch from Seattle, Washington,
tion.
It was very light.
lie counted
says that late Japanese papers received
slowly.
there persistently insist that an alliance is
“'Leven!” he announced at length, about to be entered into between
the
with solemn emphasis.
United States, England and Japan.
Ettie tipped the little can and gazed
into its hollow depths.
The oldest woman in New Jersey, Rose
•‘There’s about yer little blue colfee- Farlee of Plainfield, is dead,
aged 107
what
made
cup full,” she sighed.
“Oh,
years. She w;i> born in Ireland, and until
us do it:'
she’s been good to us an’ trust- she was sg years old was employed as a
ed us, an' now we’ve been mean.’’
domestic. Site was never married.
•'•he'll never trust us any more, an'
bo-.
she".! newi
us any more.”
The administration of food to plants by
“We must go back to Kirkville.”
means of pills is a new idea.
The exact
“Ter the Home?"
kind of nourishment required is easily asN q»!
7 ■’••
wouldn't take us neither— certained, the necessary salts are inclosed
no
ibis.
An' course they'll hear of it. in a prepared case and buried under the
j
'»*m
Miss Cai'liue] ro< >ts.
erg ran.
oik:
Well haw to go back to Pig
Advices from tlie interior of Havana
C
AlOg
Sukey.”
*' 1:
gloaned < bile.
| Province say that the work in the fields is
“W. t
Aid ^lurt now We’ll leave not being resumed, and Cue people seem
We won't be any mean- do be indifferent t<» the crop situation,
i Thus the blighting cuim' of Spanish rule
1 ic- pair deposited the
woudrously light \ is illustrated.
cau and the
bag with irs eleven raisins]
A New Orleans i-finpikmon of the cutupon tin- bench limit r tin* old elm by lie |j
lirth- singing brook where they had play- ;i ton erop sh->ws the increase »! port reco and l: id ’Jit first really
happy times of ceipts over last year's to be about g,<K)(J,M00
Tlie consumption
>i
'otton by
the ) poor Iittie pinched lives, an 1 then, bales.
unburdened by bag or baggage, scuttled .Southern mills D rapidiy appi lU-Lirg tlie
Northern mark.
dow n the road.
“is tiiis the way to Kiikville?"
queried
San Francisco now has a law by which
Callie at. length.
“Ye-es—1 guess so,” quavered Ettie, a peddler who rings tie* door bei 1 of a
“but—but—I feel sick.
1—1 .-Till hev ter bouse where the sign “no peddleis" is
displayed, is liable to a line of *](.»<>, or
seddown a little
six months' imprisonment, or both line
“>o—soslrll J
gasped Callie.
Then the two little victims of them- and imprisonment.
selves and bad bringing-up—no. l ad
Joseph Jefferson, the great actor, retanning-up, I mean—tumbled down a a
wrote a check for S- on a piece of
miserable little heap in the shade of a cently
birch bark in the mountains because he
lr
sh.
And
there
great spreading barberry
had no paper with him.
The bank which
Miss Car’line found then a little 1 ter
cashed the check now has it framed and
when, going out to look for them and findon the wall.
ing the bag andean, she ha 1 scented s me- ] hanging
thing decidedly awry, and started liter
A L<»ng Island historian calls attention
the culprits.
But all the wrath it her to the fact that
Sandy Ilook was once Cape
tender heart vanished when she saw them.
Santiago. Its first name was Cape de Santa
An hour later, in fresh white
night- Maria; changed in 1530 to Cape Santiago
gowns and clean faces, t.iey lay in their j
then, when the Dutch took possession, it
little cool beds and “’lessen."
received its present name.
< >r course the bag ami
in had told part
ot the stoiy, bur what
Baltimore is about to send a pioneer
they could noi tell
v%a> bow soi l} and asnaived—liow
awfully commercial expedition to Cuban and Porto Rican ports to test the advantages to
mlprits were.
Mirse we're goin' back to
Pig Al- be derived from trade with the West Inev
said 1 allie.
“()
dian islands under the new condition which
use’
ter
.sukey
s-1} it w’au't no manner o’ use fer anywill prevail therein with the change of
buddv t was raised in dig Alley ter
try ownership.
ter be decent—air 'tain’t.”
“Indeed it a use!" ciied Miss Car' 1 ue,
Jn the Chicago Directory the name of
eneigetically. “When you fell dowi in George Washington appears ten times,
the mud -puddle yeste
day, did you lie John Adams, twenty-five times; Thomas
Jefferson only once: James Monroe, .-even;
there, Callie?"
John Quincy Adams, eig.it, and Andrew
•Nop:
"And when you dipped into the rain Jackson fifteen times.
There are eightythree named Dewey, ard nut a person in
ban el did vou stay there, Ettie?”
"X- mi'ra!"
Chicago named Shaffer.
"Well, then, just because you've slipped
Lava streams that have flowed out of
ami fallen and committed one sin—for '//'.>•
Vesuvius duiing the past three years have
a sin, and I won't
gloss ir nyer—it’s no
reason
wbv you should sink and soak deposited 105,000,<>00 cubic meters of lava
right down into sin and badness. You're on the sides of the mountain. A cone
going to try again. But I'll tell you—sin of lava 330 feet high has been formed, out
which fresh screams are flowing.
The
always brings a punishment along with it;
and yours has brought two: First, you’ve I valleys on either side of the observatory
both had a master uncomfortable sick peak have been completely filled up.
j
spell, and, second, I can’t afford any mo e
The Journal and Tribune.
It seems
raisins. And those plums and that molasses were to make you a birthday cake. *’ necessary to explain frequently our clubbing
“Oh!" groaned the twain.
arrangements with the New York Weekly
“Afnd now you’ll have to do without Tribune. Under the terms of our contract
tiie plums. I'll make a cake; but a birthwith that paper it can only be sent free to
day cake without plums aiu’t much.”
those who pay their subscription to The
“It's too good for us,” murmured her Journal one
It is not sent
year m advance.
grateful audience, dissolving in-tears.
unless requested by the subscriber. The
And then Miss Car*line pattered out to
the kitchen, whence a cheerful sound of (late will not correspond with the. date on
The Journal slip, but each subscriber entibeating and stirring issued in due time.
Well, they tried hard for the rest of tled to the Weekly Tribune will receive it
that mouth.
And it
is hard for two litfor a full year from the time the first numtle Fig Alleyites to live up to all the reber is received. The Tribune is printed,
quoeineuts of civilization and religion.
aud mailed in New York, and not
Iiovv hard it was, the oiks with good published
from this office.
fat he is and mothers and homes
THE

|

••

1

—

1

cannot

half understand. But there was good material in them, and Miss Car line’s method
x:
x
developed it amazingly.
CURE ALL YOUR PAINS WITH
Xi
gj
“I declare,” she said to Deacon Burritt
one day when he
called for a drink of
spring water, as he had a confirmed habit
of doing, “I do declare, I cannot bear to
A Medicine Chest in Itself.
let those children go back, and yet I
>; Simple, Safe and Quick Cure for Jg
haven’t the means to keep ’em.”
“But / hev—an’ you, too, in the barCRAMPS, DIARRHOEA, COUGHS,
gain!" blurted the honest deacon.
COLDS, RHEUMATISM,
He had been trying to pluck up courage
NEURALGIA.
to propose to Miss Car’line for four years;
and this was positively the first “open25 and 50 cent Bottles.
g
ing” for the subject that wary and indeSI BEWARE OF IMITATIONSX
pendent lady had ever been so unguarded
BUY ONLY THE
as to allow.
PERRY DAVIS’
“Why—why, Deacon Burritt! This is
very sudden!”
“sudden, Car’line—sudden. You know
I’ve been tryin’ to say as much ever since
your mother went, and you was left alone.
Sudden ’. I know I’m a homely old codger;
but, Car’line Hopper, are you going to let
them little chaps slip through your fingers
Brick house, known as the Thurlow house, on
WM. C. MARSHALL.
jest as you’re gettin’ ’em so civilized and Congress street.
because
I
ain’t
ideelt"
chirky,
your
Belfast, June 1,1898.-22tf

I Pain-Killer. I

||

I

I
|
|
Q

|
|

GENUINE.||

FOR REST.

Waldo County Crop Notes.

MRS. PIXKKAM’S ADVICE.

this purpose, and yet comparatively few
use it. Some of our largest orchards have
been devastated by caterpillars this year,
while their owners, the leading fruit
growers of the State, have looked on and
not raised a hand to prevent it.
The
emulsions and the mixtures to prevent
these things are all right evidently, but
there seems to be a lack of knowledge in
regard to what sort of an apparatus one
should buy to apply these with, so we lind
men crudely
mixing copper sulphate and
lime and applying with a garden sprinkler.
What about the Lenox four dollar sprayer,
Mr.
Secretary, for men with small
orchards and from one-half to one acre of
potatoes? Is it safe to buy the prepared
Bordeaux mixture? Please tell us what
sprayer is the cheapest, all things considered, for the latter purpose? [Daniel O.
Bowen.
Note. We doubt if any sprayer can be
purchased for the sum named that will do

| From the Board of Agriculture Bulletin]
Monboe. The hay crop must be mostly
marketed on the farm and sold in the form
of milk, cream, butter, cheese, beef, mutDear Mrs. Pinkham:—When I wrote
ton and wool.
There is no other method
to you I had not been well for five years;
by which a fair profit can besecured under
had doctored all the time but got no present conditions. The condition of the
market depends upon supply and demand,
better. 1 had womi trouble very bad.
My womb pressed backward, causing and we can control prices only as we are
able to affect the supply or change the
piles. I was in such misery I could demand.
A few men may be so situated
scarcely walk across the floor. Men- that
they can sell a large part of their
struation was irregular and too prouroduce dircctlv to the consumer and
fuse, was also
thus get the benefit of retail prices.
troubled
with
When this can be profitably done, it opens
I
leucorrhoea.
entered
» door to success that should be
had given up all
by those who can supply the demand.
hopes of getting But the most of the farmers are, and must
remain, dependent upon the wholesale
well; everybody
markets. About the only available way
thought I had to better the
market is to produce a better
satisfactory work.
consumption.
grade of goods with which to supply‘the
Unless several potato growers could comAfter
taking
for
short
demand. Life is too
learning bine ami purchase a larger sprayer with a
v
five, bottles of
who
can
make
a
man
The
strong, well made pump, we should prefer
everything.
Lydia E. Pink- success along three lines ot work upon the two-gallon or the knapsack sprayer.
We are using the Aspinwall two-row horse
ham's Vegetahis farm would be apt to fail if be should
and by going over the potatoes
ble Compound,
spread his efforts over thirty different sprinkler,
twice each application, very good work is
branches, each of which requires a special done. We think this machine may be
T felt very much better
line of work to make it a success. -Special improved so as to be an ideal implement for
nn«t was a Me to do nearly an uiy own
efforts, then, should be directed along the work. It costs about twenty dollars.
work. I continued the use of your medithose lines for which tlie man and farm The fresh made Bordeaux mixture works
cine, and feel that 1 owe my recovery to are best adapted. By pushing the chosen better than the prepared which may have
yon. 1 cannot thank you enough foryour
work for all it is worth, and by a study of stood for some time.—Secretary.
adv’.ce and vour wonderful medicine.
the markets so as to judge intelligently
Cieniuegos.
Any one doubting my statement may when to sell, there will come some
There is always a
write to me and I will gladly answer
measure of success.
11, 1898.
May
that
can
home market for somt crop
nil inquiries.—Mrs. Nell lit hst. Deeponly
From the ocean mists at daybreak, one morn
De grown umier exeepuouai comunous,
water, Mo.
in early May,
but this market will always be supplied Three
Letters like the foregoing, constalwart Yankee warships made Cieuby those who can control the conditions.
fuegos bay.
stantly being received, contribute not
We need a larger foreign demand for our The .Nashville, the Wiudom, and the
grim
a little to the satisfaction felt by Mrs.
farm products, and, also, a better grade
old arblehead,
Pinkhain that her medicine and counsel
of goods with which to supply the markets Staunch as her sponsor rocks and hills, the
are assisting women to bear their
gallant squadron led.
heavy of the world. Maine's sheep and dairy
burdens.
products, and her fruit, should be sold Aglow with dawning splendors, the Cuban
in the world’s markets. [ Enoch C. Dow.
AI rs Pinkhara’s address is Lynn, Mass.
mountains rise,
Bi-.i.mom.
1 think that the farmer is
I’aliu-crested planes and shining sands, a
All suffering women are invited to
the man that needs the best market for
glimpse of Paradise.
write to her for advice, which will be
bis produce, and the way to get that Yet, bloodshed, strife and famine, ruined
given without charge. It is an ex- | market
homes and children slain,
is to engage the sale of his produce
Call Columbia to the rescue from the tyranperienced woman's advice to women.
i ahead.
Private customers are best if he
of Spain.
ny
After shaving, Mr. A J. Kay, of liostou, uses
Farmers should cocan obtain them.
So speeds the gallant armament, across the
and
not
own
and
fix
their
price
operate
Antillean sea,
let the merchant or middleman get the
Columbia’s grim evangels, with the gospel
It relieves irritatiuu, ami makes the skin soft
products at his price, and thereby gain
of the free.
and smooth.
Comfort Powder is a •U'rien lriches. The hay crop, 1 think, should be No more those menace-laden lines, beneath
akin healer,” a ‘big seller,” and is
maker,” a
the farm and fed to young
the deep-sea wave
upon
kept
and
Toilet Powders.
the ijueen of Nursery
animals, such as good steers, heifers and Shall bear from Spain to Cuba the death
knell of the brave.
will
cows
as
Good
pay
young sheep.
Literary News and Notes.
much as anything in our locality, as we 'Tis a mission
fraught with danger, yet the
have a good creamery about live miles
waving signals tiy
Mark Twain is the next famous man to distant.
If you sell the hay from your “Who goes to cut the cables?” Like a tembe “anecdotalized” by the Ladies’ Home
pest the reply.
farm, your farm is going back. 1 cm see
Journal, and his closest friends have con- no other way.
Commercial fertilizers In eager race to gain a place, with wild and
tributed twenty funny stories about the will not
hurrahs,
I
bring it to in anyway that can They fierce
throng about their leaders, our gallant
humorist for the article.
The stories will
see, as they have not the natural food in
Yankee
tars.
show that all the good things about Mark them that
good barn dressing has. Another
Twain have not been told.
Several ludiThen
woke
the
his
the
farmer
eau
nearing seashore with the
market,
improve
way
crous “snap-shot’’ pictures of Mark have
rush of armed men,
is to raise only the best; then when you
And mounted horsemen wheeled and dashalso been loaned by bis friends—all printed
get a customer he will stay with you.
er. about the hill and
for the first time.
Let the farmer have his products in the The. breast works flashed glen.
with bayonets,
A short, clear, entertaining and valuable best possible shape, put up in neat, handy
bright vith the morning sun,
lesson for amateur weather observers is packages, and he will find a market where And peeped from many a parapet the muzzle
of the gun.
farmers cannot.
given iu the September Ladies’ Home a great many of the slack
Journal in the foim of u series of pictures [L. F. A lien wood.
The trusted ami the chosen, up to the deadly
Waldo Station.
Eggs and cream are
of clouds, with brief explanatory notes.
shore,
With rhythmic stroke and fearless, they
The page is well worth examining and the only products that command cash in
There are thousands of tons
our market.
for
there
is
in
dipped the steady oar ;
the
saving,
article,
nothing
whiohwould not be understood byanybody, of hay in the county, pressed, that could Calmly as mi a desert shore, with true and
at
market
practiced hand
not be forced on the
any price.
even a child, and a little close study will
They grappled for the ‘ables, beneath the
make one qualified to form better opinions If the hay could be made into cream it
shining sand.
than ever before as to what the weather would sell foi cash, and fertility of the
A moment's severest silence falls on the
farms would increase instead of decrease.
will be.
j
i
land and sea,
Peef cattle, if we had them, would bring
The current
number
of
Gunton's cash. Very few calves are raised, as Two nations stilled iu breathless awe before
such gallantly,
with
an
able
article
Magazine opens
making vea! generally gives better returns The fragrant iand breeze calmed the
sea, the
summing up the “Besults of the War.” tlian making beef. [J. (>•. Ilarding.
wavelet caught the sun,
“The Outlook in Domestic Politics” is
Slaiispoki.
The local market here,
A moment only: and the strife of tire and
D. and village
fully and carefully considered. <
blood begun.
people, take all berries and
Chamberlin presents a vigorous article ; small fruit as fast as brought in.
boston
Then flashed from blazing ride,pits the hissunder the caption “Trusts vs. the Town." : markets
a great deal of our bay crop,
get
|
ing storm of lead ;
Jerome Dowd discusses in a comprehensive !j
Our other grains, such
eggs and poultry.
Then woke the sleeping war dogs of the
manner the “Opportunities for Southern I as
!
rye, oats and barley, are consumed
grim old Marblehead
Women.” In “Distinguished Economists,” j| here at home.
We tliiuk that if the crops The Nashville p aired her br<■ adsid- s like a
an inteiesting sketch of the life and labors
harvested and not
were shipped when
tempest at tlie foe,
of
Thomas
}{.
Malt bus is presented. !! held for
prices, as is frequently While the sailors calmly gruppi-d for the
higher
lines which lay below.
Three strong instinctive articles are:!
done, it would be much more benelieiai to
N ival | all.
'East Side Living Conditions.'
There is a very large percentage ot Three hours ol fearless
j
o-iling ’neatli the
Lessons, from Santiago,” am
••S--cial ; lia\ left over this
storm i«f si. >t and si.,
;
year, owing to people’s
Facts and Fui • cs.
!
The smoke clouds glowed and darkened like
for higher prices, when they
I bolding on
lurid
of
iires
he'd.
An article iu the September Forum by' .could have done fairly well bad they taken
But, loud tbove the battle the\ heard t voire
Frederick Palmer, of the stall' of the- New the juice offered; and now they could not
which said,
York Press, is at once inteiesting and get. enough to much more than pay the
‘Fear nut! ho i am with thee and be thou
[Thus. R. Howe.
Mr
Palmer: «. triage <>n the same.
not dismayed.''
significantly instructive.
Tiioi.’ndike.
1 think there should be
represented the Press in the Greco-T irkish
in
They heard igain the Lord's command
War, so that travel uudei irregulai circum- more- alertness shown among farmers
which rang u'er Egypt's sea,
’The grange lias accomplishstances was not new to him.
He packed, marketing.
“Break evert
-ke «u bondage, and set my
his own little outfit over the ice from Dyeu ed much for the farmer, but there is a
people tree!’’
1
to Dawson, six hundred miles, mst as the iarge held foi improvement for it to work
Cod nerved t nun for the labor.
They hack:n
The fanners should strive to
ed and tawed and tore
yet.
toughest of the old prospectors did, in
raise
a better class of products and market
Till
the
cable
lines
lay impotent upon the
the spring of lsOS.
Mr. 1'almei. while i
ocean floor.
husbandry "ffeis
elucidating the dangers and failures of I heir own goods. Sheep
at
for
the
best
inducements
prices
good
Heroes henceforth immortal, with tender
present-day Klondike enterprises, neverbauds they bore
theless considers Hiat Alaska and the the present time, with wool at twenty
j
Yukon country have a great gold-mining : cents per pound and an average dock of Their dead tnd wounded comrades to the
dollars per head.
vessels' decks once more;
future, but, as in other present-day com- lambs bringing three
Behind them blood and ruin marked the
mercial enterprises, improved methods [Stephen J. Collin.
ramparts
by the bay
in
to
Next
iM»>ntviLi.E.
importance
will naturally have to be introduced.
Where tilt ed and yellow banner rose to
stock raising is the finding of a market to
the
greet
rising
day.
For reliable and new recipes,
for
use up the surplus in the most economical
cursory and condensed outline of the many way.
Hay is the chief product; therefore Not Spartan braves in mountain gorge, atfamed Therniopylc-,
interests of the woman of to-day, read raise more cows ami s .eep to eat the hay.
“Table Talk.”
The September number I The best way to use the income of the Nor Balaklava’s “heart of oak" beside the
Euxiene sea,
gives in the usual departments, menus, I cow is to sell cream and milk to the Transcendant
shine. Oil fame’s fair page,
decorations and suggestions for the dining- butter and cheese factories.
The keeping
in gems of valor set,
and kitchen,—fashions, entertain- of sheep comes next in importance.
room
Among their stars, our Yankee tars have
ments, and so forth to aid the hostess: Swine will help eat the surplus sweet
placed a coronet.
and among its leading articles are” Am- apples and other things that farmers have,
Sarah F. eader.
ateur
Illustration,” by Mrs. Burton and they help dress the soil, and that is
Lynn, Aug. “d, 1808.
“Treasure
Martha
Trove,” by
what is needed to keep uj> its fertility.
Kingsland;
Bockee Flint; “The Do’lai Luncheon,” Hens pay a good sum for the money inTUI
LADlKs.
by Grace Y. Kerr: “Below Stairs,” by vested. us eggs always sell. Each should
The pleasant effect and perfect safety with
Minna l Hale; “Catalina Sea Food,” by be his own judge as to what branch he
which ladies may use Syrup of Figs, under
Isabel B. Winslow and an article on Books, will
There is a greater amount
pursue.
by Miss Mary Lloyd. Truly the home- of clover on old and new seeded land than all conditions, make it their favorite rememaker should uot be without it.
A sample usual.
From whence came the seed to dy. To get the true and genuine article,
copy may be secured free, by our readers, produce the same? Top dress liberally look for the name of the California Fig
if they send their name and address to and it will
produce the same result ou old Syrup Co. printed hear the bottom of the
Table Talk Publishing Co., Philadelphia, ! worn out soil.
[F. Halm.
package. For sale by all drugg’sts.
Pa.
to be an
seems
Note. There
What Mrs. Nell Hurst has to
About It.

Say

GASTORIA
For Infants and CliHdmr

always

abundance of seeds of various kinds in the
soil only awaiting a favorable opportunity
to spring up. This is evidently the case
with elover this vear. The favorable winter
and spring started the dormant seed, and
this, with the good growing weather of the
early summer, has pushed it along to the
abundant growth which has been harvested.
There is much value in this crop of clover
Its
for the stock feeder and dairyman.
nitrogen content, if judiciously fed, will take
the place of quite lartze quantities of purchased nitrogen grains and thereby favor
growth and milk production and cheapen
cost of production.—Secretary.

;

j

j

j

Awful Experience with Heart Dis- j
ease—That Dr. Agnew’sCure for the Heart
works like magic, and cures as proven by
the testimony of Mr. L. J. Law, Toronto, J
Can. “1 was so sorely troubled with heart j
disease that I was unable for 18 li onths to lie j
down in Vied lest 1 smother. After taking
one dose of Dr. Agnew's Heart Cure, I retired and slept soundly.
I used one bottle
and the trouble has not returned.” Sold
&
Wilson
and
A. A. Howes &
by Kilgore
Co.—(J.

■

For
Wild

forty years Dr. Fowler’s Extract of
Strawberry has been curing summer

complaint, dysentery, diarrhoea, bloody flux,

pain iu the stomach, aDd it lias never yet
failed to do everything claimed for it.
C ASTORIA.
Bean the

^^The

Kind You Have Always Bought

'"7"
You will not know liow much good Hood’s
Sarsaparilla will do you until you try it.
Buy a bottle to-day and begin to take it.

Montvii.lk. The principal marketable
crops in this locality are hay, grain, corn
and potatoes.
The best way to market
the three first is in the form of milk,
butter or beef, and by so doing the fertilPotatoes
ity of the farms is increased.
are not raised in large quantities in this
for
our
own
use.
vicinity, only enough
Special efforts should be made along the
In this secline of keeping more stock.
tion we are too far from a market to think
of doing much in market gardening.
[B.
F. Foster.
farmer’s
market
for
The
MojfiitLL.
hay, and all the grain and corn that can
be raised upon the farm, should bo in his
barn, sheep sheds and poultry houses, and
from thence should go out beef, milk,
cream, butter, mutton, wool, poultry and
eggs. No general rule can be given for I
marketing these. What shall be done !
with them depends upon the individual |
and localities.
Many find a good market
for all these near home, or at their nearest large village, by selling directly to the
in this section, the creamery
consumer,
at Belfast is constantly increasing its number of patrons, who undoubtedly are
pleased with it as a market. Surplus
garden truck, beans, onions, etc., find a
ready sale and good prices at our local
markets, the latter among the farmers
This is true also as regards
themselves.
Who shall say when
most kinds of fruit.
and where to market apples and potatoes?
But first of all comes the question, How
shall we raise them? Evidently the time
came years ago when the orchards and the
potato patch should be sprayed for the
destruction of insects and fungus diseases.
The Bordeaux mixture seems adapted for

Always Bough
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perfect Remedy forConstipa-

Stomach,Diarrhoea, i
Worms .Convulsions .Feverishtion.

Sour

ness

and Loss OF Sleep.

^:\Y YORK.

j

|

^

EXACT COPT OF WRAPPER,

due not

only to the originality and
of the combination, but also
to the care and skill with which it is
manufactured by scientific processes
known to the California Flo Syrup
Co. only, and we wish to impress upon
all the importance of purchasing the
true and original remedy. As the
genuine Syrup oi Figs is manufactured
by the California Fig Syrup Co.
only, a knowledge of that fact will
assist one in avoiding the worthless
imitations manufactured by other parties. The high standing of the California Fig Syrup Co. with the medical profession, and the satisfaction
which the genuine Syrup of Figs lias
given to millions of families, makes
the name of the Company a guaranty
of the excellence of its
remedy. It is
far in advance of all other laxatives,
as it acts on the
kidneys, liver and
bowels without irritating or weakening them, and it does not gripe nor
nauseate. 1 n order to get its beneficial
effects, please remember the name of
the Company
—

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.

j

SAN FRANCISCO, Cal.
Kj.
NEW YORK. N.Y.

LOClgYILLE.
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The Bell and the Tower.
BY

ANNA SAKHKNT

hi summer's

dewy

SHIPS.

A (I Hopes, David lfivers
NY w York May Jb for San Fra
no date lat bO S, ion 4is W
A J Fuller, C M
NY. 1,
Honolulu June J for Delaw u
A
N
Blaneh
Bangalore,
New York May 10 for
June lb., lat 7 S, Ion 'J.s \\
E B Sutton, E L Carver, a:
lulu June Jo from Vwtoria, P.
Emily F Whitney, AS
from Hong Kong Sept 1 for N
Emily Heed, DC Nwi, hs, m
pore Aug Js from Z tnzibar.
Gov Kobie, B F Coimrd.
Kong Aug 1 from NY-w Y uk.
Henry B Hide, T p o
New York Ju y 17 trom IP
Josephus, J. H. Park, a:
Kong Aug JO frou New Y
Mary L Cushing, J N P*
at 11 mg Kong June s fi..port Juiv Jb.
May Flint, F D I NY
for New York.
Puritan, A N 111 nei aid.
Fra w i"'
Nov J for I i i; I
l: D li.ee, Carver, sail, .1

morn.

..

blow o'er the hills.

airs

the plains,
the ribs,
Call out their sweetest strains,
For birds ami winds and rippling
One hundred years ago
Sang low m quiet country nooks
The songs that charm us so.
across

.-xiidsilv’ry light* atop

brooks

-■

And lives ran on in daily round
As lives go on to-day,
In paths, close joined were always found,
Tlie gravest and the gay,
And eyes shone bright with love’s own light
That tale that ne'er grows old,
From heart to heart in pure delight
Has o'er and o’er been told.

Gild's great love broods over ail
That dwell m lam! or sea.
Sure, if lie notes :he sparrow’s fall,
For

He cares for thee and me.
His love beams
it through twinkling star
And perfumed blossom ton,
And praising Him all creatures arc,
An anthem ever new.

So ’twas not strange that lessens sweet,
Were lourm-d from Nature's cage,
And human bar- -mole young 1 '-arts beat

And brightened hoary age.

Ami then as now the hearthstones gb-v- .1
With light and warmth ami -beer,
And then, as now, life s records showed
Full many a smile and tear
the chapters done.
laid away,
Though soon or late life's setting sun,
The same dark shadows lay,
Across the path of mortal man,
And life and death hold sway.
It is our F.iti.e \s all- vise man,
Till dawns rib •■teuial day.
And

by

one

The books

Wale:

Abner Coburn, M L Park, sa
York.July bO for Hong Kong.

watch the wild birds’ trackless flight
Above the \\ hisp’ring trees,
And little songster now alight,
Makes music to the breeze.
And sweep

NEW*'.

Deep

the

I

And softest

COMPANY.

of

Register

the

ai

CCNTftUH

HI NT

Centennial exercises of
First Baptist church of Litchfield.j
I think to-day of other days
An hundred years agone,—
I walk apart iti quiet ways,

[Read

one

were

wander through the hiirrhyard stiii
And stand by a:- =:;**•*-- ^rass grown.
sigh ti rough the trees at wib
Their secrets are their o\\ u.
For faithful sentinels are they,
O’er loved and sacred dust.
I

I\eaper. (I C Young,
J

i\ Jb
!I H

arr

Namaioo.
Thomas, C G N
IPmg Kong May Jb for N
Sa» belt,, 11 T lain astm
York Aug lb from H"*»t
S 1 > Carleton, An s miy,
Yotk Juiv s t. r H ug K >i
S: Pan
F W Treat, N
Kong, arrive.! at ling,. Aim
N: hoi as. C F Car’ ei
ot
S.- o
1 >e. 17 ::
1 Francis.
State i'I Mam--, 11 G v
IP
1
J
a.
fn
N
!
mg K
g Mnv
Jul> JP
Tillw E Starbm-k. KG. *s
I rom

«

j

Philadelphia Jiliv

1

'spoken Aug IP

•>

PJ S,

.a?

Wm li M
,\ Amsimiy
ham.i Jniy lb for P a t Tow
Wm H ‘Conner, .1 T Ersi
N w York Ai rl; J- f a si
Helen Aug
W J pet Vi
Sew a i p :
fit III Seattle J Ulle i Pi N- a
BARRS.

The winds

Grown.diui the names hut
The mem’ry of the just.

bright

as

lay

We meet this day, dear friends. t< toll.
How, nerved by faith and prayer,
The fathers labored long anil well,
With faith to do ami dare.
The word of God, their daily guide,
I'umoved by doubter s strife.
With jealous care, the church, H.s bride,
They cherish as their life
What purpose strong, what trustful thought,
What love so true and broad,
Was siowly m tint structure wrought
Where they might, worship God.
To win lost souls their earnest aim.
The fainting heart to cheer.
To preach the Christ for aye the same,
Their mission year by y ear.
No soaring speech was heaid therein
Enough the simple truth,
The only remedy for sin,
Was made the guide <>f youth.
And age from ’math its silver crown,
Saw how, beyond life's whirl,
41 soon would lav us burdens down
Outside the gates of pearl.

To Jesus'

is

CASTOR si

__

The pendulums in grim, old clocks,
Swung out the tinle to meet,
And so the Shepherds knew theii docks,
Would hanie t*» pasture sweet
But not inside the .house of God.
Did silence long prevail.
The choirs sang praises to their lewd,

simplicity

You Have
Always Bou

i

Hi w sweet the Sabbath morning 'aim,
When nature’s touch of peace
Had brought a hush like healing balm,
To bid all troubles cease.
No bell rang out. upon tlie air,
The little church seemed dumb.
There sounded forth no call t. prayer,
To bad the people come.

THE EXCELLENCE OF SYRUP OF FIGS
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J

f layer

FacSinuie Signature of

!
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Signature

Promotes Digestion .Cheerfulness and Rest.Contains neither
Opiuin.Morphine nor Mineral.
JiOT Narcotic.

(oinfort powder

The island of Mon began off the coast of
Maine is lick in picturesque beauty ami
full of historic interest.
It played an
important part in the industrial and
of
New
political beginnings
England, and
is now becoming a popular summer resort
for artists and literary people.
Mr. A. G.
Pettengill in the September number of
the New England Magazine describes this
delightful region with true appreciation.
“Monhegan,” he says, “is full of interest
and charm; and its power of attraction is
increasing every year. The historian goes
there to solve perplexing problems of local
history; the artist turns hither for new
and striking subjects of which village and
shore are full, making the island the most
paintable of any on the coast; the literary
man
seeks in this faraway place new
motives, situations,characters and pictures
for Ids book, and iinds them in the simple
life of the people and in the varied scenery,
So the beautiful and historic island is
contributing to make still more precious
America’s rich possessions of art and
letters.” The article is beautifully illustrated.
Warren E. Kellogg, 5 Park
Square, Boston, Mass.

i aye

The Kind Ygu

name

all hail

And so a hundred years passed by
A voice was heard to say.
“From hill to hill the cal
Come worship God to-day.
A sweet toned hell will souud the cry
My offering this shail be,
To Him who left His home m high
And gave llis life for me."

‘Some little bird upon the wing
Bro’t hack this message clear,
‘The bell

must,

have

a

nlace

to

swing

My hand a tower shall rear."
Far from his native hills and dales
On sea-girt isle his home.

Perchance he’ll hear on summer gales,
"We think of those who roam."

Large place have ye in loving hearts,
O friends, whose gifts we sing,
And may his peace that joy imparts
To you rich blessings bring.
The “inasmuch” of which He spake,
Gives you the knowledge blest.
He counts your efforts for His sake,
In this

rest.

assurance

Then swing and ring, Oh bell, sweet bell,
From out your gleaming tower,
And

long

the message tell
this very hour,
Christ
Far o’er the hills your voice shall souud
And down the sunlit plains
In echoes clear there shall resound
Your happy, joyous strains.
to

Aim.
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For Over

Fifty \»

1

.A N ( ll.p AN 1' W KLl -TkIK;
Winslow's Soothing Syrup
over fifty years hy milliontheir children while teetl
success.’ It soothes the
gums, allays all pain, cureis the best, remedy for Dim
Sold hy .1,
ant to the taste.
part of the world. Twenty
Its value is inealculah
tie.
ask for Mrs. Winslow's Soot
take no other kind.
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men

saves

Two million Americans suffer the torturing pangs of dyspepsia. No need to. Burdock Blood Bitters cures. At any drug
store.
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The

BRIGHT’S DISEASE CURED!

Occupation

of

Ponce.

Tragedy

ot Spain’s Rule.

Her Rise to Power Only Exceeded
By
On July 20th into Ponce Harbor came
store at “Th’ corner,”
Her Fall.
the little Wasp, leading the way for the
the Dixie, that had got
Emile
for
»i aud cast a
and
Prime
Minister
glance
Ollivier,
formerly
Annapolis,
ashore and vainly claimed by seniority the of France, contributes an article to the
me of the Mount Desert
Catarrhal Troubles of the
the surrender of the city.
demand
to
Yield
to
right
Pe-ru-na.
.■it* it ought to bel Then
September Century on “Ameriea, Spain,
Xow the charts were bad, the defences an
Gilbert Hofer’s Case Is One Proof.
le on widow Blood’s
but the Wasp knew no and France.” M. 01 livie r says:
unknown
quantity,
ie
iu which direction
Few histories are .it one and the same
fear and wanted to be first. So on they
Ill’S DISEASE killed iiim,
«•
ether and finally
IIow many times
off the Playa. A time more
came, and anchored
tragic and more instructive
have you heard that about
non
with:—“Doin’
some friend.
If
boat was lowered, and Ensign Curtin put than that of the Spanish people.
No rule
for the imme- has been wider and
demand
you did but know the
make
to
in
more brilliant.
Havcharge
the
truth, however,
ssed at every thing,
of the poit and city. Hunabove statement is often far
surreudei
diate
Islamism
from
ing
prevented
from being so.
overflowing
ml to remark that
the
and
landing
dreds of people thronged
Europe, the Spaniards themselves spread
Many cases of so-called Bright's Disease are
onetime.
tic plaza iu front of the alcaldia, gazed through the countries which they had
:he bait” continued
nothing more nor less than catarrh of the
as tiie little
and
balconies,
windows
from
preserved from the Mohammedan invalook from the big
kidneys.
ensign sprang from his boat and strode up sion. Before long they were everywhere—
iin** a suit of readyhis handkerchief tied on a
(filbert Ilofer, of
the
in Italy and the Low Countries by
'lauding,
I
right
Grays, K\,. says:
ingconspicuously
stick for a tlag of truce, his sword at his of conquest, in Germany through election.
suffered with catarrh and was afflicted
with
I
Duly 5*0. iV)” and
his
of
ship, including The domination of their arms, customs,
side, and the guns
t set of “oilskins”
Bright’s disease for two years
Took
ids own port forward li pounder, wink- | and literature was widely extended. They
liiilliant yellow and
Pe-ru-na. Four bottles of it made me a
ing with wicked looks towards the white | were on the point of giving a king to
aud very
nson- lined
well man."
town in the late afternoon sunlight and
France, aud they were represented in the
sou’ weste r.
This
“Vi- j government of Louis XIV.
the crowds that thronged the way.
Another case where Pe-ru-na undoubtPeople dressand banged in the
van Americanos!" some said, while others
ed as they did, thought and felt as they
1
iod seemed to beckon
edly saved the life of a man whose kidsaid “Hush!" and all looked at the small did, and it was quite as much from Spain
general to come into
in their hearts towelneys were affected and who, had he disas
from Home that our great Corneille
voting officer, eager
of trade.
come him and his tiag.
drew the inspiration of his sublime works.
his trouble, would soon have
regarded
made this very judisaid Curtin.
alcalde?”
the
is
“Where
been beyond the
Everything came to their aid. An Italian
hope of help, comes to
praetical advertise“Iu jail,” said some one, “for Ameri- turned Spaniard discovered a new world
is from
wthe hill road to beOntario, Canada Her* is the letter
can sympathies,” and his wife pressed
for them
The virgin soil received first
io approaching.
The
that tells the story:
forward to tell her story, tears streaming
the print of their feet, and they gave
"Gentlemen, four years
super-military bearago I had a severe attack of Bright’s disease, which bromrht me so low
down her face.
their name to the region. The sun never
my
iii;cli and the heavy
doctors said nothing more could he done for me.
“The capitau del puerto, then, where is setjon their empire.
I then began to take Be-, u-na
one leg as a sort of
was quickly shown to the
The
he?“
there is nothing comparable to this
way
In three months I was a well man, and I have
continued well ever ,.„r<
•cd a make-up which
Y mrs
Once
house and broad arched door-way.
magnificent
development of power, unless
J.
Brake."
gratefully,
-lance indentified
the
in the presence ef the only civil authority 1 it be the magnitude and
rapidity of the
Pe-ru-na for kidney troubles acts in a manner that is
Major."
to be found, Curtin stated his business
which followed.
marvelous. The benLittle by little
decay
efit derived from its use is quickly felt. The
iu of the characters
half hour to surrender, or the ! the Spaniards were
that ii accomplishes s on
quickly—a
driven out
good
everywhere
becomes manifest and is found to bo
A. horn knew one of
fire of his ship and of the others coming in. of Europe. They lost Italy, the
permanent. Even in cases f ehrmiio
Empire,
atest characteristics.
Bright s disease there is no need for the patient to give up hone. Bin l'e-ru r.v
The town destroyed by the terrible i the Low Countries.
But for all these
of druggists, or if you would like to have advice in
mipany of loafers in
American
successive
losses and European checks
guns!
regard to your pemmal conen* Watson’s two hired
dition, write to Dr. S B. Hartman, of Columbus, Ohio, who will
The 1 they found
•But, seuor, i cannot surrender.
advise a special
compensation in the New
course of individual
pec and Nat Emery;
treatment, where it is necessary, without charge.
governor at Ponce, he alone can give tlie j World, with its treasures, its fertile soil,
m? Ilouery Condon
its fruitful rivers, and its two oceans
_____i surrender."
“Then lie must be sent for once. There which commanded the commerce of the
p’int;” the two old hankered to
get back to oV uldhaven
ks, Kufe (Kindle an
Many Inventions
is ti
time to lose if y ut wish to save the globe.
But here too, though more slowagin."
nil s Bryant Witliertown,''
ly. a decline set iu.
“Eight and seven are fifteen,” reck- War stimulated Yankee tienius Vma/iii^l\
a young man came to the front
Then
Bloodgood of Phil oned
The
history of Spanish colonization iu
Ambrose as he chalked down an
K and several other
“If the lieu- America
Mr. Charles .1
Foster <> W ashiugtou l who spoke g.i Kuglish.
The
presents three phases.
othei figure on his slate.
.ieil personages seated
tenant will go.”
first is wholly warlike in its nature.
We
“Well, i started for Maine but fell in was in New Orleans tin- other day on !
stove "i lounging on
will
take
as
int,
1h*u;
I
you
see in it adventurers and
‘•Very gout!,
conquerors who
with a gang of sharpers in Saginaw and business connected with t ie Ordinance
sii'lv to wait for the
laud on tlie unexplored shores, seize them
terpreter.”
they got me into a game of poker and i Bureau, to which he is now
•v
i'e to catch the drift
■•Oh n«», nwei ! The civil guard will and exterminate the native
ittached, says
population.
out alive and that was ‘bout all.
All
iand country-side in got
was one of the volunkill
n:
For
this
the
The second phase is sacerdotal.
Fimes-Dene a rat of that city, but until !
The
my earnings went into the maws of them
ot Hancock county,
teers wo', had rim away, and would not
comes
with
the
priest
along
captain, to
sharks, so what could 1 do but go sackin' recently he was one of the examiners in
have gone to l'oneo for all the money in
ning, boys, and I’ll lumber
and
also
to
the
cruelties
convert,
mitigate
again. I liked the place prett\ the Parent office to take \.re of the huge it. It meant the Americans or
jest to start up tlr
nothing to of the soldier. And then—the third
well for all th‘ gang and stopped there a
bet I can get him to
influx of applications relating solely to him.
phase—after the missionaries arrive the
j
let-tie better than five years."
Aiiej thinking it over, Curtin sent a court favorites, sent out from the mother
will, mind ye. that
‘When did you git into tlr militia:'" engines of war.
and red years old and
message to the governor, at the risk and
country, to enrich themselves, well typificomrade Bloodgood.
The
inventive
tide
set
in
enquired
said
really
ex pm se of the eapitan del puerto, saying
n> s," my best cigars,
ed by the Marquis of Brunei forte, who
1 was a*coming’ to that.
Mr. Foster, ‘‘some umebefore the PresiYou
“Well,
liis Excellency mist come in half au hour sold decorations sometimes at even so
n son’s cider that 1 can
see I got a
as surfer undei caretaker
dent
issued
his
roe
lam
It
ation.
job
began
p
\
u»k up.
"i the town be destroyed.
Clever young high a
Say quick, in a big- swc i
price as ten thousand dollars, and
armory in New York; had with the first
tunas, and during the I man That was a move worthy of a major
:i"!
he’s right close
j by I tina igarai, who trafficked in decrees
to sweep a flour that covered more’n four
three mouths piio to July lb past we ;
In
meantime
the
was
tin*
gmirral.
Wasp
and offices.
The colonies, first tortured
acres and got reprimanded if a
id pas>ed :ij»on "vw
pin was actually rer<-ived
iiiV
did not lack for
getting anxious lest something had hap- and then converted, become prebends for
found on fiie Moor when drill night came.
bOOt) application* for patents on devices
to tin- young ohmer.
Signals were all the dissolute and begging good-forpened
A'seein' them drill so much in the eighintended for use in war alone.
i’liilander Burpee.
hoisted, saving : *! letm u aboard. Do you nolhings hom Spain wishes to get rid of.
teen years that I was there. I got to be
We re any <>i ih-an queer) Weil. !
: he- the truth once iu
want
help?” And as Curtin translated
So it was
1 mg befoi•
nei i< 1 bea sue.’,
so when the regishould say s,».
«
tine
nan in
quite
myself,
Akron,
these to the captain, hi" nervousness be- .:ui to
lei act idental like,
slip ovay from Spain, as Europe
ment was ordered out and to the front, 1
wanted to patent
s«*n
hat and
came great: a teioph »m- was brought into
him tollin' no such a
had done,
in lSgo the colonies rebelled,
on a spare uniform and equipshoulder cape rnadt
■! *<did steel.
Sol1 know” argued jest psP
use, and then the message came, “The one after the other, and at the end of a
ment.- end marched down Broadway with
diers wearing them were supposed to
surrenders.11
!"‘cn companion, Nat
heroic
govern*»r
.’tiled the .Spanish
struggle
crawl at the ene’.nx, protected hy their
the best U
mi.
In iht meantime the Dixie, having got•mething to )»im about
troops and proclaimed independence.
“Five uuis in Michigan and eighteen top armor
Aaothei bright gentleman ten off the
a
; to take
boat in with First the United States, and then
the storerocks,
England
in the armory makes twenty-three more
com-eived the idea. o'a perforated sphere, j armed
Further reuame.
bluejackets and marines, and near- recognized the new nations. The importto add.
“Oh I'm coining" chuckled tii he attached to the hat ml send out a j
tin's work with an offer of ance of t he event was seen
ly undid <
oji.cr were interrunted Acliorn behind the desk lid as
all
t he clearby
<lense
h<- added
volume of vip a. concealing tlit*
w
I.. Maj‘ ;, himself,
enty-j'mir hoars <•! leeway. Fortunate sighted public men of the Old World.
soldier in action and rendering him ‘a
more figures to bis
tFi\ on the slate.
f \ "ii fellers and give
j Is tlie suiretidei had been given, and a flag V ergenues, the French minister who
“From Ail to A A ye all know whore 1 pillar "i smoke !»\ day,' like the Rib lie al 1 was
a
on the settle;” and
hoisted; but as the day turned into helped to free North America said on the
beacon.
was, don't ye comrade>:‘ and the Major
eight the armed force f 1 in the Dixie was proclamation of tin*
‘at.-r; solicitude hustled
independence of the
threw out Lis chest, inserted his hand in
withdrawn to the Was,., and slept on its English colonies; -The
along and brought the breast of his coat and from a martial
Spanish colonies
“Of cuiirse here were any numbe r >.f arms till
when
it
went
ashore
: m modi ate regaledaylight,
will some day become the prey of the
(hie I recall was i and
pose surveyed the throng an awaited the schemes fm- pr< M-ct.iles.
took possession jus? as the army ap- Anglo
U- of toliacfo known
Saxons; and as sure as they have
glass shell filled with marble dust and j peared.
hearty, “You was with the boys sure
pushed hack the Indians, they will sooner
Major, that you was
containing, a via! .»f sulphuric- acid. The
could have been more peaceful. or later drive the Latin
or
observed
:•!,
Nothing
peoples from every
“Did you settle down here right after idea was that the t-w<» \v<uilcl combine There was no intention of resistance so far
iik it the rest 01 the
j part of America."
the war, Major.’- queried Philander, to when the shell struck aud give off a huge I as the
people were concerned. Once sure
To save what remained t*» her of her
volume of poisonous carbonic acid gas.
keep the ball a rolling.
j the Americans had come to stay, their joy ! American colonies, to keep Cuba and the
most down to my
1
“Bless ye, no.
Havin' a game leg from 11'*w such a shell could be fired was not knew no hounds;
them
as
mister roll; liable to be
they greeted
Spain should have studied
a
Johnny lieb's bullet kinder hendered j suggested. Several dozen inventors want- friends, and shouted, “Yivan American- Philippines,
•it to strike across the
j the best interests of the inhabitants with
me from much service but I got a
snug ed patents on different kinds of explosive os*
if
1
redoubled zeal, she should have ruled
seventy-four
liaug billet in the custom-house till the admin- bullets and bullets
containing corrosive
Somewhere they got little American j with a velvet hand, whereas she was
s moiv; not so
very old,
istration hopped and allowed that old acids and even poison. Another was a
i van \ in my right leg
Hags and buttons, and the fortunate pos- harder than ever. More than ever she
But 1 had twelve glass bullet, designed to shatter in the sessor of the
sogers were no good.
emblems was the envy turned those wonderful lands into battenyea is or more,” and the
Still
others were separable of all other magic
feed at the crib," and the old vet- wound.
Puerto-Ricans
and }uirti*<l a* his weed years
[Harper’s' ing-fields for her ruined nobles, for her
eran rubbed his hands at the thought.
bullets, which would come apart on im- Weekly.
fortune-seeking favorites. It was notori‘‘Well I must be a goiid Mirandy is pact and perforate a follow a dozen ways
mes bring to my mind
ous that they went to Cuba to get rich.
waitin’ for the paper and Jim Smith’s for Sunday.
■•■ill a nee.
I voted for
Consequently the outcry against Spanish
“I believe the funniest thing submitcoinin’ over to-night to make diggers on
and it was ten years
V,I1J Hate Aivms Bought domination Las not ceased for an instant
Bears the
ted." continued Mr. Foster, “was what
some sills uuder the barn.’’
puttin’
j since the emancipation of South America.
ei m\ man w as elected
“How lung's that barn been built, the inventor called a “mechanical crab."
The attentive ear has always heard it more
asked Ambrose Acliorn, the mer- It was made of iron and bore a rut e reMajor:’"
!
lid that happen:1” inor less distinctly.
In ls70, when I was
semblance to a turtle.
chant.
Concealed lockv much interested.
minister, l received a deputation of Cu- j
“Lend me see, 1 moved down here as work propelled it. along the ground aud
I follered the sea in
to
who
came
Viarine Miscellany.
baus,
beg me to remedy
soon as 1 got
fired out of the custom there was. a charge of dynamite with a
ant till th° year 1 was
their ills and to intervene in tlieir behalf, j
!
house and that’s twenty-uine year ago long-time tusein the shell. In a long letas in port long
Word reached Boston JSept. o:h «.f the And now, the discontent having reached
euougli coinin' April.”
ter, the inventor explained that land crabs
■a l was laid up a
safe arrival at New Y< rk of the coal barge
the highest degree of intensity, Cuba respell
“Bent's all how time does liy" observ- were very common in Cuba and much
i!
a had knee an I the
Moonbeam, which broke away from the; volts, and calls for help, and the emancied tin- Major as he buttoned up his old ! prized by the Spaniards l'oi food.
His
Orion
steamer
while bound from Newport pative movement begun in lciA) approachI went and voted for
blue overcoat, made sure of the paper and j plan was t> = turn a drove of his machines,
News for this port.
After parting from es fruition.
What
.-'til! holds is on
jin’rai as wrote his 1
disappeared down the hill in the gather- painted to closely resemble crabs, 01 an ! the steamer ( apt. Tanno of the barge set 1 the point of being Spain
All
torn from her.
amrod.”
and
when
unsuspecting
Spanish camp,
j all available canvas aim bore up for New : America, with the exception of a few litwe
tuk alongside ing gloom.
for a man the enemy rushed out to se- me a toothalong
“Steps
pretty
spry
York.
The big ocean tug Tebo fell in | tle islands of no consequence, is to belong
•I Triton, wan’t if"
that’s 127 years old" ejaculated Bunker some dinner they would be thrown to j
with him Saturday and Owed him the re- to the Americans.
The republican coniinau.
as he came out from behind his counter kingdom come.
mainder of tlie distance. [ The Moonbeam tinent, freed fvein .me end to the other,
bear me out as how
with his big siate and a new tin pail.
been
orted
had
nine
and
will become
MiUinicus the lirst dog
more hostile, or at
rej
lost.]
That, reminds me of another queer deThe lattei he handed Philaudei and i
mi while I was rowin’
least stand iu opposition, T.> the old contiwithout a word of explanation pointed to vice consisting of a motor bicycle, mount\ iug to git somewhar
Intelligence of the loss of two more ves- nent, where still prevail dynasties anil
ing an automatic ma< him- gun, something
the figures on his slate:
sels in the t rrible storm which swept the monarchical systems.
hy the ship Randolph
like a Colt or Maxim.
It was very elabo:\A
Ac- j
southern coist lias been received.
Should any complaint be made at tlie
Kong and you—’’
rate, and was steered by means of an
10
'• reck
to a Beaufort, S. (A, dispatch, the
final expulsion of Spain > Should there
till a lisherman
ele.-tric current sent over a wire which cording
i:>
schooner Jeiome B. Look, commanded be ;iu objection to the emancipation of
was home side th' ol‘
was paid out as the machine advancedand < apt. Harriman
by Capt. M Kenzie, aud the schooner Cuba aud should it be looked upon as a
on the same piinciple as the Sims-Edison
4
We should
Jesse C. Woodhuil, commanded by Capt.
misfortune? Certainly not.
ollection.
The current also set the gun to
12
torpedo.
have been toial y destroyed. \ see in it only the just decree of Heaven.
o ked before, it was ten
tiring at will. The mechanical construc- Townsend,
The Woodhuil .eft New \ < k Aug. 10th.
know’d whether /.ae ry
tion of this apparatus was a marvel of infor Fernandina, Fla., and the Look left
•"1 into the President’s
but it was wildly impractical,
genuity.
127
Ships Sunk by Dewey.
thret days later. I
on a similar voyage
11 not.
took the pail and started aud one Mauser ball would have knocked
Philander
1 got to
Nothing had been heard from them until J
Hong Kong i towards Watson’s cider mill muttering, its delicate works into a cocked hat.
Preliminary repents received from
'non and
portions of both vessels with names at- j Naval Constructor
stayed by the “1 don’t suppose the Major meant to lie,
Capps, who was sent
tached were cast up on Pritchard’s beach
i Jverpool; then to Rio.
—but then.
[Bucksport Herald.
invention which,however,
to Manila to examine the condition of the
“Agrotesque
Both
vessels
were built
near Beaufort.
to New York we
piled
seems to me a
good deal less absurd than in 1890, the Look at Columbia Falls, Me., wrecked Spanish warships, indicate that
'ii the
Jersey sands in a
it appears to be on its face, was called in
and the Woodhuil at Bath. They each
f
Piles cured in B to ({ Nights.—One apeverything I had and
a
the
a “bayonet parasol.”
As carried crews of about eight men, and it: there is little or no chance of saving
application
: aboard a little oyster
plication gives relief, I)r. Agnew s Ointment
its name would indicate it is
single ship, on account of their terribly
is
a boon for Itching Piles, or Blind, Bleednothing
o ral
is
feared tnat every man perished.
enough to git home
Hear
lire
of
battered
from
the
condition
ing Piles, it relieves quickly and permanent- more or less than a parasol attached to a
Admiral Dewey’s fleet. The ships that
ly. In skin eruptions it stands without a sword bayonet. When not in use it folds
'i mes with me that I never
Another derelict is drifting about the 1
rival. Thousands of testimonials :f you want ! under the
were
not
sunk during the fight were soon
1
!
gun barrel and does not inter- ocean, a dangerous menace to shipping,
myself on poly ticks. I evidence. 3.3 cents. Sold by Kilgore & fere in
To be especially to trans Atlantic liners bound afterward captured, and of hesetwo have
any way with the sights.
|
;• ahead and struck New
Wilson and A. A. Howes & Co.—S.
in
sure, such a contrivance would be prompt- to and from New A ork, as this latest dan- been turned over to the government
was a’goiu into a
ship
ly spurned as unsoldierly, yet I dare say ger lies directly in their track. The wreck fairly good condition, one now being with
Yd to enquire how oP
Pointed Paragraphs.
of
the squadron under the command
oui boys would have been
a feller beckoned
glad enough referred to is the four-masted schoon- Lieut.
me
for a few sunshades in South Cuba.
Tappan. Mr. Capps chief work
She left Kennebec recenter Frances M.
said, seein’ as how I
Some people are always up and doing—
has
been directed toward repairing the
“An application which came in shortly
to
of
with
tons
bound
laden
JO
mate of liis'n, would 1
ice,
1,5
ly
other people.
American vessels, and under his direction
before I was transferred from the Patent Baltimore.
t then.
1 knew he was
Aug. 4th. in lat. 40' 20' N, all of them
have been put in first-class
Love and seasickness are feelings that Cilice to the War Department reminded long 72: 2-4' W, :he big French liner Pa’nan but 1 never refused
so for as they could be attendme
strongly of the soldier in Shaw’s play tna, from Marseilles for New A”ork, crash- condition,
beggar description.
i me and didn’t wantei
ed to out of dry dock.
«‘f “Arms and the Man,” who filled ids
ed into her, str kiug her between the fore
Patriotism is frequently used as a cloak
pistol holster with chocolate creams. It and main rigging and cutting her nearly
in and had a drink or !
by scheming politicians.
was a revolver with a case in the handle
in two.
As the steamer backed away,
An Average Apple Crop.
ie next tiling I knew I
The older a woman gets the more she containing a toothbrush and a manicure the Frances M. rolled over, her crew havset.
Another
to
worries
about
had
an
inventor who
There has beeu a wide difference of opineye
past years.
-i inted old bo’su Gott.
ing barely tine to threw their boat into
the soldier’s comfort sent in a tent which tl e water and
as to h"\v much the apple crop in tins
;ust what I was, and
jump into it. The lost ves- ion
One Cuban in the commissary depart- could
been injured. At one time the rebe converted into an easy chair besel was commanded by (’apt. Hagen and State lias
was in the fo’ castle of
ment is worth two in battle.
port went out that the crop practically was
tween times.”
carried a crew of 10 men.
They were all a total failure. Then it was said that .n
Aspiuvvall, bound on a
Men are not necessarily big guns because
I isked the cap* u who
P eked up by the Patria and landed at some sections the crop would be up to the
New York.
The Frances M. was a fine average. The report is now given out that
they hupp n to be big bores.
Mr. Gladstone’s Will.
a and he ’lowed that he
vessel, and was valued at S40,000. She taking the State as a whole the crop will be
the Aspinwall, and 1
Before marriage a man swears to love;
less
than
The
will
two years old and was own- an average one, and in some parts more
of the late William K. Glad- was
piestiou any farther.
after marriage he loves to swear.
In some places, on a
stone lias been probated.
It shows bis ed by .’lias. A'. Minott of Phippsburg, than an average
The four years—had to
of the caterpillars, apof the
.Some people are naturally nervous,
personal estate is valued at 1*59,500. The Me. The charter for her fatal voyage was countwill be aravages
'New Bedford with a
decided failure. One of tne
pies
M had a nice little pot while others are troubled with prickly will is written by himself in au ordinary riade in Boston about three week ago,
largest apple buyers wlm comes to Maine is
heat.
memorandum boo ?.
It is a document of and she proceeded from Boston to the satisfied that throughout, the State there
was determined to lind
about 2,000 words, and is a remarkable Kennebec, where she loaded her cargo of will be a fair yield of this fruit, and that
was
which
iy
j»resident,
There is nothing a manly man admires
The second ice.
specimen of penmanship.
prices will be higher than last year.
uad been try in1 to get at more than a
girlish girl or a womanly clause of the will
has reference to the fu*-ars.”
w on an.
neral
“Comand
arrangements,
says:
three people and they
•'
An actress is often indebted to the flor- mending myself to the infinite mercies of
me and
latied like, and
1
God
leave
the
of my burial
ists
for
the
she
over
the
footllowers
particulars
franklin Pierce was presgets
a
to my executors, specifying only that they
1
;uk's I, Zac1 ry must have lights.
be simple and private, unless there be
Ivorine
that Pierce feller, but I
Ivorine.
who
bin's
The man who fails to lay up s »me thing reasons to the
contrary. Aud i desire to
sight of a Robert B. for a
has to depend on be buried where
The
cake
of
a
is
lie.
rainy
day
always
also
wife
may
uack and got my bearings
my
his friends for an umbrella.
On no account shall a laudatory inscrip"Ms of nobody.”
that
Toilet
s time was
It doesn’t always make a man happy tion be placed over me.
at his desk beAfter appointing his sons as executors,
she finds in every
'■i
and quite near to the when a girl returns his love—especially
of
Tied and interesting inwhen it’s returned because she has no use the will charges the future possessor
and the
is a
'•
head
Hawarden to remember that as the
ad a large slate and upon for it.
1
of his family it will be his duty to extend
she uses them the more
in bold white figures
Before marriage every man has a theory his good offices to other members thereof
!"> this a “10.”
she
them.
“1 relapsed into reflective about managing a wife, but after marriage according to his ability and their manihe finds that it’s a conditon and not a the- fest needs and merits. The rest of the
for
the
You
s"ineone started him oif
pay
'■
ory that confronts him.
[Chicago News. document leaves souveuirs to servants
history.
the
Toilet
Ivorine
Soap
aud bequeaths to his grandson, William,
ii'o to sea no more after
A Bayonet Thrust is as a pin scratch to as
Ivorcosts you nothing.
heirlooms, all the patents of crown
enough struck right into the tortures of Iudigestion* and Dyspepsia. offices
held by the testator and books and
hl'
country and swapped The bravest soldier will weaken before the
uses
letfor
household
ine
the
him
Queen,
to
by
I urates for alkali and Inonslaught of these redoubtable enemies to prints presented
u iiie
for washthe Toilet
Pacific railroad survey health. Dr. Von Stan’s Pineapple Tablets ters from the Queen, etc.
win every inch of the way break down the stronghold of disease, build
eczema
from
and
suffer
Don’t let the little ones
bath,
nursery.
and fortify the wasted nerve force, give
l" Erisco. Eight years I up
or other torturing skin diseases.^ No need
new life, new hope, new energy, hoist the
The J. F5. Williams’ Co., Glastonbury, Conn.
tv,..,,'-"1l!h toarouud in the interior banner of victory in the stead of the flag of for it. Doan’s Ointment cures. Can t harm
Makers of Williams’ Famous Shaving Soaps.
the Vancouver region distress. 35 cents. Sold
by Kilgore & Wil- the most delicate skin. At any drug store,
aw for
seven years, when I
50 oent9.
son and A. A. Howes & Co.—10.
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To the Rescue.
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was in

there would be
army of men (who chew it) ready
to rescue it:—large enough to shovel
Spain off the map of Europe. No
other chewing tobacco in the world
has ever had so many friends.
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East Sebago, Me.,
Feb. 28. '95.
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■siine lias b**eu recently and
novated, ami has been refurnished
furniture, and lie feels confident the
high reputation tais H-•:i: has sustained in the
future.
past will be maintained u. 0
The traveling public and tourists will find here
their ooinfort
everything whi h can contribute
and happiness. T :ose who desire t." take a summer vacation will find this pho-e me of the most
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pleasant and delightful villages in the interior of
Waldo county. There is good ti-hing .m the lake
a short distanee from the village and per! ap* the
best trout fishing in the gravelly i• -•..>ks which
abound in this section tint’
where this side >f Ar*•• >st•>.»!>

ean

!■

t mini

any

n.mu>

Now let me say n the ,.id pat r-ms .d t his Hotel,
come and see it Hotel Maine dues n ft still set a
good table, have clean beds and give you
mens treatment.
Come and see.
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sharp advance in cost of IU Itl’.KIi
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from 2 to 4 quarts, combined with HOT
IJOTTLI-: attachment. AN., the ;

THIS

I
I
!

\Y\•*

im

provement—
GLOHE SEEAV
Every size, style and grade «-f.
SYRINtiKS,

j

A I

0311 ZEUS and all

!

IU IGJKK GO )I»S
AT

^*\Ve
make
or

any

can

them as

BOTTOM

repair your atomizer or syi inge and
good as new with bulb, pipe, valves

fitting.

POOR & SON.

Fishing

Hunting
Camping

Yachting
Canoeing

Nature

The

Dog
Trap and
Target
Shooting
K nutifuliy illus-

Travel
Adventure

i'oKLsr ana Stri;av. i'
devlrd t i.c spoiU- of the
trated
In hi and tile eiv. inn^in^ in v-.-v and w -men
of a healthy inteiest in 'tilth»' a recreation.
for
•: terms. $4 per ye..!;
Weekly. .3
i.-cents a o.-py
.Sample ftee
f
We .ire the largest American publishers
Send for our free illusworks on outdoor sp..rts
trated catalogue of books.
FOREST AM) STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
34O Broadway, New ^ ork.

six months.

PRICES.

Druggists.

I A niCC Who Have Used Them
LHUlLO Recommend as the BEST
DR< KINO’S
Star Crown Brand

PENNYROYAL PILLS.

^

Immediate Teller, no danger, no pain, g
Used for years by leading specialists. Hundreds of testimonials. Atrial will convince you oftheir intrinsic value
in case of suppression. Send ten cents for sample and
book. All Druggists or by mail $l.oU box.

SAIL MAKERS.
And Successors

to

.1. W.

Fredericks Co.,

as

KING MEDICINE CO.. Oox 1930. BOSTON, MASS.

—

1

j

•

:

call and investi-

already

Operating Surgeon.
cure

troubles

^

to

cures

E. L, STEVENS, M. 0.

f

sure

^

Over 1 .■>.*•''0

Belfal Office, Johnson Block,

tions, bn Udine up the system. 9

A

j

Consultation and examination free.

y

wd giving mve tile and
1 Signed)
to the 1000/1.
&
JOHN P. HILL,

a

eilttinu onerat'.oi),
detention from daily

We guarantee
are
in every case we accept for treatment, ami
uo money is required until cure is com-

J*J

J

||^

d

th,

duties.

i

overworked, both in mind and
bode, restoring the nervous fane- V

t|*
%

...

-\-

No

Ohio’

ivCisgr

m

i:

1

Fidelity Method.

1 w. 1.,,
.ht
; j, :.s_
*(.!,] it. ilrmm'i'.N

i.

harm lit',
until. ;

BY B.'ill.

<J

u

>$

>

l

Cant.'
per l»n\

ronu ii’.

•:ii!s

*

<

\

SI

K.novn

of

DR. MOTT'S CHEMICAL CO., Cie»e!and

T*

?

.\o

o.'xiY.

^"5

[_

Of Men, Won-

c p

|

J.

| ehiidien,

“Life Savers”

PILES!

PILES!

PILES!

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will

cure

Blind, Bleeding. Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It
tumors, allays the itching at once,
Dr. Wilacts as a poultice, gives instant relief.
liams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent by mail, for C»Oc. and §1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO Prop’s, Cleveland. Ohio,
or sale by R. H Moody.
ly38

absorbes the

Ship Chandlers, Ship Brokers,
AND

DEALERS IN

Tents, Awnings, Cart Covers,

Duck, Cordage, Paints, die.
No. 13 From St, Belfast, Me

SEARSPORT

LOCALS.

Maurice Dolliver is visiting in Boston.
Louise D. Leib returned to Saco Saturday.
Lida Curtis

Miss

home for

at

is

short

a

visit.

B. F Young left Monday to accept
Boston.

posi-

a

tion in

Mary Dakin

Mrs.

is

guest of

the

Miss

Evelyn Ford.
Frank and Leander Miller
of Mrs. Julia Nickels.
Head Dr. K. H. Dnrgin's
where in our columns.

large delegation

A

guests
else-

advt.

new

from here is

attend-

in

Monroe fair.

at the

ance

the

are

Mrs. M

Mrs. and

of

Clark

Portland

are

the guests of J. H. Lane.
Herbert Staples and family of
phia are at T IT. Decrow's
Hon.
land

N

D.

M

Philadel-

of

of Hock-

rtland and wife

Tuesday.

were in town

The schools in town opened Monday with
the same teachers as last term.

Bailey

N ckerson &

dry

house

putting

are

up

a

large

Nickersou's wharf.

on

W. Ilichborn left by steamer FriMrs.
la\ to join Capt. Hichboru in Boston

Fanuie

Mrs.
Conn.,

Fitzmaur

visiting

is

of

e

Norwich,

her sister. Mrs. Webber

atehes ,.f mackerel have been made
ilie harbor, but the hsli were very small.

Good
hi

.1

Fame- .;ud

H

Hive,
Isle.
t.

Charles

Presque

at.

erd, who bus spent the

I

Nina T

daughter, Mrs.

visiung relatives

are

here, returned

to

her Lome

by

season

steamer last

Saturday.
daughter Lillias,

and

Barlow

Mrs.

have been visiting here, returned
borne Friday.

to

who
their

Bi

parents.

will of the

The

ck.si'ort

late

Gray

filed in the

is

very

a

brief

m

one.

Miss
the

town

Saturday

to

resume

hei studies in Bates col-

I

N. enters upon her sophomore
year... .Miss Ida L. Smalley is at work in
Camden-Our Sunday school is in a prosperous
Belfast

condition.

Mrs. Eliza
last

present

was

Grange
Miss V

Sept.

We sin-

Willis

Go wen

hie W

trip
barge
West
Clara
Griffin of
Stockton visited Mrs. Eugene Barnes and
Mrs. Annie Devereaux several days last j
week....Mrs. Annie Emerson, who was]
very sick the past week, is much better.
She is attended by Dr. Erskine of Frank- 1
fort and her nurse is Mrs. Orilla McMann.
.Miss Addie Partridge of Stockton is do- j
ing dressmaking for Mrs. Anna Harrimau.
-Lin wood Pierce returned to Boston last
j
Saturday-Everett Pierce arrived home
from Boston last Saturday_Horace Lindsey of Prospect Marsh is helping Capt. W.
D. Harriman build Capt. W. H. Harriman's
new house.
When completed it will be one
of the finest residences in town.
riman.

2Pth.

Mr.

k.

by Rev.

were

McFarland and
united

in mar-

Pentecost. They
left he ath to visit friends on Acre Island.
J. E. Hal and Charles H. Vose returned home Sept. 5tli from their trip to Moose-

riage Sept.

T. R.

...

and

Desire

Misses

have resumed

Katherine Nickels
at the Bridg-

their studies

Normal school.

water

Mrs. Esther Griffin and • laughter Mabel,
who spent the summer at their old home,
returned to Koxbury, Friday.

Oliver, who recently visited Capt.
Mrs. J. W. Walnutt, returned to her
home in Everett Wednesday.
Mis.

and

Henrietta T. Nickels and daughter
returned from a visit to the Thompson’s at Trenton Bridge Tuesday.
Mrs.

Blanche

head

Lake....

Roy

Thompson

visited

•••

t.

The

Tied

Seals

of

They will go a
Virginia.... Miss

to

sea

in

...

in

Pittsfield last week... W. H. Hall of Lowell, Mass.. :s visiting his brother, Charles
Hall
Charles H. Vose, George Lamb ami
John Foster are attending school in Freedom
Alice Rowell is at work in Freedom
in the clothing factory.. .Fred A. Clement
is digging a well....C. A. Hall is laying a
pipe to take water into his house.
Pruspki

year.

Misses Alferetta and
Stockton visited relatives here last week.. .Miss Rose Mudgett, j
who has been at Sea. Harbor the past three I
months, returned home last week....Geo.
C. Pierce and Mrs. Rufus Harrimau went to
Batli last Thursday to join Capt. Rufus Har-

cerelv hope that the young people in this
\icinity will take hold and make the school
Don’t forget the fs»r at Mystic
interesting
Hall

and

Camden. Tl»e Camden schools began Monday with the following teachers: High, C.
B. Allen; assistant, Winifred B. Simmons;

Stockton

play a game of base ball
A. J Nickerson received by schooner this Sept. 21st at the Prospect fair with any nine
Grammar, F. H. Wilbur; assistant, M. L.
in Waldo, county or State.
Little Prospect
week one hundred barrels of oil.
Evidently
French; sub-grammar, Hattie Hart; intersent six men to the Spanisli-American war,
our people are to receive more light.
mediate, Maude Duphsea; primary, Mrs.
as follows: Libby, Partridge, Sprague, CalLaura W ads worth ; Elm street, sub-primary,
Capt. Samuel Curtis of Brunswick, Ga., is
derwood, Clark, Lindsey. They are well
at home for bis vacation, having brought on
Etta Mullen; Mountain street; sub-primary,
and smart youug men. So far one—
made-up
schooner-from Fernandiua, Fla.
May Bowers; Cleveland Hall, Fourth grade,
Libby—is all right. Lindsey is improving
Capt. and Mrs. Nathan P. Carver, who at Camp Wikleaf. Calderwood is very low. Florence Towle; Millville, Margaret Allen:
Mansfield, Henry Upton; Cobb, Eunice
have spent several months at the Harbor, A
dispatch from officials last Saturday to
Sedgwick.Dr J. W. Pearson lias returnreturned by steamer to Boston this week.
relatives said, come tc Portland.
Clark is
ed from 1 jndon, England, where he has
Mariners Lodge will confer the third de- somewhere in a
hospital ami Partridge and been the past three months
studying surgery.
next
A
full
attendgree
Tuesday evening.
Sgrague are also said to be. I think three of He will remain m Camden about two weeks
ance is requested
Refreshments will be I these men went in the second Massachusetts
and then leave for Providence, R. I., where
served.
regiment. Stockton has one man, Dickey, he will
open an office. The doctor will lie
Miss Georgia Ford, who has had charge \ in the service and he wa.- at Chit kamauga
greatly missed here by his many friends for
the

be

Tel
Skowhegan, returned home
of

summer

graph

ni:icH

m

the Western Union

last week
A.
\Y:

s.m

Mowry. daughter
making a short

D
if.

LilKan and

after

Mowry’s mother, Mrs.
turned r. Bost„.>1 Friday.
M-s

visit

to

M. A. Tr« at.

re-

Capt T.

P. Colcord left Thursday to take
command >f los snip, the H. B. Hyde, whom
is leading a* N.-w York for San Francis.-.
Mrs. Go cord

will

a--■oinpany

him

the

on

voyage.

The following are at Swan Lake.
E
L>.
Go 1 cord and fainilj M vs. B. F. Colcord an 1
family, W. M. Parse an l wife. Miss Elia
Hopkins, J. A. Clement, Joseph 1>. Swectser and W
B. Flint.

University

Assoc a tibia Centre, organJune for the study of Universal I
erature, will hold its lirst regular in.-cling
with Mrs. J.
Nickels Friday evening.
Sept. Kith, at o'clock.
Tl;e

ized in

•*

Charles E Black and .viiV drove by team
from Melros-. Mass., t Searsport. o ■•oid-

plishing
After

a

the drive in

a

short visit hen

Bangor returning
They are thoroughly

to

scenery at this time of
Lauristot
went,

;n

over

four

days.

they intend <1 riving
v
the shore route.
oiignted with the
oar.

former resident, who
the Jtith Me. Inft. and

rman,

from

1 ttle

a

afterwards in the _M Me. Cavalry, made a
*h-..rt stop acn- on Ins way to attend the 2d
Maine reuni ui in Bangor.
He informs us it
s the rirst time
for lb years he has visited
his

town.

native

Our

largely reduced vote at the recent
is partly accounted for by the Ausballot, and by the stickers. Since

election
tralian

ballot law lias been in force we find
our citizens, instead of improving in
their knowledge of marking and casting
their vote, are losing ground, as the number
>f defective ballots cast increases every
this

that

year.

Samuel Mortland and family have tlie
of the entire community in the
double bereavement by the deaths last Sunday of the wife and mother—Mrs. Mary
Mortland, and sister Jane. Though both
had been sick for some time a fatal ternlina
tion was not deemed so near. The double
funeral took place Tuesday afternoon and
was largely attended.
T ie services were
unducted by Rev. R. G. E arbutt.
M\

sympathy

A va uable lesson in bird hunting was
given F. K. Curtis’ dog Tiplast Saturday.
Having secured a partridge it was let loose
in the store and Tip was allowed to tree
him on the top shelves.
All went well
until the bird rievv through one of the hack
windows and

escaped,

but

Tip was equal to
sharp run around

the emergency, for after a
building he flushed the

the

bird in the

grass and caught him before he could fly.
Pretty good work for a ten-months-old pup.
NORTH SEAR SPURT ITEMS.

Many

of

the fair at

our

town’s

people

are.

attending

Monroe.

The school house iu district No. 8 has
ceived a coat of paint.
Miss Lena
school in

George

is

attending

high

Sears port village.

Walter Nash anil Miss Inez

Belfast

the

re-

were

in

town

Nickerson of

Sunday.

Mrs. F. H. Hoag of Belfast
at H. J. Scribner’s.

t<>

heard from..

Mrs.

Sunday

were

Muzzy.

Miss Maud E.

Muzzy

and

Horace T. Muzzy, who have been spending the summer in town, have returned to
Massachusetts.
Mr.

Swanville.
Hon. A. E. Nickerson returned Monday, accompanied by Mrs. Helen
Peck, of Lockhaveu, Penn.. .Mrs. T. S.
Ford lias gone to New York to visit her son
Martm-Ernest Nickerson has returned
to school at Worcester.... Walter Nickerson
has

gone

Searsport

to

to

work

for

E.

J

always genial and a great favorite,
not only among his patients but the general
public. He has the best wishes of a host of
he

was

winter with her sister in
H. Littlefield spent last

Wentworth.... Miss Linnie Holmes, who
has been visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Alonzo Holmes, has returned to Rockland,

accompanied by

Mrs.

who

at

the

«

hur- h next

has

groat many

people

our

are

attending

Monroe Fair

Pittsfield There has been quite a
noticeable change in the weather within a
few days, from hot to cold. A slight frost
was seeu in some l>M-alities Sunday morning.
..

.The fall term

tute

at

with

a

good

»f students in attendance....

W. A. Erskine

go

j

visitiug
French,

casks, returning on Thursday-Ed.
threshing grain on Level Hill this
week. ...Fred Jordan is planning to build a
next spring. He is laying the
uew barn

Dodge

is

foundation...

was

Wednesday evening.
Washington was the principal

held here

Staples

of

with John Scott of Bath and R. I.
Thompson of Rockland aids. The audience,

speaker,
which

was

composed

of

as

many

Republi-

Democrats, was small and not at all
Free coinage of silver was
enthusiastic.
the principal theme. Mr. Shepard, Republican candidate for Senator, came in for his
full measure of abuse by Mr. Staples, but
we are inclined to think he did not convert

cans as

any
Mr.

of

our

Republicans to the

Sliepard

is not

an

honest

belief that
man as

a

man.Rev. Mr. Ufford and
wife were called here by the illness of Mrs.
Mr.
Ufford’s mother, Mrs. Mark Ames.
Ufford returned Friday to his home in Willimansett, Mass....Miss Lottie Carkin has
business

been here from Rockland a few days visiting her father, Frank Carkin... .Benj. Ness
of Searsmont has been the guest the past
week of Miss May
Gushee—Raymond
Keating has gone to Augusta, where he will
have employment at the insane hospitalMrs. Cora Ames is visiting relatives in Rockland.

-Harry Thompson

autl

Arthur

Moody

returned to New York.Mrs.
E. F. Littlefield anti her daughter, Miss
Elbe, and Miss Eleauor Barrett are in
Boston for a week or two-Mrs. Leslie
Downs has gone to Boston to join her husband, who has a position there-Charles
Blaisdell arrived from New York last week,
and his brothers Ernest autl Bert are both
here for a visit-Mrs. C. R. Lougee has
gone to Portland to visit her mother_Mrs.

have

Perkins of Boston is tue guest of Miss Hubbard.... Mrs. Frauk Carleton and little sou
left for New York Friday, to be gone about
a month_Miss Ada Littlefield has returned to her school... .Mrs. Josie Mason and
little daughter left Monday for a visit to
Montreal... .Mrs. Richardson and daughter
of South West Harbor are the guests of Mrs.
D. H. Piper_Mrs. Walter Colson has gone
to Boston for a brief visit -Dr. E. H.
Boyiugton and wife of Newburgh were in
town last week-Miss Alta Treat of Rockport is the guest of Mrs. Louise Cuddy....

Mrs.

r.vfiv.

Belfast_Everybody
fair

Geo.

Ar.

sch.

Isaiah

K.

j
J
|

Haynes,

Baltimore

Darien, (la Sept. 7. Ar, sch. Sarah D. J.
Kawson, French, Port. Koval.
Feruandina, Sept.
Sld, sch. Star of the
Sea, Hopkins. Punta Gorda.
New Orleans, Sept. s.
Ar, sch. Ella M.
Willey, Willey, New York.
Salem, Sept. 9. Ar, sch. Daylight, Wash-

ington

Bruuswick, Ga., Sept. 8. Ar. soli. Flora
Rogers, Francis, Camden, Me.
Port Tampa, Sept 10.
Ar, sol
Gladys,

Philadelphia.

Suffolk, Va.. Sept. in. Sld,sob Penobscot,

Dodge,

New Y o-k.

Ar, soli. PuGeorgetown, S. C., Sept. b>
ritan, Sargent, New York: U .> dredge

had finished the treatment tin
had disappeared, the baekin■!:»•
present I am able to attend
convenienced by any trouble
eumstances it is only natural tin
ly recommend Doan's Kidney I’
Call

just

on

as

certain

MAlilNK

MISCKLLAN V

Beaufort. S. C
Sept, * Half f the stern
quarpart of a vessel, with “.Jen m" on it,
ter board with name “Jerome B. 1,<
and a quantity of wreckage has been found
Not! :ug is ki: wn of
oil Pritchcird lsiand
the

to

which reference Fmade for
said premises
Also cert;,
scribed in a cei. ain deed givei
John A. Smedbcrg. dated A|:
■■riled in Waldo «
1111> lb
Rook 227. Page PS, t.. which n
further description ■•( -aid p:>
suant to said license, 1 shall |c
nit\, at ;.
premises m said
highest bidder there f.-r
»< t,.her,
2Pth >ia> Mt
A
1)
ceick in tlie (or mi. >»n
Dated I'nitv. September 1
:t7
LINDbKV H W
so..

WANTED
.py of The Journal for
ctem.i
containing Belfast
for August 2o, 1 S74.
On.this otli ■«*.
given
Belfast. September 1", is
A

1

c

> ■

BORN
Iti'KTi'V
Mis. Lewis

In Murks}
H. Mm-.

\

via kk.
in Sionmgt.n.
and A! ■ -. William 1. * ..r.
vN•1
Dl
In it .1-1
r.
!
and .Mis Danii
w.,
Hakim m a \. in la..• 1-.-»..-:
and Mi- Frank ll.irni
m
Lkkkins. In Mi'.ok-. i.l"
M-<. Fra me ix. Lerk;
..
i’vi
In !;•••
\
1' s
Mrs W
ks\
A
TaI’I.KV, 111 111
■
Mrs. Srxva
L
la
(

crew.

Two men were sav.-!
Boston, Sept, 9
Springfield, Me., to visit her parents.
from sch. Douglas Gregory, wrecked n- ai
Arthur Thompson of this place while at
Tv bee, viz. Samuel Bu K iev and Wniis Berwork in Portland in a match factory had all ry. Sell Richard F G. Ilirtlv landed them
( apt.
and
others went
of his fingers on his left hand sawed off. ife J at Jacksonville,
returned home Friday night. We are sorry | down with the vessel.
(i
Sch.
s.
Dura MatBrunswick,
a., Sept
for him, for he is a poor boy ami dependent I
thews, from New York, reports passing,
on his own exertions for a living.
Mrs. A. Sept, 0,50 miles E. 1 I N. «* I Martin’s IndusClifford is quite sick... .Herbert Stevens is try Light, a sell, of 4<; > to 5t)0 tons, painted
black, bottom up. Two miles to the south
sick-John Stevens met

describe-!

estate,

to
of

FOREIGN PORTS.

land

real

given by Arthur MrN'elley to
dated November 2, iv.cg.’and
County Registry ..t Deeds, m

Winyah Bay, Philadclpiiia.

are

has gone

Grant

Fixing engine.*
Knowing how

Kilgore A Wilson,
convincing proof in R.
Doan’s Kidney Rills are sold
Phelps, Bath.
Portland, Sept b. Ar, sch. Emma S. Briggs, j For sale by all dealers; sent bv
Kondout:
sch.
Olive
T.
Whitsld,
Osborue,
j price by Foster-MiIburn Cm., I
tier, Whittier, Kennebec and Baltimore.
agents for the I'nited State-.
Bangor, SepC 7. Sld, sch. Mary L. Crosby, j
Remember the name DOAN
Trim, New York; 8, sld, schs. Abraham other.
Richardson, Nickerson, Vineyard Haven;
Lillian, Griudle, Boston; Harriet S. Brooks.
NOTICE OF S
Bullock, Beverly; 9, ar, sch. Win. Slater,
Dodge, Boston; Gen. Adelbert Ames, Small,
I. LINDLKV H
MOSHKR
L.
E
Warren, Taintor, do;l2, ar, sch. the estate of JOHN A.sMKId.l
do;
Jose Hook. Ulmer, Boston; sld, schs. James
County of Waldo, deceased.
A. Garfield, Wood, New York; Gen. Adelthat on the Pth day of Alignbert Ames, Small, do.
tained license fr-uii the II.-n
Providence, Sept 10. Sld, sell, Mark Pen- Judge of Probate in and for 11
to sell and convey at public
dleton, Collins, Calais.
scribed real estate ..f said
Ar, sch. Young Broth- said
Norfolk, Sept. "»
Fnity. and bounded ask
ers, Snow, Washington, D. C.: 7, ar, sch.
the southwest corner ..t said I.
H.
Grant, Hartford; 12, cld., sch
Henry
to stake and stones t<> land
n
the north corner <>t said he
Young Brothers, Boston.
Bath, Sept. b. Sld,ship Erskiue N. Phelps, thence notberlyby said Mur<d,
(new) Graham, Baltimore; 10, sld., schs. cast corner of said lot; themowned l»y Harris..n
Olive T. Whittier, Baltimore; Jose Olaverri, formerly
erly l»\ land of Hunt A: Chase
Arey, Washington; ar sch. J. Manchester
ginning, containing 7" acres,

Louisa

Mrs.

>

.«*

Perkins.... Maurice
wife and child of Boston have been
visiting Mrs. Hubert French_Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Black are in l.)ecr Isle for a visit.

...

Charlestown,

Monroe

make

to

1

and Sun-

Perkins and Miss Alice Perkins of Milo

J

Mass., and her daughter, Mrs. Frank Clapp,
of Deer Isle, are visiting at Fred Spratt’s.
Mrs. Comstock will return this weekEugene Rowe went to Damariscotta and
Newcastle Sept. 5th to visit his brother
James, returning Thursday-Fred Norton
went to Union last Wednesday with a loaA

friends in

to

8.

A r, hark G rare LynBarbadoes, Sept
wood, Gilkcy, New York.
U Worthly from Bangor.... Mabel, the six(1
b.
In port, s!
Aug.
Hong Kong,
year-old daughter >>f Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Rohie, Colcord : State of Maine, U irt;s. and
L
from
New
Cushing, Pendleton,
Black, died Aug. liiith after an illness uf sev- Mary
York; Adolf Obrig, Atm airy, for d>
eral week. The funeral was held the Sun- j
Penobscot, McCaulder, for do. T.. load hemp
day following wiMi services bv Rev. J. G I transhipped from Philippines: tst. Jauics,
Fisher.... The entertainment, given at the Tapley, for Baltimore.
Port Spain, Tnu., Sept 11.
Ar, sell, Aliiali last week by the nuP included a farce,
bert L. Butler. Poland. Wilmington, N.
which was very amusing.
Ice cream ami
Turk’s Island. Aug. 2b
Ar, sen. Est.-Ue,
cake were served.... Mr. and Mrs. John lluteiiiuson, Curacoa (and sld 2.• rh for i'ort-

-,

...

Baltimore, Sept.

Stetson, Bangor via Annapolis; 9, ar, schs.
Wm. E Downes, Marshall, Boston; R. F
Pettigrew, Kennebec; Wm. H. Sumner,
Pendleton, Bath ; 12, ar., ship Erskiue N.

..

number

«

Carter, East Braintree.

weeks, left by boat Saturday for their home.
Fred Perkins and wife have returned to
Birchville, having been at their home here
for six weeks....Capt. J. P. Stowers arrived
home from Mexico last week.... Rev. .J. G.
Fisher and family have returned to Bangor.
The pulpit was filled last Sunday by Mr. N

the Maine, Central Insti-

opened Sept. 5th

Bangor.
Philadelphia, Sept. b. Cld, s.-h. Almeda
Willey, Belfast: 9, ar, sch. Yale, Coombs,
New York; 11, ar sch. Joel F. Sheppard,

Connecticut-C.

Sandy point. The cottages are closed and
the visitors have all left for their city homes
Among the last to leave were Prof. N. S.
French and family, Dr. G. v. Fames and
family, Mr. Mansur and family, Misses McKeug, Bennett and Banter, Mrs. Hamilton,
Mt>. Darling and Miss Rice_Fred V.
French and family of Hyde Park. Mass.,
who have been at their cottage for two

Friday evening.

Kathie Nickerson is visiting in
Bangor....A. Eugene Nickerson and wife
are
visiting friends at Bar Harbor.... A
of

with

When asked

follows:

..

him.

Miss

...

day
will

ceased.
a«

<

Susie Clements

Saturday

|

‘‘t

land, Levi Hart, Bangor; Anna Pendleton,
This anecdote has nothing
bark Harriet S. Jackson, ChatMr. S. B. Day, of 108 Midd
ham, N. B.; sld schs. Willie L. Newton, }
Maine, engineer of the Ma
Weehawken for Boston; Maud Briggs, Amboy for Portland ; 10, ar., sell. John C. Smith, Building, hut it serves to into
Bangor; cld, hark Advlie Morrill, Rosario; Belfast public, and at the s;.n
sl»L, schs. Lizzie Lane, Amboy tor Ports- close relation between a tinkei
mouth, Norumhega, Havana; 11, ar., sell. gine and the average hunm
Eliza J. Pendleton, New Haven for Philatinker with theii kidneys. Mi
delphia: Mark Pendleton, Providence; cured liis.
Read his stateinc
Henry R. Tntun. Rauiett, lsleshoro; sld.,
fail to do all in my power for In
sch. A. Hayford, Warren, Portsmouth, N.
H.; 12, ar., sch. Helen G Moseley, Holt, They are a valuable remedy
Richmond, Me.
their use too strongly for any
Boston, Sept. 7. Ar, sch. Nimbus, Bryant, kidney complaint. My back
Turks Inland: brig Harry Smith, do; 9, ar,
of discomfort to me. 1 have he.
sell. Carrie E Look, Veazie, Kingston, N. Y.;
that I could not do my work
11, ar., sobs. Nightengale, Bangor; Geo. W.
Lewis, Bucksport Winslow Morse, Wintermy hands and knees. At nigl
for me to sleep for any length,
port; sld soli. Wm. B. Palmer, coal port:
12; ar.,sch. I). I). Haskell, Hoboken ; Lillian, lieved me from the column,

this week_Mrs
Edna Harriman joined her husband in Boston List week and will go this
voyage with

Rankin,
also been visiting here... Mr. Charles Marr
of Woburn, Mass., will visit relatives in town
during fair week... .Cora Eames will give a

reading

Bridges

and Mrs.

m

si

do; 9, cld.,

Ralph

from Penobscot are to visit their friend
Mrs. Jennie Dockham, this week... Mrs.
Annie Emerson, who has been very sick, is
gaining under the skilled treatment of Dr.
O. S. Erskine of Frankfort-Josiah Colsou
has arrived Lome from Seal Harbor, where
he has been employed_Mrs. Nellie Ward
Clark and daughter Ethel, who have been
spending the summer with relatives here,
will return to their home in California the
last of this month.... Miss Bertie
Thompson
spent last Sunday with her brother in Stockton Springs.
Miss T. intends to spend the

relatives.Mrs.

...

Ambrose Hanson blasted rocks
for Briggs Turner last week-Allen GoodDavid, Delbert and Nahum Nickerson
wTiu and wife were favored last Saturday
were in Unity last week hiving bees.
with a short and very pleasant visit from
Miss Lillian Smart visited her cousin, Miss Mr. and Mrs. George U. White of BelfastElida Nickerson, in Swanville last week.
Twenty-three passengers from the Palermo
Mrs. Hattie A. Wentworth has gone to station went on the excursion to Wiscasset
W. Abbott
last Wednesday.Rev. H.
Waldo, where she has secured a situation.
preaches at the First Baptist church every
Archie Merithew and sister Theodate will
Weeks of
other Sunday... .Rev. George
attend the High school in Searsport village.
Weeks Mill was in town las week to buy a
Little Hazel Smart is in Brooks visiting
yoke of steers_Mrs. Ella Rowe of Liberty
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Ezra Patch. visited at Rufus Rowe’s last week.

in town

Amanda T.

visit

to

Miss Eftie

a

ed the employment of a local ■•t it-:
tinker at any mechanical job. 'l l.,
one in every locality.
He gave nv,
with his hammer and touched i.;
when the pounding, or whatever

AMERICAN PORTS.

Sept, bth, hoping
Lindsey, who is in

J.

was forced to ask the aid of
workman. He failed also, and

Fernald,

New York, Sept. b.
Ar, sclis. Susan N.
Pickering, Bangor ; Annie K. Lew A, Bangor
for Staten Island; 7, ar, schs. F. C. Pendleton, Maggie Mulvey and Maud Snare, Bangor; 8, ar, solis. A. W. Ellis, Ryder, Rock-

went to Portland

alive.

Sell. David S. Siner,

»y

Something had gone wrong we
part of a stationary engine, and m.,.
not fix it. After spending a day

Sept. 12. Sch. Sarah L. Davis Pattershall,
Pretty Marsh ; Clinton, Lord, Brooksville;
Henry Whitney, Welch, New Y'ork.

Worcester Hospital, is somewhat better ami
liis parents are expecting him home on a
furlough. Harvey Libby, who is in Augusta, has been very poorly the past week_

Searsmunt. Rev. F. E. White of Rockland will deliver his lecture “Queer People1’
at the M. E. Church Thursday evening, Sept.
2i»th-Miss J. E. M ’Farland has gone to
Massachusetts

Sept.
Frankfort.

is

find him

Moral of this old, old
Save a Heap of Trout,
Pile of Money.

in

Sch. Emma W. Day, Crockett,

8.
11.

Prospect Village. The many friends of
Walter Calderwood will be pained to know
he is in the Hospital at Portland dangerously ill. His brother Emery of Stockton

NEW YORK.

CO..

Sept.

Boston.

attending the high school in
Arthur Gilman and Charles
Lovett are attending the Commercial College in Rockland-Mr. and Mrs. J. Q.
Adams are in Camden and Rockland for a
few days-W. B. Morse attended the reunion in Rockland of the 4th Maine, of
which he is a member.

Springs

The

SAILED.

Freedom.

Mr. and Mrs.
have returned from a short
sojourn with friends at the seashore.... A
large number of our citizens attended the
friends, fur his future success, who will fol- fairs at Lewiston. Bangor and other places.
the other night was chased by what lie supThe Methodist church has not been
low with interest his future career.
posed t o he a bear. Others have seen the same
closed this summer, but the Free Baptist
Morrill. Two barns, <10 tons of hay, .1 f
animal and claim it is a wolf.... A party
! and Uuiversalist have had their vacation as
from the George settlement went to Loug I mowing machine, two horse rakes, belongusual. Rev. G White, Free Baptist, has been
to Frank W. Woodbury were totally dedig
Sears
fur
week.
mackerel
ast
C-ov**,
port,
at
home two weeks ,liter being away tour
Albert Larrabee had a big entertainment stroyed by tire---‘aused by lightning—durj
week for recuperation.
He preached A most
the
shower
afternoon
ing
Wednesday
Sept.
last week
The evening was pleasantly i
ex v.iient sermon last Sunday oil wars in
7th.
Loss
in
insured
for
>400
the
>1.500;
spent with musn and songs, M-. Larrabee I
and on the duty of ministers and all
Ins. Co... Rev. A. 1». j general
is a good drummer ami
quite a iiar.d can he, Androseoggm Fjre
Christians in regard to the liquor traffic...
Thibodeau made t visit to Bucksport- last. 1
must'-r' d in that S'
tion
M;ss Lulu Cole
Dr. Taylor and wife, who have been enjoy<
Friday, returning Saturday. Jfe began a
going to Wintcrport with her alint.
ing a much needed vacation, are at home
Mrs Mary Spaof Sear-port, has been series of revival meetings at East Knox last
agaiu m their accustomed p‘ ices n the
...State
Constable
Mrs.
J.
IL
at
Bas-i
Monday
Betsev
k's.
.Howard
evening
visit,eg
j
church ami elsewhere.. .Dr. T. M. Griffin
.?
Gran: ami wife
Winr.-iq-ort called out Meats made a trip to New Hampshire last, who has
been having experience among the
week
Clark
of
New
I
tlie (
t
ist week.George
lawn, Conn.,
sick and wounded in one of the. hospitals m
Frank La.-tn oil,
..r road cm unssioiier, is \ arrived recently to spend two or three weeks
Boston for several weeks, came home SatMrs. Clark :
-pairing ami planking the Lille bridge neai j among relatives and friends.
urday with his wife and children, who had
n-re
A team t gypsies passed last week j and little daughter Addle have been here j
been visiting Mrs. Gridin’s sister, Mrs. Shaw
‘heir way to Knox, so they said....The the larger part of the summer... Dr. and
j in Portland, two or three weeks...Dr. Porter
Mrs. T. N. Pearson attended the C. E. Con-•le'-rion is the coolest one Imre for years....
was railed to Burnham recently to reduce =i
vention in Gardiner last week and were abMiss L.i io Wagner of Stockton was at
fracture of the wrist of Roy Bickford, sou of
I ‘aniel Danver s last week-Mr. and Mrs.
sent. three days-Mrs. Robie Grey moved
Eri Bickford.Dr. E. P. Goodrich and
back here from -Belfast recently_Mrs.
Gabriel Brown wiii soon leave for South
wife have returned after several weeks visit
Brooks. w here they have employment for Martha Crocker of Houltou, Me., has been a
in the eastern part of the State.
Dr. T >
the winter with Joseph Ellis-Roy Nicker- guest recently at J. It. Mears_Stephen
Drake, wife and little- daughter have also
wife
and
and
Amon
visited
Payson
son and
of
Payson
wife
Stockton called at his
returned from an extended visit with friends,
father's, C. K. Nickerson, last week.... Mrs. their parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Payson, and attendance on the fair at Lewiston..
the
Melinda Littlefield and iier mother visited
past week-Ezekiel Merrithew reports
Dr. Marden has been very busy all summer
a good squash vine from one seed
It made
Mr. and Mrs. Gardiner Clark last weekand has had no time for visiting....>Lss
The handbills are out for tlie Prospect fair three branches 15 1-2, l'i 1-2 and 22 1-2 feet,
Abbie Buck of Urlaud, a member of the
Sept. 21st. I should have said that letters on each of which are two fine squashes.... class
of 'bs, Maine Central Institute, has been
addressed to C. R. Randell, superintendent Miss Lillie Creasey is at home on a visit to
in town a few days visiting friends... .John
of the Red Seal nine, will be attended to.
her mother, from Rhode Island_The Y.
Knowles of Philadelphia is visiting T. E. B.
P. S. C. E. of this pi ace reorganized recently
Palermo. The fall term of school in the
Knowles and family.... We are exceedingly
with
the
following officers; President, Rev. interested in Mrs.
towu began last week with the exception of
Fannie B. Ward’s letters
A. I). Thibodeau; Vice Pres., Mrs. S. A.
the center school,which began this week and
and pray that she may be kept from harm
is taught by Nelson Brown.
The Faye Storer; Rec. Secy., Mrs. T. N. Pearson; Cor. and from disease while
devoting so much of
school is taught by Mertie Brown, the Carr's Secy., Miss Bertlia Hatch; Treas., Mrs. T. her
precious time to our poor suffering solN.
Pearson
Miss
Emma
Murch.
;
Organist,
Alice
corner school by
Spratt, the Ridge
diers. God bless her, and may the angels
school by E litli Grady, the Greeley school
Appleton. Quite a change was recently watch over her.
by Nome Turner, the Rust school by Belle made by F. J. Oakes in his buildings on the
\V inter port
Joseph Wardwell died
A. Bowler and the East Palermo school by Sullivan
place. The old house has been
at his
Mary E Norton... .The Carr’s corner school moved from the original position and at* very suddenly Saturday morning
home on Church street. The immediate
has raised the money to buy a dag,
hich tached to the L, a veranda added and other
cause of his death was apoplexy, though he
was recommended by the superintendent..
changes made. A large, two-story house had been in
He
poor health some time.
Coridon Black, formerly of this town, and will be erected on the spot where the old
leaves a wile, one daughter, an aged father
his daughter, Mrs. Utis Hunt of Sherman bouse stood. A New York architect is at
and two sisters to mourn their loss. Funeral
Mills, are visiting his sou, John H. Black. work on plans for the house and work will
services were held at his late home Monday
Friday he went to Freedom to spend the day begin immediately-Mr. and Mrs. Austin
afternoon, Rev. I). H. Piper officiating....
with Frank Sanford, a friend in childhood. Sullivan of Portland are making their auThe remains of Mrs. Booker of Boston, a
During the thunder shower Sunday nual visit to lus mother and other relatives sister of
Mrs. J. W. Sproul, were brought
Charles
barn
was
Goves’
here-Mr. Hiram Dunton has returned
evening, Sept. 4th,
here for burial last Thursday ; also the restruck by lightning and burned. He lost a from Colorado after an absence of 30 years
mains of Elijah Getcliell of China, Me., forhorse, a cow and a yoke of steers. One cow from Maine, and is the guest of his brother,
merly a resident of this town....W. L).
broke loose and got out. He also lost bay,
Geo. C. Dunton-Mrs. Mark Ames, who
met with a serious accident Satcarriages and farming tools. No insurance. has been seriously ill, is much improved Thompson
He was pruning an apple tree and
-John S. Ayer and Frank Norton bought and is now able to sit up-Dr. Hadley has urday.
stepping on a dead limb fed and broke his
fifty head of (rattle in Patten, Me., and been kept very busy, as there has been conleg. It was a very bad break ami much
arrived here last Tuesday with about tnirtv siderable sickness in town after an unusualis expressed for him by liis many
sympathy
sold
on
the
sold
Mr.
and
head, having
way.
They
ly healthy spring and summer....
friends-Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Homer of
the most of them as soon as they arrived. Mrs. Frank Kenney and sister, who have
called on friends in town last
John Turner of Somer\ille bought eight and been spending tlie summer with Mrs. Ken- Bucksport
Friday, anti Master Morton Homer spent a
John Black bought a cow.... Willie Hanson,
ney’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. II. N. Titus, few
days visiting relatives-Miss Ada L.
who has been very sick with typhoid fever, is
left Thursday for their home in West Upton,
Walker lias returned to Portland, where
improving. Watts Nelson, who took care of Mass_G. H. Page and wife visited friends she
has a line position as head dresshim for two weeks, returned home last week.
in Warren last week-A Democratic rally
maker with Eastman Bro.’s &
Bancroft.
.Mrs. Eunice Comstock of
L. M.
Elonia Cunningham and daughter of Swanville ore visiting
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. K. Nickerson.
....Silas Young when watering his horses

the last

of lime

Mrs. E. A. Matthews and Minnie Hills of
ETnion, Me., were in town Sunday.
M**. and

Springs offer

Knowles

Schs. David S. Siner, Fernald,

8.

New York; Paul Seavey, Pattershall, do.;
Fannie & Edith, Ryder, Boston; P. M. Bonney, Burgess, Vinalhaven.
Sept. 11. Sell. Clinton, Lord, Rockland.
Sept. 12. Sch. Henry Whitney, Welch,
Blue Hill.

a

Freedom and Fairfield last week....

to
ROSAl BAK'NG powder

ARRIVED.

Sept.

parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Prescott,
few weeks... .Rev. N. Rich and wife of
Taunton, Mass., visited her mother, Mrs.
Lucy Prescott, last week. Mrs. Prescott is 04
years of age, is enjoying health and happiness and is regular in her attendance at
church. She recently attended the evening
services-Mrs. Hattie Jordan and sou of
Lewiston visited relatives and friends in
town last week-Mr. and Mrs. John Mason
of Lebauou, N. H. are visiting her brother,
Mr. David Gilman-Dr. Leroy Howes of
Enfield, Me., and Alden of Washburn, Me.,
are visiting relatives in this place_Mrs.
W. B. Morse and daughter Mamie visited in
for

Carrie Devereaux of

Alexander of

Sunday.

Thompson

PORT OF BELFAST.

her

No lumps of alkali, are
left in the biscuit or
cake when raised with
Royal Baking Powder,
the food is made light,
sweet and wholesome.
Royal should take the
place of cream of tartar and soda and saleratus and sour milk
in making all quickly
risen food.

Prospect Ferry.

Miss

lege

Bertha

SHIP NEWS.

South Montville. Dr. Chapman and
wife of Springfield, Vt., visited her aunt,
Mrs.
C. F. Conner, last week.Mrs.
Daniel Goodrich of Peabody, Mass., is with

Specks,

Miss

Josephine Nea';, who has
past two mouths visiting
her grand-parents. Mr and Mrs. R F. Alexander. returned to her home in Lewiston
Belmo.vl

been

ligbtuing.Miss

A tine granite wall has just been completed around the premises of Mrs. N. H. Hubbard....Roy L. Fernald arrived by Tuesday’s boat on a 30 days furlough.

No Yellow

Cora Poland are attending the fall term
at Freedom Academy.Fred Myrick has
been drawn as grand juror and Mr. James
O. Bartlett as traverse juror for the September term of court in Belfast-Rev. L.
M. Burrington and wife of Belfast called at
William White’s last Friday... Miss Sprague
of Belfast, who lias been visiting Miss Edna
Thompson, has returned.... Miss Miriam
Bartlett left by Friday’s boat for Hopedale,
Mass., where she will teach the comiug

Capt.

Probate Court this
The testator
leaves to lus daughter, Auuie M. Nicholson,
th. sum of $*2,500, and the entire residue,
real estate and personal property to his w ife,
who is appointed executrix without bond
Mark

week

Halldai

M
B
Packard, proprietor *u the Sebec
Luke H<uise. Willimantic, is making a short
visit to Lis

East Searsmont. Miss Mabel Marriner
Ezra Patch of South Brooks was in town i
last Sunday visiting his daughter, Mrs. J. spent Sept. 6th in North Appleton-Mr.
aud Mrs. Benj. Kirkpatrick and Mrs.
W. Smart.
»
Cables and family spent Sept. 5th
Mr. aud Mrs. John Bowden of South Stephen
in Oakland, Me.Geo. Donnell was in
Brooks were in town last Sunday visiting
Rockland for a few days last week-Oscar |
relatives.
Hills of East Northport called at E. P.
Miss Lillian E. Scribner was in Swauville
Mahoney’s Saturday on his way to Union.
for
Miss
the first of this week, dressmaking
J. S. Mahoney accompanied him....Mrs. A.
Blanche Ford.
M. Ingraham of Belfast was in town Sept.
Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Marden aud daughter
6th, the guest df Mrs E P. Mahoney-John
Garrie of Swauville were iu town Sunday, Cummings has painted his house.
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Towle.
Centre Montville
During the severe
The party who visited Mr. Elias Moore | electrical storm of Wednesday afternoon,
and family last Saturday were Mr. and Mrs. Sept. 7th, the dwelling house of Mr. James
j
Arthur Boyd and sou John, Mr. aud Mrs. O. Bartlett was struck by lightning and
H. T. Scribner aud daughters, Misses Lil- would soon have been consumed by tire if
lian, Myra and Kate. The day was passed it had not been quickly discovered and extinguished. Several trees were also struck
very pleasantly and a fine dinner and supin this vicinity.
During the same storm
per were served by Mrs. Moore.
the barn of Mr Frank Woodbury of Morrill
COUNTV CORRESPONDENCE.
was destroyed by tire resulting from a bolt

•.

>1 ARRIS

!

..

1

...

with a bad
quite,
accident last week.
He was training a
horse when the horse kicked him on lii.s arm,
breaking it and making a fearful gash. Dr.

discovered three bright masts, mastheads
painted white, floating together.
The Bath shin IroNew York, Sept. 9
quois, (.’apt. Taylor, which arrived yesterday from Honolulu, reports on July i, iat
Clair Whitney attended him ami he is doing
55 55, Ion. 57->0, had a heavy easterly gale,
well.... Misses Mira and Annie Libby ami in which Hooded decks ami stove water
casks. On 15th, 5:; 50, Ion. ;0, hadamdheAda Berry returned to Pittsfield Sept. 10th
j easterly gale, with high cross sea, in which
to attend tlie M. C
I.Ella Conner re-j carried away mam yard, forestay holt, lost
turned to Chicago Sept.
12th.... X. C. j sails and received other damage about
decks.
Knights hail another ill turn Sept. Pth. Dr.
Wickford, K. I., Sept. 9. The steamer
Johnson of Belfast was sent for and said it ; Lewiston, which ran on the Point Judith
was a slight shock.
It is feared he cannot breakwater while carrying soldiers from

j Montauk Point to Boston, and which was
recover-Mary Whitney and her little j Hoated yesterday, has arrived herein tow
grandchild went to Lowell Sept. 12th to | of the tug T. A. Scott. The vessel was kept
visit her daughter.
.Word has been received afloat by means of pontoons. Work was bewill he
from Montana that Nellie Hamilton, who gun on her this morning, and she
put in condition to enable the wreckers to
went from here, is married.
She was here take her to Boston.
Nickerson of
last summer visiting her parents, Mr. and |
Boston, Sept. 9.
(.'apt
Wm. Hamilton-The Ladies’Circle j
with Mrs. Geo. Clark Sept. 8th.
Quite j
a
number were present and had a very
|
enjoyable time.W. A. Bartlett of Bangor j
was in town last week
W. C, Tabor has
returned to Boston-Windermere Park is
almost deserted. All the boarders have returned to their homes. The hotel closes this
Mrs.

met

week.

Thorndike.

Last Saturday while a lady
busy about her work she was starlted
by hearing screams as though some one was
was

in

hastened out into the
if she could render any assist-

great distr

street to

see

ss

He first

ance.

and

thought

was

that

some

one

been thrown from a carriage. On reaching the road she saw a team coming ami
heard a man swearing fearfully at a woman
who was in the wagon with him. He struck
the woman several times, bruising her face
and knocking her hat off.The two ladies who
witnessed the affair say they never heard
such oaths as came from the man’s lips. |
This took place on one of our main traveled i
roads, in the broad open light of the day. |
had

iney were going towards Jts rooks and had
two large trunks in the wagon. The woman
looked

much

younger

than

the

man,

as

j

j

!

though
might have been his daughter. ;
He did not appear to be intoxicated, but j
thoroughly mad. Was such a party seen
by any one else? If he drives through this
town again and undertakes the same performance
he will he arrested.... Mrs.
Clarence Gurney ami children are visiting
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Heath_Mrs. Sarah
Gross, who has been confined to the house ;
she

several weeks with

a

broken arm, rode out

Charles Hogan is on
the sick list.... Mr. aud Mrs. Joseph Higgins
last

Sunday...

.Mrs.

Plymouth

FridayLydia
Higgins Monday afternoon-Burleigh, the
little son of A. L. Ward, was quite sick
last week. Dr. Whitney w’as called and he is
visited friends in
Mrs.

Joseph Heath called

last

on

Mrs.

better at the present time-Several from
this town attended the District Lodge at
Jackson last Saturday and report a fine
time-September is giving us some beautiful days and very cool nights.

1

steamer Indian, which arrived at Boston today from Philadelphia, reports ou Thursday, when abreast Shinuecook Light, sightIt wa*
ed a derelict, lying on its broadside.
the sell. Frances M., wrecked by collision
The
with steamer Patria last Sunday.
Frances M. was from Kennebec River f* r
Baltimore with 1,500 tons of ice. The ice kept
her afloat. It is reported that a tug has
The Frances M. was lo<x
since found her
tons net, ami 1229 tons gross, built at Phippsburg, Me., in 1S90. She hailed from Bath,
Me.
Bk. Geo. F. Manson is
Bath, Me.. Sept. S
out 12S days from Sidney, NSW. for San
Francisco, and fears are entertained for her
safety. Among the shipping circles she is
given up as lost, but. still the underwriters
are paying 50 per cent, to reinsure the hull
ami cargo. The G. F. Manson was formerly
a ship, ami was built in this city m bs“5 b\
Ibid
Albert Hawthorn and managed by
Bro s., for some time, and then was sold to
parties on the Pacific coast.
Boston, Sept. 10. ('apt. Bryant of the
four-masted schooner Nimbus, at this port
o
from Turks Island reports on July 22,
A. M
when his vessel was on t he passage
from Buenos Ayres to Turks Island in latitude 24 degrees 2 minutes rf., longitude 54
degrees 54 minutes W., one d the crew
named John Fraser, aged 42 years, while
engaged in his duties about the deck, fell
overboard and was drowned
Every effort
was made to save
the unfortunate man.
(.’apt Bryant was unable to say where tinman
belonged. The impression prevails,
however, that the mail resided at Providence, R. 1.
Bk. Addie Morrill, Boston to
Chautkms.
Rosario, lumber 59.50. Sell Sallie I On,
(corrected) Jacksonville to Dcmerara, lumber 57 ; cement out, Roudout to Port Royal,
14 cents.
Sell. J. C. Smith, Kennebec to
New York, ice 50 cents. Sch. H. R. Tilton,
same.
Sell. Melissa A. Willey, Norfolk to
Boston, piling, p. t. Sch. Abbie C. Stubbs,
Mobile to Kingston, Ja., lumber SO. Sell.
R. F. Hart, Weehawken to Beverly, coal 50
cents. Sch. Lizzie Lane, Elizabeth port to
Portsmouth, coal 55 cents. Sch Herbert E.,
Elizabethport to Hingham.coal 00 cents. Sch.
D. I). Haskell, Hoboken to Boston, coal 45
cents. Sch. Post Boy, Hoboken to Belfast,
coal, 45 cents.
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Rev. K. T. Caj'eu. Will
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THE HOMELIEST MAN IN BELFAST
Handsomest, and others are invited
any druggist and get free a trial bottle
of Kemp’s balsam for the Throat and Longs, a
remedy that is guaranteed to cure and relieve all
Chronic and Acute Coughs, Asthma, Bronchitis
and Consumption. Price 25c. and 50c.
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